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Invitation to KOREA,
The country of the Hallyu

ⒸCourtesy of KBS Music Bank



Korea boasts a rich culture that comes from its long history. The 
mountains and rivers, palaces, royal tombs, and fortresses, which are 
all described as ‘embroidered with gold thread’ are in harmony with 
one another, and the hanbok, hanok, and pansori go hand in hand. 
There, the children that grew up in these places became idols, 
creating their own songs and writing Korean lyrics, then singing  what 
is now called K-POP and is receiving love and support from all over 
the world. Fans absorb the energy idols give by memorizing their 
songs, practicing the choreography, and learning Korean to 
understand the meaning of the lyrics. As Hallyu movies are starting to 
gain international recognition, a growing number of fans are visiting 
the filming locations to find the works of their favorite directors. At 
the same time, zombies, which were exclusive to Western culture, 
received a new interpretation and became Korean-style zombies 
with Korean interpretation and choreography.

K-Pop Idols,
A Massive Impact on the World

ⒸCourtesy of Incheon Tourism Organization



A New K-Lifestyle,
Falling in Love with Hallyu
K-Webtoons, which applied digital technology to 'Manwha', are becoming 
global contents, and the Hallyu contents being broadcasted through OTT 
services are attracting Hallyu fans to Korea, making filming locations new 
attractions and even traditional Korean games are becoming a new trend. 
The content that Hallyu is making is spreading throughout the world 
through many various digital platforms. 
This book covers the various contents that Hallyu(韓流) is producing. It 
goes beyond just taking photos in a beautiful hanbok at a marvelous 
palace. These are new contents to the Hallyu wave, such as K-POP in the 
ever-expanding metaverse, and ‘culture complexes’ where you can enjoy 
media art and shops. You can find your own style and customized beauty
cosmetics through K-beauty. We invite you to not just K-POP, but to K-
BEAUTY, K-CULTURE, and more all together in K-LIFESTYLE and truly enjoy
what Korea has to offer.









Visit Cafes & Restaurants Owned by Celebrities
K-Star Fandom Café & Merch Tour
Experience Thrilling Activities Enjoyed by K-Stars
Best Food Stalls from K-Video Mukbang Tour
‘Tour Courses’ Recommended by Celebrities
Visit Korea’s Trending Gen MZ Locations
Try Out Celebrities’ Hobbies

Make Your Own MV
K-Pop Music Video Filming Site Tour
K-Pop Album Jacket Photoshoot Site Tour
Idol Entertainment Office Tour
Fandom Journey - Find the Traces of Idols
BTS Pilgrimage 
K-Pop & Travel in the Metaverse
Learn K-Pop Choreography: From Basic to Master
Visit a K-Pop Awards Ceremony
Watch a K-Pop Festival & Year-End Music Festival
Visit K-Pop Music Shows

Celebrities' Recommended Restaurants Tour
Become a Model: Photoshoot at a Self Portrait Studio like a K-Star



Visit Global K-Drama Filming Locations 
Heart-Fluttering K-Drama Filming Locations Tour
Drama Filming Set Tour
Know Your Korean Movies
Shop for K-Items from K-Dramas
Make My Own K-Snacks from Dramas
Try on Different Hanbok Styles by Class from K-Dramas
Meet K-Zombies
Experience the Convenience Stores from Dramas
Enjoy the Traditional Korean Game Culture
Enjoy a Luxury Hotel Vacation like K-Drama Main Characters
‘Best Night Views’ from Dramas

K-Beauty: Custom Cosmetic Know-hows
Styling like a Celebrity 
Order Custom Clothes like Celebrities
Try On ‘Fashion Hanbok’ Celebrities Wore
Make Your Own K-Star Fashion Items
K-Beauty Class & Consulting 
Become a Fashionista: K-Star Fashion Shopping Trip

Kidult Character Tour
Visit Bookstores & Libraries from K-Dramas
Korean E-Sports Stadium Tour
Popular E-Sports Activities Course
Learn Everything About K-Webtoons
Become a K-Animator for a Day
Take a Deep Dive into Hangeul
Experience Korea’s ‘Bang(Room)’ Culture
Use ICT Technology to go on a Smart Tour of Korea
Art Created by Light ‘Media Art’ Aesthetic Tour
Tranquil Hanok Healing Trip 



CATEGORY



K-POP
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Tour an MV filming location and
create your own MV,
“I can be an MV star too!”

Make Your Own MV

#
 K

-P
O

P
01

You can fall in love with the music videos of K-Pop artists. At some 
point, you may find yourself humming and dancing along to the 
melody. So why don’t we just try making our own MV? Choose an MV 
clip that you like and do some research on the filming location’s 
setting, style, and choreography. You can either imitate the MV 
exactly or make some changes to the plot, pick a location, gather 
some simple props and you’re good to go. If it comes out well, you’re 
now an MV star. Even if you didn't manage to make it turn out as 
expected, you can still capture the moment and publish it as a short 
video. Who knows, maybe it could be the next hit.

1 2
Color Pool Museum
Annyeong Insadong 6F, Insadong-gil, 
Jongno-gu, Seoul

YG PLACE Insa Branch
Annyeong Insadong 4F, 49 Insadong-gil, 
Jongno-gu, Seoul

1min 1min
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www.instagram.com/cafeunplugged

Stylenanda Pink Pool Café Hongdae branch

Flagship Store 4F, 23 Wausan-ro-29da-gil, Mapo-gu, Seoul
www.instagram.com/pinkpoolcafe

Color Pool Museum
The filming location for OH MY GIRL’s ‘BABY GOOD NIGHT’ music video. This is an Art Place where you 
can use all five of your senses to perceive the colors. OH MY GIRL used some locations like the ball 
pool, watermelon swings and donut model to express the bright refreshing feeling of an idol girl 
group. There are 9 different zones, each with its own color and scent, so the space can be utilized in a 
variety of ways. The colorful space goes along well with cute and playful themed music videos. There 
are also so many spots where you can snap aesthetic photographs.

The filming location for IU’s ‘Sleepless rainy night’ music video. It is the most popular location for 
Korean indie musicians. The first floor is a retro-style LP bar-style café, while the basement is a 
performance stage for famous singers and indie musicians such as IU and Lee Seungyoon. IU’s music 
video is a perfect blend of retro and indie, and it connects the singer on TV with the indie singer in real 
life. The location can be used to portray soulful music and the atmosphere. Performance schedule 
checks are required.

A rental studio with natural light. In the pink room, a princess-themed room you dreamed of as a 
child, you can film girl group music videos. Party items and pink props like stuffed animals and toys 
set the right aesthetic vibe for its concept. The vintage modern room is furnished with antique 
furniture and includes a kitchen that is perfect for filming cooking videos. The white room is ideal 
forphotoshoots for boutiques, lookbooks, and commercials.

A quiet and modern house rental studio. It has a home-like atmosphere with a garden and terraces on 
the first and second floor. The location is used for fashion photo shoots, commercials, MV filming and 
more. Room B is a cute, colorful room that feels like a classroom. Both the terraces and garden can be 
used for filming. Lighting (Fomex E600), Bluetooth speakers, steam irons, power strips, reel wire, 
portable table, etc. are available for free.

A professional studio specifically designed for MV filming. You can exclusively rent the 3rd floor 
(about 50㎡) and it is fully self-service, making it very private. The wide space has long tables, circular 
tables, and various props including artificial flowers, flower vases and plates allowing for the space to 
be decorated as you desire. With neon lighting, you can create a dream-like ambiance, or you may 
even create a fresh and lively atmosphere with natural light.

The filming location for OH MY GIRL’s ‘Dun Dun Dance’ Japanese version music video. The interior is 
decorated with a pool theme, making the space bright and gorgeous. OH MY GIRL showcased a  
dynamic dance routine using the large space and created a bubbly atmosphere by using items such 
as cacti and bubble guns. There are other cute props like shell-shaped chairs , etc. On the lower floor 
in the 'Stylenanda' shop, you can shop for cosmetics and clothing.

Annyeong Insadong 6F, Insadong-gil 49, Gwanhun-dong, Jongno-gu, Seoul
www.colorpoolmuseum.com

Morethan Studio

17 Yeonhui-ro 26da-gil, Seodaemun-gu, Seoul
http://morestudio.imweb.me/yh

Mumu Studio

3F Yanghwa-ro 18an-gil, Mapo-gu, Seoul
https://www.spacecloud.kr/space/28700

Allow Studio

Juhye Building 6F, 69 Seogang-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul
www.allowstudio.com

Hongdae Unplugged

26 Wausan-ro 33-gil, Mapo-gu, Seoul

Concept Studios
for Self-Filmed

Music Videos

Indoor
Music Video

Filming Space 070-7663-6909

02-6954-2872

070-4200-9251

010-3181-0051

010-4687-5529

010-3000-2547

3
Insa Central Museum
Annyeong Insadong B1, 49 Insadong-gil, 
Jongno-gu, Seoul

5
Hongdae Unplugged
26 Wausan-ro 33-gil, Mapo-gu, Seoul

22min

6.5km 4
Allow Studio
Juhye Building 6F, 69 Seogang-ro, 
Mapo-gu, Seoul

15min

919m
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Places that Magically Pull You into
Music Videos

K-Pop Music Video Filming Site Tour

#
 K

-P
O

P

The music video (MV) elevates the auditory art of music into general 
art and is a must-have for idol fans as they can be with their favorite 
idols for 24 hours a day. The MV itself is only 3 to 5 minutes long, but 
the clothing, makeup, props, coloring, choreography, and special 
effects are all executed by experts to support the best ideas and 
techniques. Let's focus on the heart of MVs, the filming locations that 
were very carefully selected. Just like the scene in an MV, let's pick a 
bright yellow flower and try plucking its petals then spin around with 
them in a fluttering breeze wearing a floral dress. Put your earbuds in 
and put on a red hoodie to run. You can always see idol singers in the 
MV, but when you go to the filming location, you will enter the space 
inside the MV. Magical things will happen as if you were in augment-
ed reality (AR).

02

ⒸCourtesy of The Cliff Jeju

1 2
Daegwallyeong SKYRANCH
458-23, Kkotbatyangji-gil, Daegwallyeong-myeon, 
Pyeongchang-gun, Gangwon-do

Balwangsan Skywalk
715, Olympic-ro, Daegwallyeong-myeon, 
Pyeongchang-gun, Gangwon-do

16min

10km

50min

65km
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https://blog.naver.com/thecliffjeju

Byeokchoji Culture Arboretum

242, Buheung-ro, Gwangtan-myeon, Paju-si, Gyeonggi-do
www.bcj.co.kr

Surfyy Beach

119, Hajodaehaean-gil, Hyeonbuk-myeon, Yangyang-gun, Gangwon-do
www.surfyy.com

Anseong Farmland

28, Daesindu-gil, Gongdo-eup, Anseong-si, Gyeonggi-do
http://nhasfarmland.com

Daegwalnyeong SKYRANCH
The MV filming location of Tomorrow X Together(TXT)’s ‘Blue Hour’. It is the title song of the album 
<minisode1: Blue Hour>, released in October 2020. The title and the lyrics are both said to depict a 
bright disco vibe as if cotton candy and cider came together. The location was also used to film 
SNUPER’s ‘The Star of Stars’. A massive meadow and wind turbines make this place feel exotic. Go run 
in the fields and have fun like TXT and SNUPER.

458-23, Kkotbatyangji-gil, Daegwallyeong-myeon, Pyeongchang-gun, Gangwon-do                    

Mangwon Hangang Park
The MV filming location of SM Yoo Young-jin X NCT Taeyong’s ‘Cure’. The MV turned into a shot where 
the city's sunset, green forest, gray concrete, and remote train blended together beautifully. Try 
copying the scene where he is wearing white clothes in front of the greenery or wearing a red hoodie 
and earbuds. It is located between Wonhyo Bridge and Seongsan Bridge, so you can find a nice view 
of bridges as well. There are rental companies for tents and props, so you can even have a hip tent 
picnic. The stunning sunset is a key attraction point.

2PM's 7th full-length album <MUST> includes 10 tracks, together with the title song 'Must'. Of these 
tracks, the MV filming location for ‘The Cafe’ was the vast field and wooden shed of Anseong 
Farmland. With the greenery as background, the fireworks and smiles of the six members bring 
healing to all of our hearts. This location is likewise the MV filming location of NCT U’s ‘From Home’. Go 
take a picture on the wide grassland, feed the animals, and go horseback riding.

467, Maponaru-gil, Mapo-gu, Seoul                                    
https://hangang.seoul.go.kr/archives/46737

The Cliff Jeju
The MV filming location of TWICE’s ‘Alcohol-Free’. They danced along to a bossa nova hip-hop style 
melody with tropical outfits. The cliff is a cafe and pub that overlooks Saekdal Beach and transforms 
into a club at night. You can take pictures with tequila, margaritas, lime mojitos or pina coladas which 
you can find in the song lyrics, or you can write your remarks about Jungmun Beach and the beauty 
of the sunset. DJ concert on weekends. Burgers, pizza, and cocktails are available.

154-17, Jungmungwangwang-ro, Seogwipo-si, Jeju-do                 

Boy Group
Concepts

Girl Group
Concepts

ⒸCourtesy of Jiho Kim - Korea Tourism Organization

ⒸCourtesy of Bumsoo Lee - Korea Tourism Organization

ⒸCourtesy of Daegwalnyeong SKYRANCHwww.skyranch.co.kr

ⒸCourtesy of The Cliff Jeju

033-332-8061

031-8053-7979

064-738-8866

033-672-0695

031-957-2004

The MV filming location of Apink's 2nd full-length album song 'Petal'. It depicts the nerve-racking 
feeling of a girl in love plucking petals, conflicting over her decision of ‘Should I love him or not?’ 
Apink's innocent image in the fresh summer air, surrounded by lush greenery, work in perfect 
harmony. There are many things to imitate such as tossing a coin in the fountain, petal plucking, 
blowing bubbles, and taking a picture with a bouquet of wildflowers. Byeokchoji means ‘a site where 
green trees and ponds harmonize.’ Also the filming location of Red Velvet's 'Psycho' MV and the 
drama <Vincenzo>.

The MV filming location of BRAVEGIRLS’ ‘Chi Mat Ba Ram’. As a surfing place on the east coast, you can 
find a seashore dedicated to surfing, a swimming zone, a beanbag zone, a hammock zone, and a 
healing zone. There is a photo zone with the word ‘SURFYYBEACH’ in bright yellow letters, which had 
been temporarily changed to ‘BRAVEGIRLS’ throughout the MV shoot. The location where the 
members danced in floral dresses is especially popular. The beach seen in Brave Girls' Rollin' MV is 
also SURFYYBEACH, and the place where Yuna rode the longboard is at the coastal road in front of 
SURFYYBEACH (Hajodae Coastal Road).

02-3780-0601

3
Hajodae Beach
54, Haryun-gil, Hyeonbuk-myeon, 
Yangyang-gun, Gangwon-do

4
Surfyy Beach
119, Hajodaehaean-gil, Hyeonbuk-myeon, 
Yangyang-gun, Gangwon-do

6min

1.9km
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Imitate an album cover and
get the best ‘profile pic’

K-Pop Album Jacket Photoshoot Site Tour

#
 K

-P
O

P
03

ⒸCourtesy of Live Studio - Korea Tourism Organization

When you get a brand-new album and look at your idol's album 
cover, your heart almost stops with anticipation. It is the face of the 
album that the artists put their hearts into. Like an album cover, the 
propic (profile picture) is very essential to Generation MZ. That’s 
because online, the profile pic is the avatar that represents 
themselves to the public. Let’s make the best profile pic by taking a 
picture at the filming locations of our favorite artists. You can imitate 
BTS’s <Butter> album cover by lying down sunbathing on the beach. 
Put on a sky-blue jacket and hold a large bouquet and be ‘the best 
man in the world’. You can stand next to a rusty signpost on a railroad 
to depict the feelings of nostalgia for the memories of the past. Try 
taking a photo that looks like an album cover and write in the 
description, “I’m an idol too!’

1 2
Seohuri Forest
200, Geobukbawi 1-gil, Seojong-myeon, 
Yangpyeong-gun, Gyeonggi-do

Damso Korean Restaurant
1258, Bukhangang-ro, Seojong-myeon, 
Yangpyeong-gun, Gyeonggi-do

30min

16.6km

5min

2.6km
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www.camelliahill.co.kr

Seohuri Forest
Opened in 2014, this place was the location for BTS’s 2019 Season Greetings calendar photos. It’s 
well-known as ‘BTS Forest’. You can see photos of BTS around the forest. You can find the spots from 
the picture or take pictures around the forest. There are different types of forests inside this location, 
including a pine forest, secret forest, and more. The two different forest trails follow the way to small 
ponds and waterfalls.

The location of BTS’s digital single <Butter> album cover. There is a photo zone area on the beach 
where they put replicas of the props, like the sunbed and volleyball net, used in the photoshoot. Put 
on some sunglasses + arm cushion and strike a pose. There are plenty of photo opportunities, like 
taking a picture next to a large sculpture of the 'BTS' letters and a surfboard stuck in the sand. The 
silver tone beach spans across 10 ri (around 3.9km), hence it’s also known as ‘Myeongsasimni Beach.’

200, Geobukbawi 1-gil, Seojong-myeon, Yangpyeong-gun, Gyeonggi-do                             
www.seohuri.com

Gangwondo Maengbang Beach

228-239, Maengbanghaebyeon-ro, Geundeok-myeon, Samcheok-si, Gangwon-do
www.samcheok.go.kr/tour.web

Yangpyeong Former Gudun Station

1336-9 Ilsin-ri, Jipyeong-myeon, Yangpyeong-gun, Gyeongi-do                                              

Yongma Land
The photoshoot location for EXO Suho’s <Love Me Right> album cover. The location is an abandoned 
amusement park that first opened in 1983, giving off a vintage vibe in all areas. BLACKPINK, IU, and 
Baek Jiyoung also filmed MVs in this location against the merry-go-round as the backdrop. The music 
videos for Crayon Pop’s <Bar Bar Bar> and Eric Nam feat. WENDY’s <Spring Love> MVs were also filmed 
here. This location is overall famous for various commercials, variety shows and wedding shoots.

118, Mangu-ro 70-gil, Jungnang-gu, Seoul
http://cafe.naver.com/yongmaland

Camp Greaves
The jacket photoshoot location for NCT DREAM’s first full album <Hot Sauce>. It was used by the 
506th Infantry Battalion and 2nd Infantry Division of the United States before being returned to the 
South Korean authorities to be currently used as a peace and security experience facility. The 
locations for NCT DREAMS photoshoot include the bowling alley, the battalion commander's office, 
maintenance store, and NCO (non-commissioned officer) dormitory. Simon Dominic and Loco’s MV 
for ‘At Night’ and K-drama <Descendants of The Sun> were both filmed at Camp Greaves. Permission 
and reservations are required.

The photoshoot location for IU’s 2nd remake album cover. They have the album cover photo so you 
can replicate it easily by renting the prop such as a station attendant cap and a bicycle that was used 
for filming. The station building, fare table, route map, railroad crossing, and signpost remain the 
same, so you can feel retro vibes surroundings this place. The garden of confession, chalk drawings on 
the floor, and the vintage train are aesthetic photo points. It is also the filming location for the movie 
‘Architecture 101’. Gudun Station is a closed station and is a nationally registered cultural property.

137, Jeoksipja-ro, Gunnae-myeon, Paju-si, Gyeonggi-do                                                            
www.dmzcamp131.or.kr

Camellia Hill
The photoshoot location for BTS Jin’s ‘Love Yourself’ poster. The phrase ‘If I could turn back time, I 
want to be the best man in the world for you’ is written next to Jin who is holding a huge flower 
bouquet. The place in the poster is the camellia arboretum, Camellia Hill. In the path that goes across 
a vast red camellia field, there is a garland hanging that says LOVE ♥ YOU. Camellias bloom from 
December to February. Camellia oil, multi balm, soap, diffuser, and perfume are for sale.

166, Byeongak-ro, Andeok-myeon, Seogwipo-si, Jeju-do                  

Cultural
Locations

Natural
Scenery

ⒸCourtesy of Mihyang Park - Korea Tourism Organization

ⒸCourtesy of VISITSEOUL

ⒸCourtesy of Camp Greaves

031-774-2387

Geunduk-myun Office 033-572-3011

064-792-0088

031-953-6970

02-436-5800

031-771-2101

3
Terarosa Seojong Branch
992, Bukhangang-ro, Seojong-myeon, 
Yangpyeong-gun, Gyeonggi-do

4
Italy Village Pinocchio & Davinci
619-1 Goseong-ri, Cheongpyeong-myeon, 
Gapyeong-gun, Gyeonggi-do

24min

21.9km
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Must-do tour for K-POP fans, visit
entertainment company offices and cafes

Idol Entertainment Office Tour

#
 K

-P
O

P
04

ⒸCourtesy of SMTOWN &STORE@DDP 

The majority of idols in K-POP country Korea are contracted to an 
entertainment agency. They go to the agency office building to 
practice singing and producing music and move on to a concert 
venue with their crew. Fans who are curious about the base camp of 
their favorite idol, can check the location of the agency's office 
building and then visit the 'ENT café.' The café is directly run by the 
entertainment agency and the songs and MVs of the affiliated artists 
play on repeat in these cafés. You may also purchase merch from the 
café, and if you write down something you’d like to say to your idol, it 
will be delivered to them. The store is remodeled and new items are 
added to the menu whenever a new song is released. You can also 
find a space that shows the work and process behind the production 
of the songs, so you can gain a deeper understanding of their work.

1 2
HYBE INSIGHT
B1-B2 42, Hangang-daero, 
Yongsan-gu, Seoul

Vinyl N Plastic
248, Itaewon-ro, Yongsan-gu, Seoul

15min

4.1km

16min

6.7km
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HYBE+HYBE INSIGHT
The HYBE office is home to BTS, which contains a music studio, filming studio, office space and welfare 
center. The ‘HYBE INSIGHT’ museum located on the 1st and 2nd floors of the basement is a space for fans 
to understand the culture and values of the music HYBE makes. It’s a space dedicated to artists and fans 
to communicate and commemorate, with a giant screen that shows in detail the process of making the 
choreography, music, etc., and there is a showcase area for the outfits members wore. Online 
reservations only.

YG is the entertainment agency for BLACKPINK, WINNER, iKON, TREASURE, and more. Known as one of 
Korea’s top 3 entertainment agencies, they recently built a new office next to the old office that is about 
10 times larger, with 5 basement floors and 9 floors above ground. Across the street is the sameE café, 
which is the ‘ENT Café’ YG operates, you can find a large screen playing MVs of YG’s artists. The 2nd floor 
of the café is an ideal space for waiting your idols to arrive at their new office. The basement floor is the 
MD shop, where the staircases were designed with the photos of YG artists. There is an area where you 
can write letters to your favorite artists on the message board.

Signed with BTOB, PENTAGON, (G)I-DLE, LIGHTSUM, and more artists. CUBE Entertainment’s office is 
located in Seongsu-dong, Seoul. Floor 6 of the office is the recording studio and producing studio, while 
floors 7 and 8 are the office areas. CUBAKER, located on the 1st floor, is a place where artists from CUBE 
may take a break and fans can visit the place. The cube-shaped pastries are superb and you can also 
purchase VT Cosmetic merch. When an artist releases a new album, the café gets remodeled and new 
creative drinks are created.

HYBE ㅣ 42, Hangang-daero, Yongsan-gu, Seoul

YG Entertainment + the sameE Cafe

YG Office ㅣ 7, Huiujeong-ro 1-gil, Mapo-gu, Seoul www.ygfamily.com

The sameE Café ㅣ 1-2F, 6-3, Huiujeong-ro 1-gil, Mapo-gu, Seoul 02-336-0536

JYP Entertainment

WM Entertainment
WM Entertainment is home to the groups B1A4 and OH MY GIRL. The office is located in Mangwon-dong, 
a popular neighborhood in Seoul that is close to broadcasting stations in Sangam-dong, Yeouido, and 
Mok-dong. There are a total of 8 practice studios on the basement floors 1 to 6. The rest of the building 
includes a fitness room, beauty salon, studio, and recording studio for the convenience of their artists.

8, World Cup-ro 15-gil, Mapo-gu, Seoul                                     
www.wment.co.kr

SM Entertainment+SMTOWN &STORE@DDP
SM Entertainment, which includes Super Junior, Girls' Generation, EXO, Red Velvet, NCT, and aespa as 
their artists, has relocated its offices from Apgujeong-dong, Samseong-dong, and Cheongdam-dong in 
Seoul to Seongsu-dong. In the office building in Seongsu-dong, close to Seoul Forest, you can see the 
stunning images of their artists through the LED media wall ‘SMTOWN EXPERIENCE: PLAY@KWANGYA’ on 
the first floor. You can also purchase various merch at SM’s official store, making it a worthwhile stop.

The entertainment agency that signed with J.Y.Park, 2PM, DAY6, TWICE, Stray Kids, ITZY, and more artists. 
The JYP office building in Seongnae-dong, Seoul, has a dance studio, vocal practice room, and producing 
studio on 3rd to 10th floors. The JYP office building has Olympic Park Stadium in front of the building, so 
you can visit before concerts.

CUBE Entertainment + CUBAKER

CUBE Entertainment  ㅣ 83, Achasan-ro, Seongdong-gu, Seoul    

CUBAKER  ㅣ 83, Achasan-ro, Seongdong-gu, Seoul

Normal
Office

Style
Locations

Multi-Cultural
Space Style

Locations

www.cubeent.co.kr

HYBE INSIGHT  ㅣ B1-2 42, Hangang-daero, Yongsan-gu, Seoul
www.hybecorp.com
www.hybeinsight.com

02-2135-5057

SM Entertainment ㅣ 83-21, Wangsimni-ro, Seongdong-gu, Seoul
www.smtown.com

205, Gangdong-daero, Gangdong-gu, Seoul
www.jype.com

ⒸCourtesy of SMTOWN &STORE@DDP 

02- 467-8510

02-3445-1045

02-6240-9800

SMTOWN &STORE@DDP  ㅣ Design Lab 1F, 281, Eulji-ro, Jung-gu, Seoul
smtownandstore.com

02-2153-0677

02-2225-8100

02-534-3359

3
Seoul Forest Park
273, Ttukseom-ro, Seongdong-gu, Seoul

5
Seoul Sky 123 Lounge
300, Olympic-ro, 
Songpa-gu, Seoul

7min

1.5km 4
SeongsuYeonbang
14, Seongsui-ro 14-gil, Seongdong-gu, 
Seoul

6.7km

15min
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From nostalgic tteokbokki places to
the debut stage, follow the history of the process
of becoming an idol

Fandom Journey - Find the Traces of Idols

#
 K

-P
O

P 
05

Idols with millions of fans and amazing stages were not like that from the start. They 
poured in hundreds and thousands of hours of training and hardships to get to where 
they are nowadays, which makes fans wonder about the life of idols before they 
made their debut. Even the dormitories where they used to sleep after heading back 
fully exhausted and the bakery across the street that fed their starving tummies 
might have some significance. When you walk next to the school the idols went to, 
you’ll be able to appreciate the hard work they invested to become an idol. When you 
go to the tteokbokki place  and take a seat, you’ll be able to imagine the idols on their 
school days eating ‘rice cakes with cream’ along with the hot spicy treat at the table 
across from you. Following the paths they’ve taken to achieve their dreams will also 
encourage you to follow yours. Your dreams and hopes have been reflected along 
with tracing their pathways, as if not one line of their songs, lyrics, or words was 
worthless.

490m1 2
Gyeonggido Goyang Tourist
Information Center (BTS Road + RM Mural)
1271-1, Jungang-ro, Ilsandong-gu, Goyang-si, Gyeonggi-do

Lafesta
1305-56, Jungang-ro, Ilsandong-gu, 
Goyang-si, Gyeonggi-do

7min 8min

550m490m
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Gyeonggi ChangeUp Paju Campus
The location where the idol groups IOI, WANNA ONE, and IZONE from the Mnet global auditioning 
program <Produce X 101> debuted. All 3 seasons of <Produce X 101> and the Japanese version of 
<Produce X 101> were filmed in the Hallyu Training Center. Previously known for its English teaching 
programs, it is now a ‘3E’ learning space, which stands for Education, Experience, and Entertainment. 
The campus building has a foreign touch, making it a great place for taking some pictures.

40, Eoreumsil-ro, Tanhyeon-myeon, Paju-si, Gyeonggi-do                                       
www.gcampus.or.kr

CJ E&M Ilsan Studio
The hub that contains UHD studios where sensational programs including <Produce X 101> and 
<SHOW ME THE MONEY> were produced. At 13,884 square meters in size, it consists of 6 studios and 
1 building for storing sets and props. Large entertainment programs such as Mnet and tvN are mainly 
produced in Studio A, and if your application to be an audience member is accepted, you can go visit 
the production site of broadcast programs to see famous K-pop singers directly. The artists 
performing and the cheers towards them, as well as watching the nerve-wracking of new debut 
groups being documented on camera, are all fascinating sights to see on the broadcasting set.

The hometown of BTS’s RM is Ilsan, Gyeonggi-do. In his ‘Speak Yourself’ speech at the United Nations 
in 2018, he highlighted his childhood memories in Ilsan. He attended Baekseok Elementary School 
and Shinil Middle School, and dreamed of becoming a ‘rapper’ since middle school. There is an 18m 
wide and 12m long mural of RM at the Goyang Tourist Information Center. You can visit some of the 
sites mentioned in lyrics from a song called ‘Ma City’ like “I like Ilsan Lake Park more than the Han 
River”, “Lafesta and Western Dome that are like home”, and “my childhood was in Hugok Academy” 
as well.

369, Daehwa-ro, Ilsanseo-gu, Goyang-si, Gyeonggi-do                                        

Donaldeu Tteokbokki
The tteokbokki  place in Busan that Kang Daniel often went to. Daniel, who attended Sinseon Middle 
School in Yeongdo, chose Yeongdo Bridge as the best place for his Yeongdo trip, and Donaldeu Instant 
Tteokbokki as his favorite food. In this 37-year-old snack shop, which started in 1985, there’s a set 
menu, and like its nickname ‘city of the sea’, they offer ‘raw squid’ as an additional side. Puff cream 
sandwich with soft vanilla ice cream is their popular dessert. It soothes the mouth from the burning 
spice of the tteokbokki.

A delicious bakery OH MY GIRL Mimi found when she was a trainee! The products that the OH MY GIRL 
members especially like are marked with a sign saying, ‘OH MY GIRL pick’. Mimi likes the ‘Choco Holic’ 
and Seunghee likes the cheese mochi, which she describes as a ‘babies’ butt’. The store opened as a 
rice cake house in Gwacheon, Geyongi-do in 1987, featuring a sticky rice cake with assorted nuts as its 
signature item.

267, Kkumnamu-gil, Yeongdo-gu, Busan

Happy Dduk

248, Bangbae-ro, Seocho-gu, Seoul                                                           
www.happydduk.co.kr

Daegu Daeseong Elementary School + V’s Mural Street
BTS V is from Bisan-dong, Daegu. There is a tile mural of V on the back of the elementary school he 
went to, Daeseong Elementary School. The phrase "Our pride KimTaeHyung, we purple U," "your face 
is a masterpiece, your personality is a dream, and your life is a movie" is written on this 33m long and 
2m high mural. It was created at the expense of China's largest V fan club, 'Baidu V bar'. Fans 
nicknamed the town V was born in, Bisan-dong, as ‘Vsan-dong’. You can also visit Dalseong Park, 
where V posted a snapshot of Dalseong Park in Bisan-dong on his social media with the caption, “The 
zoo full of my childhood memories”.

426, Gukchaebosang-ro, Seo-gu, Daegu

Gyeonggido Goyang Tourist Information Center
BTS Street + RM’s Mural

1271-1, Jungang-ro, Ilsandong-gu, Goyang-si, Gyeonggi-do

Idols’
Childhoods

Idol
Auditioning

Locations

Idol
Trainee Days

1588-0554

031-927-2525

031-8075-3004

053-233-0608

051-413-9990

1661-1281

3
Western Dome
24, Jeongbalsan-ro, Ilsandong-gu, 
Goyang-si, Gyeonggi-do

5
Lotte Shopping Mall
Star Avenue
30, Eulji-ro, Jung-gu, Seoul

4
Ilsan Lake Park
731, Hosu-ro, Ilsandong-gu, 
Goyang-si, Gyeonggi-do

31.1km

2min

295m

40min
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The BTS Road throughout all of Korea
BTS Pilgrimage
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Seven boys from various parts of Korea came together and left a 
mark in global pop music history. Even breaking countless Guinness 
records, ‘BTS’ is the hottest idol group in the world. Just as Beatles 
fans recreate the cover of <Abbey Road> and take photos and ABBA 
fans go to Stockholm, BTS fans around the world now visit the 'BTS 
Holy Land'. At the Jumunjin beach stop, people line up to take 
pictures instead of buses and the BTS music video and photoshoot 
locations, the park where children play, became a ‘sacred place’. 
Pop your collar and take a picture on the Metasequoia Road like RM. 
Find a quiet train station and sunset beach, and brew alcohol, 
listening to the sound of ripening. The lyrics of BTS’s ‘Mikrokosmos’, 
“7 billion worlds” will make sense now. The entirety of Korea is now 
the ‘holy land’ of BTS.

06

1 2
Wibongsanseong Fortress
Daeheung-ri, Soyang-myeon, Wanju-gun, Jeollabuk-do

Oseong Hanok Village
Daeheung-ri, Soyang-myeon, Wanju-gun, Jeollabuk-do

5min

2.2km

30min

17km
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Yangju Il-Yeong-Yeog
The MV filming location for BTS’s ‘Spring Day’. The MV ‘Spring Day’, which was released in February 
2017, begins with the scene where V is standing on a train platform with the words ‘Iryeong’ written 
on it. The scene where he gets down and listens to snow-covered railroad tracks, the rusty signboard 
and the faded slate roof make it feel as if time has stopped. Iryeong station opened in the 1960s as a 
simple station for the suburban line connecting Neunggok, Goyang-si, and Uijeongbu-si in 
Gyeonggi-do. After the suburban line stopped in 2004, it barely remained open and ended its 
operation in 2014.

The MV filming location for BTS’s ‘Dynamite’. Rocksville is themed after the “American rock and roll 
culture in the 1960s.” BTS planned to perform 'Dynamite', which took first place on the Billboard Hot 
100 chart, live on <America's Got Talent> (USA NBC), but the live was canceled due to covid-19 and 
the pre-shoot was done with a retro concept. On the day the MV aired, it hit 100 million views on 
YouTube. Rocksville emerged as a new landmark of Everland after BTS visited.

Yongin Everland Rocksville

199, Everland-ro, Pogok-eup, Cheoin-gu, Yongin-si, Gyeonggi-do             
www.everland.com

Damyang Metasequoia-lined Road

578-4 Hakdong-ri, Damyang-eup, Damyang-gun, Jeollanam-do                               

Busan Dadaepo Beach

Dadaedong, Saha-gu, Busan

Jeonju Korean Liquor Museum
The filming location where Suga and J-Hope tried ‘making rice wine’ in the 2019 Summer Package. It 
is a liquor museum in Jeonju Hanok Village, established to continue the legacy of Gayangju and 
revive its taste. The main programs are ‘gayangju brewing’ and ‘wine museum story with curator’. 
BTS’ pastime activity of brewing ‘moju’ and the ‘Story Liquor’, in which you can taste liquor in the ord
-er of Buju-Cheongju-Yikangju-Moju while listening to the stories, is also popular. They sell a variety of 
traditional liquor.

74, Hanji-gil, Wansan-gu, Jeonju-si, Jeollabuk-do                                      
http://urisul.net

www.gn.go.kr/tour/index.do

Jumunjin Hyangho Beach Bus Stop
Album jacket location for <You Never Walk Alone>. They built a fake bus stop where buses don’t travel 
and took it down after the album photoshoot, but as ARMYs continued to visit the spot, they rebuilt 
the bus stop in 2018. There is a bus operation guidemap with the song title on it, as well as a phone 
stand at the best angle, which makes it perfect for imitating BTS with the blue sea and bus stop in the 
background. It is ranked No. 1 (Korea Tourism Organization, 2019) in 'Must Visit BTS Tour Travel 
Destinations'

A location RM uploaded to his SNS during his trip to Damyang. It is the best tree-lined street in the 
country, running from Damyang to Sunchang on national highway route 24. The 3 to 4-year-old 
seedlings planted 30 years ago have grown into one of the top 10 scenic spots in Damyang. It is a 
beautiful road with a peaceful ambiance, yet it has become a photo hot spot to imitate the photo RM 
shared on social media. It is especially popular with fans overseas. This location also appears in the 
movie < May 18 >.

A location BTS Jimin showed in his Vlog. It’s ranked 2nd among foreigners’ favorite BTS tour 
destinations. It is a sunset spot where BTS Jimin V-logged, and it is also a place where he and his 
younger brother made a wish for New Year. Busan is Jungkook and Jimin’s hometown, and it is 
included in the 'BTS Pilgrimage Course', which takes you around to the places they visited. Located 
8km southwest of downtown Busan, this is the place where the mouth of the Nakdong River and the 
ocean meet.

8-54, Hyangho-ri, Jumunjin-eup, Gangneung-si, Gangwon-do

As seen on
Social Media

Album/Cover
Filming

Locations

Music Video
Filming

Locations

ⒸCourtesy of Gangwon Branch - Korea Tourism Organization 

ⒸCourtesy of Busan Tourism Organization

25, Iryeong-ro 647beon-gil, Jangheung-myeon, Yangju-si, Gyeonggi-do 031-855-5582

031-320-5000

033-640-4534

061-380-3149

063-287-6305

051-220-4161

3
Jeonju Traditional Liquor Museum
74, Hanji-gil, Wansan-gu, Jeonju-si, Jeollabuk-do

4
Honamgak
560-3, Songcheon-dong 2-ga, Deokjin-gu
Jeonju-si, Jeollabuk-do

20min

7.4km
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Become friends with idols,
regardless of time and location!

K-Pop & Travel in the Metaverse
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Earth is too small to handle K-pop. Let's meet idols in the Metaverse, an 
infinite three-dimensional virtual space. Let's explore the world of 
K-pop artists and visit the virtual cafes run by their agencies. You can 
have fun at the theme park with BTS even in the middle of the night, 
and you can copy the exact outfits and hairstyles that BLACKPINK 
wore. Put on the merch you want, enter the concert hall, and wave that 
glow stick. Even if you’re not good at dancing, with just one item you 
can dance just like an idol, not just the iconic choreography moves. You 
can even become a K-pop singer, perform concerts and film music 
videos. You might have more fun as the 'digital you' than the 'real you' 
so, let's laugh, enjoy, express, and hang out with idols in the metaverse, 
where there are no restrictions by time and space, as well as fear of the 
pandemic.

07

490m490m

1 2
Blackpink House(Day) YG’s the SameE

3
Ice Cream
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BT21 Theme Park
The virtual world of the worldwide idols BTS. It’s a theme park where everything is fun when you’re 
with BTS. In the day version, you can ride a roller coaster at a music theme park, take photos with BTS, 
and eat sweet snacks at the BT21 Cafe. In the night version, character constellations such as TATA and 
COOKY shine brightly in the night sky during the fireworks display. It’s a must to take a memorable 
selfie at the observatory upon the castle by taking a hot-air balloon or riding the roller coaster ride.

The virtual world of YG's four-member multinational girl group BLACKPINK. You can see everything, 
from Black Pink's <How You Like That> activities, which is famous for its unique and pretty outfits and 
concepts, to the items of Lisa's new song 'LALISA'. They held a global fan meeting with 46 million 
attendees with a venue duplicated from the filming location of the <Ice Cream> MV feat. Selena 
Gomez. If you use BLACKPINK's dance gestures, you can become BLACKPINK yourself. Let's enjoy a 
party wearing HYLT merch costumes in the night version.

Blackpink House

SEVENTEEN-caratland
The virtual space created by fans of the 13-member boy group Seventeen from Pledis. Seventeen 
(13+3+1=17) consists of 13 members, 3 units (vocal team, performance team, hip-hop team), and 
CARAT. Carat is the name of the fan club, and it refers to the person who will shine the diamond called 
Seventeen. Fans created spaces like SEVENTEEN-Playground Day, SemiColon Map;;, Leaders Change 
Up, and Happy Birthday. It’s a space where you can have fun and communicate with SEVENTEEN 
members.

A virtual world created by the Korea Tourism Organization. There is the Banpo Bridge Rainbow 
Fountain, Namsan N Tower, Seoul Bamdokkaebi Night Flea Market, food trucks, and more. Hangang 
Park is a place where a lot of K-pop events are held, as well as various virtual experience programs and 
events such as fan meet-ups with girl group avatars, Korean tourism promotional videos, and fan 
selfie meet-ups. You can enjoy many activities, like eating ramen noodles from the convenience store 
and riding water taxis or tubsters.

Hangang Park

Town to TWICE
The virtual world of TWICE, a 9-member multinational group from Korea, Japan, and Taiwan. It was 
opened for TWICE’s 6th anniversary. You can enjoy dance time with lovely characters in a space that 
contains everything of the TWICE members’ tastes. Take selfies in front of previous album photos, go 
into pictures, and find a spot each member participated in the design of. Follow along TWICE’s history 
with the song <The Feels> for more fascinating experience.

ITZY Desert
The virtual world of ITZY, a 5-member girl group from JYP. You can see the fashion items from the title 
song 'LOCO' of the first full-length album <Crazy in Love>. You can have the same hairstyle as Yeji and 
wear the members' stage outfits, bags, and even socks. You can even dance LOCO's main 
choreography. There is a ‘Not Shy’ MV set in the wide desert. Dress yourself in ITZY’s outfits and make 
your own MV in the desert. It’s also good idea to take a ride in a colorful classic car and drive through 
the desert.

World
Made by KTO

Idol World

Entrance: Zepeto → Worlds → BT21 Theme Park

Entrance: Zepeto → Worlds → BLACKPINK House

Entrance: Zepeto→Worlds→ITZY Desert

Entrance: Zepeto→Worlds→Town to TWICE

Entrance: Zepeto→Worlds→SEVENTEEN-caratland

Entrance: Zepeto→Worlds→Hangang Park

2min

295m

40min
5

Jeju Island Seongsan Ilchulbong

4
Hangang Park

6
Blackpink House(Night)
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From idol dances to creative choreography,
a must-have item to become a master

Learn K-Pop Choreography: From Basic to Master
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As K-pop spread across the world, various cover dance videos took off 
online, boosting K-dance's popularity. Learn K-dance from an expert in a 
dance studio and even beginners will be able to dance trending K-POP 
choreography within an hour and a half. You can learn step-by-step from 
basics, such as upper body, lower body, and wave, up to the application. 
Learn different dance genres, from general dance, girl's hip-hop, 
popping, locking, and waacking. These are all dances you've seen at 
least once in K-Pop. The waacking choreography in KARA's 'Mamma Mia' 
became viral with their fancy arm movements, and Chungha's 'Stay 
Tonight' has some Voguing choreography inspired by the poses of a 
Vogue magazine model. There is also an idol package where they partici-
pate in auditions mainly to dance, so K-dance is at the heart of K-Pop. 
K-dance might just be the start to becoming a star.

1 2
SL Studio
(Vocal & Dance Lesson + Certificate of Completion)
63-1, Apgujeong-ro 30-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul

CAFÉ CAMPTONG + CAMPTONG STUDIO
CAFÉ CAMPTONG, 27, Apgujeong-ro 42-gil, 
Gangnam-gu, Seoul

20min

5km
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www.realkpopdance.com

SL Studio

63-1, Apgujeong-ro 30-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul 02-511-7088
www.sl-studio.co.kr

Vroad Dance Academy

59, World Cup-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul
www.vroaddance.com

JOY DANCE & PLUG IN MUSIC ACADEMY
Gwangju Head Office

3F, 185, Jungang-ro, Dong-gu, Gwangju
http://joydanceacademy.modoo.at

LP Dance Busan Branch

7F, 62, Dongcheon-ro, Busanjin-gu, Busan
www.lpdance.com/place/busan

DEF DANCE SKOOL Gangnam Branch

25, Yeoksam-ro 65-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul
www.defdance.com

Real K-Pop Dance
A K-pop dance studio exclusive for foreigners that has been featured in multiple global media 
sources, including the BBC in the UK, ESPN in the US, Le Figaro in France, Arirang TV, KTV, Hong Kong, 
Indonesia, and Japan, among others. Idol dance trainers teach K-pop dances. With special 
curriculums and know-hows, even beginners can learn the latest K-pop dances in a fun way. It 
conducts a dance experience program for inbound tourists, which is open to both FIT travelers and 
corporate incentive group travelers. Class photos, videos, and certificates are provided. Reservation 
required.

Opened in 2002, it is the first dance academy in Korea and focusing on the basic skills. iKON’s 
Donghyuk Kim, Stray Kids’ Han, Block B’s P.O have trained here. Foreigners from China, Thailand, 
Japan, Malaysia, and Singapore come to learn dance, and this academy has been featured in many 
foreign media outlets. They have a professional training team. There are several classes available, 
ranging from idol basics to broadcast dance, hip-hop, b-boy, and rap, as well as various dance lessons 
such as urban style and bogging. The head office is located in Gangnam, with branches in Nowon and 
Yeongdeungpo.

Many K-pop stars, including BTS J-Hope, were born here. U-Know Yunho (TVXQ) and Goo Hara (Kara) 
were both born in Gwangju and this place is known as the stars of Gwangju. They provide 
audition-specialized training, and there are various genres for dance curriculums. The choreography 
of BTS' 'Butter' is especially popular. English classes are available. Its headquarters is in Gwangju and 
there are 6 branches across the country.

Started in 2002, there are instructors with more than 10 years of experience, and you can learn step 
by step from the upper to the lower body, waving, and other moves in a variety of street dance classes 
such as popping, walking, and choreography. As an audition-specialized academy, there is an 
audition package curriculum for Dance and Vocal auditions. They provide hobby or professional 
classes, foreign K-pop dance classes, and small group and group lessons.

103, Donggyo-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul

Other Cities

Seoul

A training academy for long-term, short-term, and idol. There are former members of the SM 
Academy who discovered and nurtured K-pop stars such as EXO Kai, Girls’ Generation Taeyeon, and 
SHINee Onew, and current trainers from agencies such as SM, YG, JYP, and HYBE. It has a performance 
hall, 20 training rooms, a multi-room, individual practice rooms, and a recording studio. They provide 
K-pop dance lectures to producers and K-pop fans in Thailand, China, and Japan with systematic and 
customized training.

A place where you can learn the latest choreography of popular idols from current K-pop 
choreographers. They have dance classes of various genres, from basic to advanced, such as bounce, 
rhythm training, wave, isolation, freestyle, and step application. There are dance practice rooms of 
different sizes and also practice rooms for vocal lessons with piano, microphone, and audio. Classes 
are available in English, and a dance class completion certificate is awarded at the end of the session.

02-333-1231

010-3445-2737

02-557-2805

062-223-0999

051-710-8758

3
BEAUTY PLAY
3F, 73, Myeongdong-gil, Jung-gu, Seoul

4
WHOSFAN CAFÉ
2F, 67, Namdaemun-ro, 
Jung-gu, Seoul

17min

9.6km

9min

487m
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Meeting of the greatest stars,
‘Battle of the Stars’

Visit a K-Pop Awards Ceremony
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Written off as an awards ceremony and read as 'A Feast of the Stars,' on 
that day, K-pop singers, and stars, which you would never expect to see 
gathered in one place. The awards ceremony, which boasts the greatest 
splendor of all time with elegant suits and dresses, is simultaneously 
held and heated up by in-country and overseas fans' votes for their 
favorite stars along with online voting, album sales, and social media 
data totals. Expectations and subtle competitions to be the 'winner' are 
aroused even within the splendid celebratory performances. For 
overseas fans who yearn for K-Pop and for fans who have difficulty 
visiting the ceremonies in the midst of a pandemic, many of the 2021 
awards ceremonies were held online and also in a metaverse space. The 
time of the awards ceremony and the online voting method are different 
every year, and the method of ticket reservations for audiences also 
varies depending on the situation of the pandemic, so it is essential to 
check the website.

09

ⒸCourtesy of HIGH1 Seoul Music Awards website

490m1 2
KstarROAD
394, Apgujeong-dong, Gangnam-gu, 
Seoul

COEX Gangnam Style Sculpture
513, Yeongdong-daero, Gangnam-gu, 
Seoul

5.7km490m

10min

3km

12min
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Ceremony Date
and MethodAwards Ceremony Information Website

The first half of the year

Golden Disk Awards

Seoul Music Awards

Gaon Chart Music Awards

Korean Music Awards

TMA
(The Fact Music Awards)

Asia Artist Awards

MMA
(Melon Music Awards)

MAMA
(Mnet Asian Music Awards)

MGMA
(M2 X Genie Music Awards)

A stage where Korean pop music and singers 
loved by the public are selected and awarded. The 
award winners are determined by experts' 
evaluation of the released album sales and digital 
music play amount. Voting for the Popularity 
Award is possible in-country and abroad.

The Hallyu Awards, which selects and awards the 
singer who received the most love from the public 
over the past year. Mobile voting for a total of 8 
categories, including the main award and 
Popularity Award. Will be held on the Idol Live 
website.

A popular music awards ceremony based on Gaon 
Chart data, which aggregates data from online 
music service providers, album sales, and social 
media data. It is a global awards ceremony that 
announces the status of K-pop to the world.

As an award that recognizes and evaluates popular 
music as an artistic creation, it awards rock, pop, 
dance, rap, folk, and jazz by category. The selection 
committee of the Korean Popular Music Awards 
selection committee selects the winners.

36th Awards
 : January 8th, 

2022
www.goldendisc.co.kr

31st Awards
: January 23rd, 2022

: Streamed live on U+Idol 
Live.

11th Awards
: January 27th, 2022
: Seoul Jamsil Indoor 

Stadium
: Streamed live on 

YouTube.

18th Awards
: February 28th, 2021
: Nodeulseom Music 

Lounge
: Streamed Live 

Online

www.seoulmusicawards.com

gaonmusicawards.com

koreanmusicawards.com

2021 
: October 2, 2021 

: hosted online

The Korean music awards ceremony, which has 
been held since 2011 with the slogan ‘Shining for 
Artists, Exciting for Fans'. The splendid stage that 
satisfies the five senses of K-pop fans is especially 
attractive.

A Korean awards ceremony that selects winners by 
combining K-POP, K-DRAMA, and K-MOVIE that 
have shined in Asia and Korea for previous year. 
This is the first Asian Artist Awards.

www.tfmusicawards.com

2021 
: December 2, 2021 www.asiaartistawards.com

2021 MMA 
: December 4, 2021

A music awards ceremony hosted by the online 
music streaming service Melon. Based on Melon’s 
usage data for one year, the winners are decided 
by adding up the votes of Melon site users.

Hosted by CJ ENM. The K-Pop music awards 
ceremony began in 2009 and is attended by artists 
from all around the world every year. It is a global 
music awards ceremony representing K-pop, 
which also hosted the Metaverse Awards in 2021.

The music awards ceremony hosted by the online 
music site Genie Music is called MGMA (M2 X GENIE 
MUSIC AWARDS) or Genie Music Awards. It is 
co-hosted by Mnet's mobile platform M2 and 
music distribution company Genie Music.

tkglobal.melon.com   
www.melon.com

2021 
: December 11,

2021
www.mwave.me/en/mama

The second half of the year

www.mgma.com

 
Streamed Live

 simultaneously
on Mnet

3
SM Entertainment
83-21, Wangsimni-ro,
Seongdong-gu, Seoul

5
Attend Awards Ceremony 

4
Seoul Forest Park
273, Ttukseom-ro, Seongdong-gu, 
Seoul

3min

171m
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The moment when Hallyu fans become one!
We are K-Pop!

Watch a K-Pop Festival & Year-End Music Festival
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ⒸCourtesy of KBS, Music Bank

K-Pop music is playing, with everyone dancing along to it. Teams 
from the United States, France, Russia, Canada, and Nigeria partici-
pated in the ‘2021 Changwon K-Pop World Festival’ in Changwon, 
South Korea, after passing preliminary rounds at 80 overseas 
missions and cultural centers in 74 countries. No matter the place, 
the world becomes a Hallyu festival venue where K-pop festivals take 
place as soon as K-pop comes up, and with the appearance of 
Monster X, Stray Kids, and Oh My Girl, the world is filled with cheers. 
K-Pop festivals are hosted year-round in the middle of Gangnam, 
Seoul, Incheon, and Busan, and the world is connected through 
YouTube Streaming, online, metaverse, and other new technologies, 
making the global Hallyu festival endless. Korea is the country of 
K-pop festivals.

490m490m1 2
Booyongdae Observatory
72, Gwangdeoksolbat-gil, Pungcheon-myeon, 
Andong-si, Gyeongsangbuk-do

Andong HaHoe Folk Village
186, Jeonseo-ro, Pungcheon-myeon, 
Andong-si, Gyeongsangbuk-do

27km

11min

6.6km

36min
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InformationTitle Festival 2021 Event Status

Busan
One Asia
Festival

Has been held every year since 2016, hosted by the Busan Tourism 
Organization. It is Asia's representative cultural content festival, bringing 
Busan and the rest of the world's youth come together through the 
convergence of Busan's cultural contents and Hallyu contents. It takes 
place around October every year.

The K-POP concert of the 16th Festival will be held online through 
V LIVE. Due to the cancellation and postponement of the 2020 
event, it will be held in May 2021.

www.bof.or.kr
May 8, 2021

Gangnam
Festival 

Organized by Gangnam-gu, Seoul. Started in 2011. It is an arts and 
culture festival consisting of a fashion show, orchestra, Korean 
traditional music, media art, opera, K-pop concert, and dance across the 
entire Gangnam-gu area.

‘Youngdong-daero K-POP Concert’ during the Ontact 
(online+untact) 2021 Gangnam Festival will be held on the 
YouTube channel ‘강남구청’/1theK via online. ‘2021 Orchestra and 
Opera’ will be held offline while complying with quarantine rules.

www.gangnam.go.kr/gnfestival/index October 1-10, 2021

Asia Song
Fetival

An event hosted by the Korea International Cultural Exchange Agency 
since 2004. Held annually to promote cultural exchange between Asian 
countries. It is a music performance by top K-pop Asian singers.

‘2021 Asia Song Festival ‒ Gyeongju’ will be broadcast live online 
free of charge on various channels such as YouTube and Naver V 
LIVE.

www.asiasongfestival.kr October 5-10, 2021

Changwon
K-POP
World Festival

The theme of the 10th 2021 K-Pop World Festival is ‘HOW K-POP 
SAVED ME’. Broadcasted live on the official YouTube channel of KBS 
WORLD TV, broadcasted on KBS 2TV on November 3, and 
broadcasted to 120 countries around the world through KBS 
WORLD.

Co-hosted by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the Ministry of Culture, 
Sports and Tourism (Overseas Culture and Public Relations Agency), and 
the Korea Broadcasting System (KBS) has been held annually since 2011. 
Canceled in 2020 due to the pandemic. The participating teams that 
passed the preliminary stage of the audition will advance to the final 
stage. The final stage consists of teams that passed the audition and 
K-pop singers' performances.

www.facebook.com/KBSWORLD
October 15, 2021

Lotte Family
Concert

A concert hosted by Lotte Duty Free. Due to COVID-19, an online concert 
has been held started in 2020. It offers a variety of attractions, such as a 
talk show with stars.

https://bit.ly/33Yic82 May 16, 2021

Andong
K-POP
Concert

Hosted by LG HelloVision Yeongnam Broadcasting, Andong-si, 
Gyeongsangbuk-do. Held since 2018. K-pop stars perform. Free and 
first-come-first-served basis. It will be conducted online in 2020 and 2021 
due to COVID-19.

The 2021 Andong K-POP Online Concert is free for anyone to watch 
on the online platform ‘LG Uplus Idol Live’. K-pop stars from 7 
teams, including Brave Girls and ONF, performed.

twitter.com/andong_kpop November 13, 2021

Dream
Concert

Hosted by the Korea Entertainment Producers Association, an 
organization related to the Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism, and 
hosted by SBS Medianet. It is a joint concert held every year since 1995, 
and in 2021, is the 27th Concert. Every year on Family Month, it is held by 
inviting idols and top stars that teenagers love with the purpose of 
instilling ‘dreams and hopes’ in Korean youth.

The 2021 Dream Concert will be watched through online 
streaming. Links URLs to fans who have purchased tickets for live 
online concerts through Interpark.

dreamconcert.kr

June 26, 2021

SBS
Super Concert

It is the representative concert brand of SBS, which is consistently loved 
as a large-scale global concert. In July 2018, the first project was 
completed successfully in Taipei. It is a social contribution project aimed 
at revitalizing K-pop culture and reaching out to culturally marginalized 
youth.

The 2021 SBS Inkigayo Super Concert in Daegu will be broadcasted 
live in multiple languages (Korean, English, Japanese, Indonesian) 
through the SBS YouTube ‘SBS KPOP’ channel.

programs.sbs.co.kr/enter/sbssu perconcert/main
October 31, 2021

INK Incheon
K-POP Concert

Held annually since 2009. A cultural event concert to promote Incheon, 
organized by the Incheon Tourism Organization. Selected as the best 
concert for 4 years in a row. It has emerged as a representative Hallyu 
concert by receiving the highest rating for a K-pop concert.

The 12th Incheon K-POP Concert will be held via online through 
the INK official website & YouTube THE K-POP.

inkconcert.com/

September 25, 2021

KBS
Song Festival

Hosted by KBS. The slogan for 2021 was "With, we'll now be together 
again!" as ‘a festival with the K-pop stars who shined this year’.

It was broadcasted live on KBS 2TV Friday at 8:30 pm. The live 
broadcast is only available to individuals who win through the KBS 
official website → audience participation → audience application.

https://bit.ly/3fPRKQs
December 17, 2021

SBS
Gayo Daejeon

Hosted by SBS. The slogan is “Welcome back to normal life” to welcome 
daily life back to our lives. It is a broadcast show with a spectacular 
lineup and special stages.

It will be broadcast live on SBS Saturday at 6 pm. You can apply 
through the application banner in the SBS application, and you 
can attend offline through a lottery.

https://programs.sbs.co.kr/enter/2021sbsgayo/main December 25, 2021

MBC
Gayo Daejejeon

Hosted by MBC. Legendary performance show in the music industry, 
known especially for ‘collaborations’ that transcend generations and 
genres and also unique ‘special stages’.

MBC Friday night from 8:40 pm live broadcast. Conducted without 
spectators due to strengthening quarantine rules

program.imbc.com/2021gayo December 31, 2021

Festivals

Concerts

End-of-
the-Year
Gayo
Daejeon

The 31st Lotte Duty Free Online Family Concert will be held throug
h TikTok Online, and a code to enter Lotte Duty Free's lifetime mem
bership system or existing members will be provided through lottery.

2min

295m

40min
3

Sinsaedong Mural Village
(NCT Dream Painting & Autograph)
1, Dongbu-gil, Andong-si, Gyeongsangbuk-do

4
Andong K-POP Concert
(Mask Festival Theatre)

5min

2.1km

239, Yuksa-ro, Andong-si, 
Gyeongsangbuk-do
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Public broadcast parade of
Music Shows, every day except Mondays

Visit K-Pop Music Shows 

#
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ⒸCourtesy of KBS, MusicBank

The basic tasks of a hardcore fan are: concerts of favorite idols, online fan 
meetings, and public broadcasting of music shows. Ding!  A text message 
notifying you that you were selected for an audience application is more 
exciting than winning the lottery for a fan. First-come, first-served 
admission to public broadcasts is uncommon. You mainly apply on your 
phone and being chosen is ‘like picking a star from the sky’, so watching 
public broadcasts is a shortcut to level up a hardcore fan status. 
Moreover, there are almost no public broadcasts during the pandemic. 
Now, let’s have a good meal and enter the show with a light stick! If it’s 
Music Core, you can see NCT's Jungwoo as the MC, which is a double 
score since you can see him as an idol singer and an MC at the same time. 
Cheering will make memories and bring delight, but toned-down 
fangirling that follows concert or public broadcast etiquette is a must.

490m490m1 2
YG Entertainment+the SameE Café
7, Huiujeong-ro 1-gil, Mapo-gu, Seoul

Gyeongui Line Forest Road,
Book Street
35, Wausan-ro 37-gil, Mapo-gu, Seoul

993m

8min

3.2km

16min
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ContentTitle Air time Location How to
apply Remarks

SBS MTV 
THE SHOW

Simultaneously aired on SBS MTV and SBS FiL. 
Introducing worldwide real-time fan voting for 
the first time in a music show, allowing overseas 
fans to participate in real-time. A music program 
that presents all of the reborn K-pop stars as 
multi-entertainers, with stunning visual, songs, 
performances, and more.

Tuesday 
18:00 live 
broadcast

SBS
Prism Tower

Apply to watch 
in the mobile 

'SBS' app

Will be 
resumed 
after the 

end of 
COVID-19

MBC
M Show Champion

Simultaneously aired on MBC M and MBC every 1 
and YouTube ALL THE K-POP channel. 
Completely conquer the rapidly changing K-POP 
trend! A live music show where you can meet 
new music every week and the legendary stages 
of K-pop champions.

Wednesday 
17:00 live 
broadcast

Ilsan MBC 
Dream Center

Apply to watch in 
the mobile ‘Idol 

Champ’ app

Will be 
resumed 
after the 

end of 
COVID-19

Mnet
M COUNTDOWN

Mnet’s music program affiliated with CJ E&M. 
K-POP CHART SHOW where you can meet 
Korea's representative singers who lead the 
music trends. It is broadcast in 13 countries 
around the world and can be viewed through 
Mwave anywhere in the world. Where most 
singers start their comeback broadcasts.

Thursday 
18:00 live 
broadcast

Sangam
CJ E&M 센터

Admission on a 
first-come, 

first-served basis

Will be 
resumed 
after the 

end of 
COVID-19

KBS Music Bank
KBS 2TV live music broadcast. A high-quality 
music show program that delivers the most 
up-to-date music information and popular songs 
of various genres. Due to COVID-19, live 
broadcasts and pre-recordings without 
audiences have been unfolding since January 
31, 2020.

A live music talk show that satisfies the 
audience’s five senses by featuring musicians 
from KBS 2TV. Only those who have been 
vaccinated will be allowed to attend following 
December 27, 2021,

Friday 17:00 
live 

broadcast

KBS New 
Building Public 

Hall

Apply to watch
on the

KBS Music Bank 
website

Will be 
resumed 
after the 

end of 
COVID-19

KBS
Yu Huiyeol’s
Sketchbook

Friday 23:20 
recorded 

broadcast

Tuesday 18:00 
KBS New 

Public Hall 
Recording 
Building

Apply to watch
on the

<Yu Hui-yeol's 
Sketchbook> 

website

-

MBC
Show! Music Core

MBC live music ranking program aired 
simultaneously on MBC TV, YouTube mbckpop 
channel, and the Touch MBC app. It is shortly 
known as 'Umjung' and widely known overseas 
as 'Music Core' or 'Music Center'. Currently, NCT's 
Jungwoo, actor Kim Minju, and Stray Kids' Lee 
Know are on air.

Saturday 
15:40 live 
broadcast

MBC New 
Building Media 
Center Public 

Hall

Only voters are 
given the right to 

attend by lot
after applying
for and being 

selected as 
members of
the audience 
committee.

Will be 
resumed 
after the 

end of 
COVID-19

SBS
Inkigayo

You can listen to the latest music from popular 
singers as a live music ranking program aired 
every Sunday on SBS TV. Program first aired on 
December 15, 1991. The current MCs are NCT's 
Sungchan, IVE's Eugene, and TREASURE's 
Jihoon.

Sunday 
13:50 live 
broadcast

Deungchon 
SBS Public 

Hall

Apply to watch 
through the 

mobile ‘SBS’ app

Will be 
resumed 
after the 

end of 
COVID-19

2min

295m

40min
3

Photoism BOX
Hongdae Branch
80, Eoulmadang-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul

5
Attend Music Show

445m 4
LINE Friends Hongdae Flagship Store
141, Yanghwa-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul

8min
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The owner is a Hallyu celebrity!
Visit shops and other places run by celebrities

Visit Cafes & Restaurants Owned by Celebrities

Drinking coffee made by a star in a cozy cafe, eating food made by a star 
while looking at the fantastic night view, watching an exhibition planned 
by a star… A visit to the shops run by stars makes all these special experi-
ences possible. You can see the star's tastes and unique sensibility as 
soon as you enter the shop. If you’re lucky, you can meet not only that 
celebrity but also celebrities who have connections with them. Even if 
you can't meet them, this is a moment that you won't regret spending. 
The trend right now is to share individual tastes. These shops are 
attractive enough just by sharing a space where the taste of music, 
interior, color, and atmosphere of celebrities is shown to the fullest. 
Waiting and wondering “will I be able to meet them?” while spending 
time in the shop will be enough to enjoy the “shops run by celebrities”.
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490m490m1 2
Haru&Oneday
92, Achasan-ro, Seongdong-gu, Seoul

Gyeongui Line Forest Park
190-1, Donggyo-dong, Mapo-gu, Seoul

70m

38min

18.9km

1min



Studio Concrete
Actor Yoo Ah-in from the Netflix drama <Hellbound> formed the creative artist group ‘Studio 
Concrete’ with artists born in the 1980s and opened an open-type comprehensive creative studio of 
the same name. It is a complex space with a gallery, library, atelier, shop, and cafe. It is a remodeled 
detached house in Hannam-dong that stands out for its vintage atmosphere and sensual interior. The 
first floor is a gallery cafe, and the second floor is the atelier and terrace, a space where Yoo Ah-in's 
'artistic talent' is condensed.

The café Super Junior’s Donghae runs. Donghae’s photographs are on display in the cafe. The mirror 
shot photo zone is especially famous, and the homemade milk tea from the cafe is popular. It has a 
modern ambience with a peaceful and cozy vibe. There is a table with socket outlets, so it has become 
a popular cafe to work and study. It is close to Exit 4 of Seongsu Station.

162, Hannam-daero, Yongsan-gu, Seoul
www.studio-ccrt.com

Haru&Oneday

92, Achasan-ro, Seongdong-gu, Seoul                                           
www.instagram.com/cafe_haruoneday

Magic Galbi Magic Skewers
A skewer restaurant located in Apgujeong Rodeo. It is run by Jung Jun-ha, a member of the MBC 
variety show <Infinite Challenge>. You can eat skewers on the first floor and Korean beef ribs on the 
second floor. Popular menu items include ‘leeks & chicken skewers’ with adequately applied 
soy-based sauce, which are not too salty and have a chewy texture and 'chicken skin' skewers that are 
crispy yet moist and not greasy, sprinkled with your desired sauce.

A burger restaurant run by the singer Tei. The top menu is the 'Kraken Burger' with a squid ink bun, 
squid patty, and tartar sauce. The crispy and plump squid patty is especially unique and delicious. You 
can enjoy the burger even more by pressing the burger bun to burst the egg yolk and eating it.
Tei demonstrated his cooking skills in episode 77 of MBC's <Omniscient Interfering View>.

1-2F, 26, Seolleung-ro 157-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul

Teisty Burger

Lucky Building 1F, 67-11, Dongmak-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul
www.instagram.com/teisty_burger

Haha & Jongkook's 401 Restaurant
A bbq restaurant run by Haha and Kim Jongkook, the popular casts of the SBS variety show <Running 
Man>. It sells grilled tripe, grilled intestines, and pork rind with the concept of a pork belly BBQ 
restaurant. A unique point is that the staff grills the meat directly for you. The combination of 
well-roasted pork belly, salted anchovy, green onion, and daikon wraps (mussam) is popular. It is also 
famous as a place where Haha sometimes appears.

23, Jandari-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul
www.401restaurant.com

Oriole
A rooftop restaurant located at the end of the hill in Haebangchon, Itaewon. It is run by Jungyup, the 
leader of the group Brown Eyed Soul. You can see the vintage props Jungyup hand-picked, the cafe 
logo he crafted and taste the food he prepared himself. The first floor is a bistro/café, the second floor 
is a cocktail bar, and the third floor is the rooftop. The sunny daytime scenery is nice, however the 
sunset where you can enjoy the vermilion sunset and the enchanting nighttime scenery of the city 
panorama is the true beauty. It is also well known as the filming site of the K-drama <Itaewon Class>.

43, Sinheung-ro 20-gil, Yongsan-gu, Seoul

Restaurants
Directly Owned

by Celebrities

38

Shops
Directly Owned

by Celebrities

www.instagram.com/oriole_hbc

02-794-4095

02-499-9303

02-6406-5252

02-325-0805

02-543-9289

02-336-3034

2min

295m

40min
3

FLOWERS BY NAKED
Hongdae
188, Yanghwa-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul

5
Haha & Jongkook's
401 Restaurant

4
AK& Hongdae
(Around the Corner)
188, Yanghwa-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul

1min

50m

7min

1.4km

23, Jandari-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul



A cultural space for millennials
to celebrate idols and share ‘fangirl’ material

K-Star Fandom Café & Merch Tour

In Korea, the home of K-pop, idol fandom has established itself as a proud 
culture. A new slang, ‘deokjil’, was also created. Let's experience the 
'fandom cafe' among idol fangirl culture. It is a café that specializes in 
fandom-special events like an idol's birthday or anniversary. A space 
decorated with photos of your favorite stars, posters, congratulatory 
phrases, and goods is more than a 'paradise' for the fandom. With the 
endless looping videos, photo zone, QR code quizzes, cookies with stars' 
handwritten frosting, special MDs, and limited-edition merch, you won’t 
want to leave these places. There is also an exhibition of celebrity 
costumes on display, and you can even write messages to your favorite 
stars. Let's dive into the culture of Korean idol ‘deokjil’, in which fandoms 
of the same star gather to share memories of the star all day.
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490m490m1 2
GOMZAK
140, Wausan-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul

Hapjeong Mellow
1F, 30-11, Jandari-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul

13min

825m

20min

7km



O2O
Popup Store

Cafe

Whosfan Cafe

2F, 67, Namdaemun-ro, Jung-gu, Seoul                                        
https://twitter.com/whosfan_hanteo

GOMZAK

140, Wausan-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul                                          
www.instagram.com/cafegomzak

Sia Atelier
The cafe owner is an ARMY, a BTS fan. They open many BTS-related events. Even in usual times, the 
café’s interior serves as a BTS museum, with BTS goods and photos decorating the walls. BT21 goods, 
Mikrokosmos unit photographs, pop-up tickets, and even HYBE merch are available. 

A café famous for its idol events, such as EXO Chanyeol's birthday, BTS Jin's birthday, and Wanna 
One's 1st anniversary cup holder event. The soft sofa chairs and Melco are popular. Melco is a 
signature dish that melts chocolate in a fondue bowl for one person and dips bananas and croissants 
in it. The remaining chocolate is poured in with warm milk to make hot chocolate.

1F, 34, Munjeong-ro 1-gil, Songpa-gu, Seoul

Hapjeong Mellow

30-11, Jandari-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul
www.instagram.com/mellow_cafe_/

Kongmill
A cafe with an adorable interior and events such as BTS Jimin's 26th birthday celebration event and 
Taehyung (V)'s cup holder event, which is known for its high quality. They specialize in soy-themed 
homemade soymilk and baked goods. Desserts such as dacquoise made with soymilk, soymilk 
cannoli, soymilk pudding, and okara cookies are popular. On a nice sunny day, a terrace seat is a 
perfect match with all of the drinks and desserts.

67-6, Dongmak-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul
www.instagram.com/_kongmill

NAP TIME COFFEE
A cafe that celebrated the 2nd anniversary of Kang Daniel's debut. Cup holders and other merch are 
available. They have a special rental on an idol's birthday, but it is normally just a quiet cafe. It is the 
place that won the Golden Coffee Award where they blend four types of coffee (Guatemala, Ethiopia, 
Brazil, and Colombia). The recommended menu is Einspener and three kinds of French confectionery 
terrine (chocolate, cheese, matcha).

33, Nonhyeon-ro 132-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul

Cup Holder
Event Cafe

40

www.instagram.com/naptime_coffee

www.instagram.com/cafe_sia_atelier

Offline version of Whosfan, a global K-pop fandom platform. It’s a space where 6.2 million global 
users of the Whosfan app can immerse themselves in K-POP both online and offline. As a 
K-POP-specialized cafe, there are events like pop-up stores for groups such as ATEEZ, CIX, and Woods, 
and a fandom themed cafe and offline pop-up store for the BTS character 'Tinytan Dynamite Diffuser'.

A cafe with a number of events for idol groups, such as BTS, NCT, Stray Kids, aespa, EXO, and 
BLACKPINK. They also hosted events for actress Han So-hee, Monster X, IZone, NU'EST, SF9, and 
Seventeen as well as an indie band called SE SO NEON. It's not large, but the inside is spotless, and the 
desserts are mouthwatering. When a rental request is made, they organize the space and special menu 
to fits the characteristics of the idol through 1:1 customized consultation. On one side of the café, a 
photo zone has been set up, and they offer a service where they can help you move the next location.

02-2118-5209

02-336-2650

02-540-7187

02-323-9987

070-5110-6613

010-2929-8283

2min

295m

40min
3

Whosfan Café
2F, 67, Namdaemun-ro, Jung-gu, Seoul

4
SMTOWN &STORE@DDP Branch
ART HALL 1F, 281 Eulji-ro, Jung-gu, Seoul

10min

3.3km



Fly around, roll around, and walk around!
Korea’s most extreme sports as experienced
by K-stars

Experience Thrilling Activities Enjoyed by K-Stars
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In Korean variety shows, extreme sports are often used as a punishment. 
Especially, you can find a lot of punishments that you wouldn’t even 
think of trying in the SBS variety show <Running Man>. From the 
slingshot that made Lee Kwang-soo fly into the air while screaming to 
the indoor skydiving, the activities are safe but focus on flying, rolling, 
and falling that brought us the “Ugly Oppa Gift Set”. Paragliding, where 
IU cheered as she flew into the sky with her famous three-step high 
notes, can also freshen you up from your stuffy daily indoor routines. If 
you prefer fun activities with a lower level of difficulty to intense thrills, 
the ‘big ball’ experience enjoyed by NU’EST Baekho & JR is a perfect 
match. Let's enjoy fun + healing + thrilling experiences with extreme 
sports that K-stars enjoyed.

490m490m1 2
Yongin DaeJangGeum Park
330, Yongcheon-ro, Baekam-myeon, 
Cheoin-gu, Yongin-si, Gyeonggi-do

Fly Station Korea
521, Seongsan-ro, Pogok-eup, 
Cheoin-gu, Yongin-si, Gyeonggi-do

40min

34km



Fly Station Korea
This is the location where ATEEZ went skydiving and the SBS entertainment shows <My Little Old 
Boy> and <Running Man> were filmed. It is the first indoor skydiving facility in Korea. In a wind tunnel 
with a height of 20m and a diameter of 5m, you can fly up to 10m with a wind speed of 200 ‒ 360km 
per hour. Children over 4 years old and weighing less than 125 kg can experience this activity. You 
need to book in advance on the website.

A place where you can experience the slingshot that shocked Yoo Jae-seok, Lee Kwang-soo, and Yang 
Se-chan in the SBS variety show <Running Man>. The slingshot originated from a pilot's emergency 
escape mechanism. A new concept extreme sport in which two people ride in a capsule-shaped 
balloon and are blasted up to 50m above the ground. You bounce up into the sky, and you can also 
enjoy the recoil and rotations. You can also experience the 63m high bungee jump.

521, Seongsan-ro, Pogok-eup, Cheoin-gu, Yongin-si, Gyeonggi-do
www.flystation.kr

X-GAME RESORT

2254, Seorak-ro, Inje-eup, Inje-gun, Gangwon-do
www.injejump.co.kr

Jeju Big Ball Land

15, Sanrokseo-ro, Aewol-eup, Jeju-si, Jeju-do

Gimhae Gaya Theme Park Double Extreme
Korea's first adventure facility that combines 'Exciting Cycle' and 'Exciting Tower'. It is famous as a 
place the members of SBS <Running Man> enjoyed. ‘Exciting Cycling’ is an activity where you ride a 
zipline bicycle 22 meters above the ground. From the zipline bicycle, the view of Gimhae Gaya Theme 
Park, Mt. Bunseong, and Gimhae city is superb. The “Exciting Tower,” which features 72 high-altitude 
obstacle courses, is likewise thrilling. You can choose aerial obstacles of various difficulty levels.

161, Gayathema-gil, Gimhae-si, Gyeongsangnam-do
www.gaya-park.com

Sports Monster Hanam
The world's first sportainment theme park, a breakthrough concept leisure theme park that 
combines play with sports. The kidult playground is where Chungha, BTS, TXT, and ITZY enjoyed their 
activities in broadcasts. It consists of 30 sports content in 4 areas: Basic, Exciting, Adventure, and 
Digital. If you pay a flat rate to enter, you can use all of the various contents for a set time.

A place to experience the big ball activity from NU'EST's Baekho & JR's 'Baekho Tour'. The big ball is 
an entertaining extreme sport where a person enters a 'Zorb' and rolls down a hill or slope. It has the 
longest course in Asia at 300m in length, and you can participate in this activity without any special 
training. The top speed is a whopping 50 km/h. You can control the difficulty and enjoyment of 
different sections by adjusting the speed. In summer, they offer the aqua activity, in which the big 
bowl is filled with water.

4F, Starfield Hanam, 750 Misa-daero, Hanam-si, Gyeonggi-do
www.sportsmonster.co.kr

Mungyeong Flying Land

80, Hwalgongjang-gil, Mungyeong-eup, Mungyeong-si, Gyeongsangbuk-do

Multiple
Combined

Activities

42

Flight Related
 Activities

www.flyingland.net

www.jejuprimeleisure.co.kr

ⒸCourtesy of Tourism HQ of Gimhae Cultural Foundation 

The location where IU and Yeo Jin-goo, who played the main characters of the drama <Hotel Del 
Luna>, enjoyed paragliding in the tvN show <House on Wheels>. It is also famous as a filming location 
for U+Idol Live’s <IZ*ONE Eat-ing Trip> and the drama <Crash Landing on You>. It is a two-seater 
tandem flight that can be enjoyed safely by people of all ages. You may have a terrific combo of both 
the monorail (up) + paragliding (down) if you take the Dansan Monorail, which runs 3.6 km to and 
from the observatory at an altitude of 959 m above sea level.

054-571-4675

02-1855-3946

033-461-5216

1668-4832

1588-6418

055-340-7900~1

2min

295m

40min
3

Hwaseong Haenggung Night Opening
(May 1st - November 14th)
825, Jeongjo-ro, Paldal-gu, Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do

25min

19km



A feast of snacks, covering everything from
tteokbokki and soondae to even lobster dishes

Best Food Stalls from K-Video Mukbang Tour
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In the drama <Guardian: The Lonely and Great God>, Kim Shin (Gong Yoo) 
and Ji Eun-Tak (Kim Go-Eun) go to drink soju to celebrate her becoming a ‘
legal adult’. Time stops at the sweet kissing scene, and the hearts of the 
audience also stop at the ‘pojangmacha scene’. If you're curious about the 
atmosphere of clinking soju glasses and eating udon while sitting on a plastic 
chair, go to a pojangmacha, a street food stall. The soft lighting, the sound of 
laughter, and the warm tent stalls are the best environment to appease your 
hunger and to catch up with your friends. And the price is so cheap…. From 
the soondae to eomuk, there is no side dish that does not go well with the ‘
mysterious green bottle liquor', soju. If it's a seaside ‘pocha’, the seafood 
parade will make you burst into cheers. The combination of the sounds of 
traffic, wind, and waves as well as the ambience of the ‘pocha’ might cause 
you to reveal the deepest, darkest secrets you've been keeping. It could be 
the beginning of the new life you truly wanted.

15
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ⒸCourtesy of Busan Tourism Organization

490m490m1 2
U-World Luge Theme Park
155, Ansimsan-gil, Sora-myeon, 
Yeosu-si, Jeollanam-do

NOCTEMARE
294, Manseong-ro, Yeosu-si, 
Jeollanam-do

12min

8.4km

21min

9.9km



Euljiro Pocha Street

Eulji-ro 13-gil, Jung-gu, Seoul

Jongno 3-ga Station Pocha Street

11beon-gil, Jongno 3-ga Station, Jongno-gu, Seoul (Exit 6 of Jongno 3-ga Station)

Pohang Homigot Pojangmacha Street

25, Haemaji-ro 150beon-gil, Homigot-myeon, Nam-gu, Pohang-si, Gyeongsangbuk-do

Yeosu Nangman Pocha Street
The filming location of Do-kyun Kim and Jang-mi Kim’s date on Channel A's <Heart Signal Season 2>. 
A place that becomes more romantic when you listen to Busker Busker's 'Yeosu Night Sea' while 
watching the night sea of Yeosu. It’s recommended to eat Yeosu seafood like hairtail sashimi and 
seafood samhap with the local soju called leaf saeju at Yeosu Pocha, where you can enjoy Gilmaek 
(beer in the street). The signature dish is octopus samhap (octopus + pork belly + shrimp samhap). 
Taking a photo at Hamel Lighthouse is a must. You can also listen to trendy music at the busking zone 
near the Pojangmacha

102 Hamel-ro, Yeosu-si, Jeollanam-do

Haeundae Pojangmacha

236, Haeundaehaebyeon-ro, Haeundae-gu, Busan

Busan Seomyeon Pocha Street
Seomyeon is the center of Busan's downtown and transportation. The back of the Lotte Department 
Store Busan main branch is lined with red striped pojangmacha. In the spring, the cherry blossoms are 
in full bloom, so it is known as ‘Busan Cherry Blossom Pocha Street’. The tastes of Busan’s ocean and 
land are served on the table, from simple bites to seafood such as cockle and grilled clams. The “
briquette bear eel” is especially popular. Soju from Busan, such as Daeseon and C1, are recommended
. It is a good place to feel the outdoor pocha vibes.

The filming location of the Finnish crew who appeared in <Welcome, First Time in Korea?>. It is also 
famous for being where celebrities hang out after the 'Busan International Film Festival'. The yellow 
food stalls lined up between the high-rise buildings and the sea boast a romantic atmosphere and 
fresh snacks such as octopus, spoon worm, and abalone. The specialty dish is to enjoy the scent of the 
sea while drinking soju by pouring soju into the shell of the stone sea urchin. The signature menu is 
the lobster course, which consists of lobster sashimi - steamed lobster - lobster ramen.

The filming location of the drama <Hometown Cha-Cha-Cha>. Pochas looking at the blue sea, 
listening to the sound of waves, and tasting fresh seafood run along the long coastal road. Most of 
them are small in size with about 5 tables or less. You can experience all kinds of seafood in Pohang, 
such as assorted seafood, king ramen, and seafood kalguksu. The Youngilman Friend makgeolli, 
made from Pohang rice, is highly recommended. Homigot is a famous sunrise spot in Pohang, famous 
for the Hand of Coexistence.

Bujeon-ro 66beon-gil, Busanjin-gu, Busan

The city of
Pojangmacha,

Busan

Best
Pocha Locations
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Seoul Alley
Pojangmacha

(Street
Food Stall)

ⒸCourtesy of IR Studio - Korea Tourism Organization 

ⒸCourtesy of Busan Tourism Organization

ⒸCourtesy of Busan Tourism Organization

Euljiro 3-ga, also called ‘Hipjiro’, is emerging as a hipster’s ‘holy land’. At night, hundreds of small tables 
occupy the alley and it is a popular place to enjoy ‘Gilmaek’ (beer in the street). It was a place visited by 
popular hangout for Euljiro printing and ironworks employees in the 1970s and 1980s. The main menu 
items here are salty Nogari (dried pollack) grilled over briquettes and a glass of beer with spicy 
golbaengi (sea snails). As a popular social media pocha spot, this place is already packed by 5 pm.

The filming location of Channel A’s show <Heart Signal Season 2>. It became a hot topic after it aired 
as a date spot for Kim Hyun-woo and Song Da-eun. One of Seoul's representative pocha streets 
boasting history and tradition. When you come out of Jongno 3-ga Station, exit 6 (toward the Nakwon 
Musical Instruments Market), you will find a lot of food stalls in a crowded atmosphere. There are 
places with tents or ones out in the open, so choose the one that fits your taste. It is a heaven for 
snacks like chicken feet, octopus, udon noodles, kimchi jeon, eel, and egg rolls.

2min

295m

40min
3

Yeosu Cable Car
3600-1, Dolsan-ro, Dolsan-eup, 
Yeosu-si, Jeollanam-do

4
Yeosu Nangman
Pocha Street
102, Hamel-ro, Yeosu-si, Jeollanam-do

10min

4.6km



Stroll along the roads
the stars walked down, 
enjoy the flowers and murals 

‘Tour Courses’ Recommended by Celebrities
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ⒸCourtesy of Busan Tourism Organization

Let's travel along the trail of K-Stars. K-Stars introduce places where their 
childhood memories reside and sometimes share some interesting and 
unique places featured in entertainment shows. Kang Daniel, a K-Pop 
singer, is from Busan, so he posts tidbits of information on social media 
as an ambassador for Busan. Gwangju is the hometown of J-Hope from 
BTS, and you can see the J-Hope tour that ARMYs from all around the 
world experience on YouTube. You may be eager to walk in footprints of 
stars by visiting places such as the peaceful Hanok alleys in Ikseon-dong, 
Seoul that NCT fell in love with, Gochang in April with green splashed 
everywhere, Mokpo with its bright poetry, and Mulhoe restaurants, 
which you rush to as soon as you step off the plane.

490m490m1 2
Youth Balsan Village
(J-Hope Mural)
12-16, Cheonbyeonjwa-ro, Seo-gu, Gwangju

GWANGJU KPOP STAR ROAD
(J-Hope and U-Know Yunho)
3ga, Chungjang-ro, Dong-gu, Gwangju

100m

13min

2.9km

1min



Kang Daniel-Busan

Course: Yeongdodaegyo Bridge - Huinnyeoul Cultural Village - Taejongdae

K-Entertainment
Recommen-

dations

BTS J-Hope-Gwangju
BTS J-Hope is the celebrity who expressed infinite love for Gwangju, his hometown, saying in his 
lyrics, “I’m a Gwangju, Jeollanam-do Baby.” There is a large mural in Penguin Village in 
Yangnim-dong, and on the street of K-Pop stars, there is a ‘Hope World’ made with an autograph and 
21,800 messages sent by global fans. You can also refer to the ARMY YouTube video 'Finding Hope', 
which introduces Gwangju’s traditional culture and activities like climbing Mudeungsan Mountain.

NU'EST's main vocal Baekho was born in Bongseong-ri, Aewol-eup, Jeju-do. The first course of the 
'Baekho Tour', which was shown as a battle with JR in the entertainment show <Battle Trip>, is 
mulhoe. Mulhoe combined with soybean paste base, red pepper paste, and vinegar was the authentic 
taste of Jeju. Baekho also showcased a soba mukbang topped with fried rockfish and green 
tangerines. Maze Land and Big Ball Land, where the drama <The Legend of the Blue Sea> was filmed, 
are also recommended. 

Course: Chungjang-ro (J-Hope Street) ‒ GWANGJU KPOP STAR ROAD - Traditional Culture Center 
(Tradition Experience) - Yangnim-dong Penguin Village (J-Hope Mural) - 1913 Songjeong Station 
Market - Mudeungsan Pampas Grass Field

NU'EST Baekho-Jeju Island

Course: Haenyeo Diving Village (Mulhoe) - Big Ball Land - Sumokwon Road Night Market - 
Dotoree Kitchen (Green Tangerine Soba) - Maze Museum - Badangjigi (Rockfish Set meal) - 
Chinbong dge (Lodge Cafe)

GirlsDay Hyeri - Mokpo
In the KBS <2 Days & 1 Night> Season 4 'Taste of Mokpo' special, they went on a gourmet tour with 
Hyeri as a guest. Mokpo is a tourist destination with many places to eat as well as sights to see. 
Especially, Sihwa Alley in Seosan-dong is beautifully decorated with poems written by residents and 
writers in collaboration, and Yeonhee's Supermarket from the movie <1987> is also nearby, making it 
worthwhile to visit. Mokpo Skywalk, where there are many pretty cafes, is a good place to take 
pictures while looking at the sea. Riding a cable car and chatting in a pocha(street food stall) after 
enjoying the Mokpo sea are recommended.

Like Noh Hongcheol in the Netflix variety <The Hungry and The Hairy>, ‘Gochang Edition’, spring is a 
good time to ride a bike on a road full of rapeseed blossoms, and April is a great time to see the green 
barley on the academy farm. The pride of Gochang, Gochang Eupseong Fortress is only 1.6km in 
circumference. Legends say that if you walk two laps around the track, you will live a long life and 
healthy life, so let's give it a try. Sleeping a night in Hanok Village is also recommended.

Course: Mokpo Skywalk - Yeonghee's Supermarket - Sihwa Alley - Mokpo Marine Cable Car - 
Mokpo Port Pocha Street

Singer Rain and Noh Hongchul - Gochang

Course: Gochang-eupseong & Gochang-eupseong Hanok Village - Mandol Mudflat Experience 
Center - Sangha Farm - Borinara Hagwon Farm
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K-Star
Recommended

NCT Jeno and Chenle - Ikseondong Hanok Village
In KBS <Play Seoul>, NCT's Jeno and Cheonle's SNS aesthetic tour was in Ikseon-dong, Seoul. In 
Ikseon-dong, where alleys and hanok exist in harmony, they delivered the fun of traveling to 
Ikseon-dong through unique activities, a photo zone, and fortune telling. Hotel Seinejang is the 
perfect place to experience Korean 1870s fashions, and the perfume workshop Assibang is a 
wonderful place to make a giftset of flower diffuser.

Course: Salon Sulla (Spaghetti Restaurant) - Hotel Seine (<Hotel Del Luna> Filming Location) ‒ 
His house (Fortune-Telling) - Assi Bangagan (Diffuser Workshop)

ⒸCourtesy of Busan Tourism Organization

ⒸCourtesy of Jiho Kim - Korea Tourism Organization

Courtesy of Heoncheol Cho - Korea Tourism Organization

ⒸCourtesy of Gilsoon Mok - Korea Tourism Organization

The winner of <Produce X 101> and the center position of Wanna One, Daniel, is from Yeongdo-gu, 
Busan. As a 'People's Choice Ambassador for Busan', he introduces hidden spots in Busan through 
SNS. Daniel's alma mater, Sinseon Middle School, Huinnyeoul Culture Village, Yeongdo Bridge, 
Taejongdae, Leejaemo Pizza, Nampo Sujebi, and Daltene are included. The 40-step flower shop, 
where Daniel bought hydrangeas for his mother, reemerged in popularity, as does riding the 
Taejongdae Danubi train. The opening time of Yeongdo Bridge is 2:00 pm (temporarily suspended due 
to Covid-19).

2min

295m

40min
3

Chungjang-ro Shopping
3ga, Chungjang-ro, Dong-gu, 
Gwangju

5
Traditional Culture Center
(Tradition Experience)

4
Yangnim-dong Penguin Village
(J-Hope Mural)
7, Cheonbyeonjwa-ro 446beon-gil, Nam-gu, Gwangju

10min

4.2km

222, Uijae-ro, Dong-gu, Gwangju

7min

1.6km



‘Culture Complex’, the aesthetic charging
place beloved by K-Stars and Generation MZ

Visit Korea’s Trending Gen MZ Locations
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Words that come up a lot on the social media hashtags of the Generation 
MZ are ‘hotpl’ and ‘hippl’. Culture complexes where even many celebri-
ties visit because it is aesthetic, trendy, and nice for taking pictures. Only 
those who take pictures with graffiti-tuned sports cars or who have 
installed a special app are allowed to enter. Let's go to the place where 
all kinds of elements and unfamiliar experiences that satisfy MZ's senses 
and desires await. Each space where adventurous attempts such as ‘
barefoot experience’ and ‘non-face-to-face exhibition concerts’ are unde
rtaken has its unique creation. Small businesses opposing gentrification 
band together, and smart companies develop MZ cultural playgrounds 
without brand exposure, and sometimes provide ‘stepping stones to 
their dreams’ to support young people start their own start-up. Let's find 
keywords like youth, dream, resolution, fun, rebellion, passion in the 
culture complexes.

490m490m1 2
Seoul Forest (BTS RM Bench)
273, Ttukseom-ro, Seongdong-gu, Seoul

Understand Avenue
63, Wangsimni-ro, Seongdong-gu, Seoul

86m108m

1min1min



Peaches. D8NE
The culture complex visited by Korean rapper ‘Simon Dominic’ during the MBC variety show <Home 
Alone>. Here is where Peaches, the streetcar fashion brand, and Hankook Tire collaborated. Exciting 
music plays from the DJ booth, and flashy car racing videos play in the background. Supercars are on 
display everywhere, and miniature models of cars are also available for purchase. It is a place that 
attempts to engage culturally by combining streetcar culture with music and fashion, as well as 
displaying and sellling auto tuning goods. Knotted, Downtowner Burger, and Smoking Tigers Burger 
opened within the complex.

A culture complex for Generation MZ created by LG U+. It is not a store for a telecommunication 
company, but a cultural space to deliver brand values. After installing the app called 'Teum', enter by 
scanning the member barcode. The app has multiple functions, such as admission, payment, and 
delivery of various trend information. There is a cafe on the 2nd floor, the bookstore 'Storage Book 
and Film' and Film on the 3rd floor, Filmlog on the 4th floor, and a playground on the 5th floor. They 
hold non-face-to-face exhibition concerts of artists in Antenna Music, such as Lucid Fall, Jeong 
Jae-hyung, Lee Jin-ah, and Jeok-jae.

The filming location of 'SOLE Music N', the entertainment agency of Yoon So-rim (Red Velvet Joy) and 
Kang Han-gyeol (Lee Hyun-woo) in the drama <The Liar and His Lover>. A culture complex operated 
by the fashion company Louis Quatorze. It has a unique appearance with the shape of a rhombus 
covered with aluminum material. ‘Link Yard,’ an open area that serves as a cultural and artistic 
performance venue for movie screenings and music events, is the creation of an experimental and 
innovative architect. A place to discover creative artists and share various cultural content.

9, Yeonmujang 3-gil, Seongdong-gu, Seoul                                               
http://peachesoneuniverse.com

SUMSEI Terrarium
Introduced on Naver Shopping Live 'Park Ki-woong's Culture Live', watched by 450,000 people. It is a 
sensory experience space created by the SUMSEI brand, with a nature theme. It was designed with 
the concept of making you feel as if you were looking back at the present from the future, where 
nature has vanished. It uses soil, wood, water, gravel, and wind to create an extraordinary experience 
from the first basement floor to the fourth-floor rooftop. It consists of 5 spaces (Black out, Water of 
dawn, Heart of wind, SUMSEI Forest, Refresh Five Senses) where being barefoot is the principle.

A culture complex visited by BTS J-Hope. It is a ‘living culture society platform’ that remodeled a 
factory in the 1970s and gathered members with personalities, abilities, and stories in their respective 
fields. ‘Thingool Store’ is a lifestyle store with a collection of small brands, ‘Pizza Season’ is a pizza 
restaurant with delicious crispy pastries, and ‘Cheonsanggaok’ is a photo zone paradise with a glass 
ceiling greenhouse atmosphere. Small businesses like cafes, restaurants, select shops, and props 
store,  such as the Vietnamese restaurant 'BEP',  are all gathered in this one place.

This is a public culture complex with the tagline ‘UNDERSTAND = UNDER + STAND’ that was built as a 
social contribution project together by the public, private sectors, and corporations. 116 containers 
are stacked to make three floors, and each container is a store with its unique charm. With young 
adults who are starting a new business, you can see their philosophy with the new ideas and trends. 
You can sometimes see celebrities taking a break here and also the celebrities' signatures at the cafe. 
There is a new SM Entertainment office nearby.

44-1, Seoulsup 2-gil, Seongdong-gu, Seoul
www.instagram.com/sumsei.official

Living
Cultural Space

Public
Interest

Cultural Space

SeongsuYeonbang

14, Seongsui-ro 14-gil, Seongdong-gu, Seoul
https://www.instagram.com/seongsu_federation/

Daily Teum

426, Gangnam-daero, Gangnam-gu, Seoul
www.instagram.com/daily_teum
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Brand
Cultural Space

Understand Avenue

63, Wangsimni-ro, Seongdong-gu, Seoul
www.understandavenue.com

Platform-L

11, Eonju-ro 133-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul
www.platform-l.org

010-4192-7719

  070-4090-8005

02-6929-4470

02-1661-5091

010-8979-8122

02-725-5526

2min

295m

40min
3

SM Entertainment
83-21, Wangsimni-ro, Seongdong-gu, Seoul

5
Seongsu
Handmade Shoes Street

4
Peaches. D8NE
9, Yeonmujang 3-gil, 
Seongdong-gu, Seoul

17min

1km

15, Yeonmujang 7-gil, 
Seongdong-gu, Seoul

6min

412m



A unique learning experience of
Korean crafts and arts by trying out
the hobbies of stars

Try Out Celebrities’ Hobbies
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Singing, dancing, there’s nothing stars can’t do, and they always make 
sure they’re giving their best, delivering their passionate and healing 
energy to their fans. What do stars who are in charge of the leisure time 
of their fans do in their spare time? They do woodworking, pottery, and 
painting. Follow the star’s footsteps and create a unique vase by holding 
onto clay and turning a wheel. They say that if you make a chopping 
board with camphor wood, which has a unique scent, it refreshes the 
mind and has an antibacterial effect. Plus, it’s fun to draw folk tales and 
decorate the house. If you enjoy the hobby that stars use to de-stress and 
re-energize so they can present a better version of themselves, you’ll be 
able to relate more deeply to the star and your self-esteem will increase.

18
49

490m490m1 2
Gahoe Museum
52, Bukchon-ro, Jongno-gu, Seoul

Bukchon Hanok Village
37, Gyedong-gil, Jongno-gu, Seoul

1min

13m

5min

1km



Waple Wood Art Work
It is the place where celebrities such as Park Na-rae and Seong-hoon from MBC's variety show <Home 
Alone> visited, and photos of celebrities are displayed inside. It is also the place where the wooden 
box for the stone from the movie <Parasite> was made. You can make your own interior accessories 
such as chairs and tables using solid wood. A one-day class for making ballpoint pens and mechanical 
pencils is also popular. Waple is an acronym for ‘Wood Art Work Place’, which refers to ‘a space where 
wood is used to create art’.

5-6, Wangsimni-ro 10-gil, Seongdong-gu, Seoul
https://www.instagram.com/waple_woodartwork

Hash The Wood
The place that actor So Ji-sub visited. You can make wooden lighting, chopping boards, sitting tables, 
and end grain chopping boards. Choose the type of wood, sketch the design you want, cut and trim 
the edges to create your own unique cutting board. They also engrave letters with a burning pen. It is 
recommended to think about the cutting board sketch design you want to use in advance before 
visiting. It is also possible to make wooden lighting and speakers.

B1, 38, Huam-ro, Yongsan-gu, Seoul                                                
https://hashthewood.com

Gilsang Ceramics
This is the famous pottery workshop among ARMYs that BTS experienced in <Run BTS> EP.47. You can 
experience hand-building with a pottery wheel, and also designing and making cups, vases, plates, 
and water bottles. There is a one-day pottery class for foreigners. Reservations required.

#101, 15-9, Gangnam-daero 39-gil, Seocho-gu, Seoul

Ceramic Café Jool

Segwang building 3F, 11, Sinchon-ro 4-gil, Mapo-gu, Seoul
https://cafejool.modoo.at

Seongsu Museum
The canvas drawing cafe where ITZY Yuna visited and experienced art. A cultural living space where 
you can draw, color, and enjoy exhibitions. Drawing tools such as patterns, acrylic paints, and brushes 
are provided, and there is no time limit on how long you can draw. Let's have some fun by using the 
attached mobile phone holder to record your sketching in time-lapse. This is a chain store with 
locations in Bundang, Busan, Yeosu, and Daegu, as well as Jeju special store where you can draw 
while enjoying the sea view of Jeju that is also popular.

B02, 39, Seongsuil-ro 8-gil, Seongdong-gu, Seoul                  
https://seongsumuseum.com

Gahoe Museum
Actress Lee Hanee of the SBS drama <One the Woman> released a screen made with Chochungdo on 
Instagram. The Gahoe Folklore Museum features 1,500 pieces of Joseon Dynasty antiques, including 
250 folk paintings and 750 amulets, where you can experience the painting of folk tales, which is the 
hobby of actress Lee Hanee. After viewing, you can create a talisman by yourself at the experience 
center or take in the regular experience program including drawing folk painting eco-bags, 
birchwood postcards, folk magpie tiger painting, drawing a folktale fan, and more. 

52, Bukchon-ro, Jongno-gu, Seoul                                               

Art Hobbies
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Woodworking

www.gahoemuseum.org/

https://cafe.naver.com/gilsangdoye

02-467-3688

070-5223-2627

 02-741-0466

02-467-1991

02-3462-0703

 010-2231-8202

The place where Rosé and Jisoo experienced pottery making in <Blackpink House>. Cute characters 
made by pottery are on display. You can work on a pottery wheel or draw, and you can make your 
own unique ceramic cups, cookie plates, and teacups. Reservations recommended.

2min

295m

40min
3

Annyeong Insadong
49 Insadong-gil, Jongno-gu, Seoul

4
Seongsu Museum
B02, 39, Seongsuil-ro 8-gil,
Seongdong-gu, Seoul

35min

10km



Take ‘high-quality photos’ without
a photographer at self-portrait studios

Become a Model: Photoshoot at a Self Portrait Studio like a K-Star
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Taking selfies is like a daily routine for Generation MZ. Taking photos of everything 
is essential and having the perfect ‘aesthetic’ picture and profile picture would be 
a dream come true. Photographs are the realm of expression + record. They have 
fun by recording a different version of themselves every single hour on social 
media. A form of DSLR/SLR selfie studio where 'my own photos are taken by me’ is 
a self-portrait studio where Generation MZ, who is accustomed to photography, 
seeks to take 'high-quality photos'. A professional camera is installed, as well as 
lighting, so that when you press the remote control, amazing photographs with 
your own unique facial expressions and poses pour out. Self-portrait studios are 
also popular with stars. There are numerous places where stars have actually 
visited, and it was also featured in BTS's <Butter> single album’s promotional 
video. If you are a fan of a certain star, let's take a picture with a pose from a celebri-
ty's pictorial or self-portrait pose. You can leave a photograph with a special 
aesthetic and vibe in black and white or in color.

19
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5min
490m490m1 2

Espoir Gangnam Branch
415, Gangnam-daero, Seocho-gu, Seoul

A. by BOM
3F, 40, Seolleung-ro 152-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul

857m

13min

4.5km

13min



www.instagram.com/camptong_studio

PHOTOMATIC

36, Dosan-daero 17-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul                          
www.photomatic.co.kr

Life4cut Ikseondong Hanok Village Branch
A self-studio where you can print photos taken on the spot. It is well-known for taking photographs 
for ITZY's Instagram account. There’s a system that combines four shots into a single photo. 
Re-shooting is allowed once. It is also a pro that the store offers a variety of accessories such as 
clothes, headbands, bouquets, and sunglasses. A powder room and unique photo zones are also 
available. This place is famous for being a place where you can take professional-level pictures at an 
affordable price in an antique hanok.

The location where Yuna and Yeji’s photos for ITZY's official Instagram were taken. There are more 
than 150 stores nationwide as Korea's largest self-studio enterprise. You can choose from basic + 
four-cut package, full package, photoism package, soloism package, basic self-portrait, 
black-and-white four-cut photo, and ID photo. Reservations can be made on the website, and 
same-day shooting can be arranged through the KakaoTalk channel of each branch.

A place where you can shoot photographs, like celebrity pictorials, with lighting that is automatically 
tuned when you choose a photo concept. You can snap 5 different concepts (neon, black and white, 
profile, art, and dynamic) at 3 private booths (Ordinary, Perfect, and Dynamic). In the dynamic photo 
booth, you can adjust the lighting color and pattern to match the beat and genre when you select the 
music you want. In the Mnet survival show <Show Me the Money>, BE’O, Muds the student, and 
ANANDELIGHT visited the Gangnam branch and took a self-portrait according to their unique 
individuality.

17-34, Supyo-ro 28-gil, Jongno-gu, Seoul                                

Daereungwon black and white photo studio
The photo studio where Lovelyz's Sujeong and Yein took black and white photos. Producer Na 
Young-seok and Wonder Girls Ye-eun also visited. You can choose between taking a photo by a 
photographer or taking a self-portrait. For a self-portrait, you print out 4 basic shots after 50 shots. A 
popular photo zone with an analog aesthetic outside. The interior is decorated with old props like 
various film cameras, black-and-white photos, old TVs, and typewriters. There is also an Aewol 
branch along with the main branch in Gyeongju.

Café Campton Apgujeong Salon is on the 2nd floor of a black and white self-portrait studio where you 
can choose between a long package and basic self-photography. A 20% discount coupon from Cafe 
Camptong as well as sunglasses and artificial flowers are provided. After the photoshoot, let's stop by 
the cafe (1st floor) where the BTS entertainment show <Run BTS> was filmed. In the cafe (1st floor) 
where you can hold meetings, video conferences, watch movies, watch performances, and draw, 
there is a BTS study with the books that ARMYs donated according to BTS members’ reading lists.

1081, Poseok-ro, Gyeongju-si, Gyeongsangbuk-do                                               

CAMPTONG STUDIO

27 Apgujeong-ro 42-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul

Photo Drink Gangnam Branch

37, Bongeunsa-ro 4-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul
https://photodrink.com

Photoism

3F, 19-4, Seongmisan-ro 29an-gil, Mapo-gu, Seoul

Professional
Black and White

Photography
Studio
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Black and
White+Color
Photography

Studio

http://photoism.co.kr

https://daeneungwon.modoo.at

010-7929-9464

070-7843-0314

The first self-portrait studio in Korea. Famous celebrities such as Astro Cha Eun-woo, Apink Son 
Na-eun, GOT7 Youngjae, and actors Gong Hyo-jin and Ahn So-hee visited and took pictures here. This 
is also the place where Kim Na-young took a self-portrait of her family in the 6th episode of JTBC <I 
Will Raise Them>. You can choose from black-and-white, color, profile, medium format film camera, 
and film camera photo types. Unlimited filming for 10-15 minutes (for two people). Refer to the 
website for more information such as the amount of given retouch files and whether or not 
time-lapse recordings are provided. 

010-9476-1736

010-3026-4511

 02-1833-7536

054-749-4464

1min

100m

2min

295m

40min
3

CAMPTONG STUDIO &
CAFÉ CAMPTONG Apgujeong Salon
27 Apgujeong-ro 42-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul

5
Garosu-gil

4
Photo Drink
Shinsagarosugil Branch
45, Gangnam-daero 158-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul

Sinsa-dong, Gangnam-gu, Seoul

7min

1.7km

1min

100m



From pork belly to green tea picnic set,
let’s go on a food tour recommended
by celebrities!

Celebrities' Recommended Restaurants Tour
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BTS Jungkook's mukbang is a hot topic. Jungkook's special skill, known as 
'mukjang', is the 'mukbang parade' where he never stops eating. His ‘myunchigi’ 
(noodle slurping) skills and realistic ASMR are also top-notch. Even in the midst 
of that, his sparkling beauty attacks the hearts of his viewers. Our footsteps 
unconsciously follow Jungkook’s footsteps into the restaurants. Countless 
restaurants in Korea with the hashtag ‘BTS Confirmed Restaurant’. You can find 
various types of restaurants, such as snack shops, giblets restaurants, sushi 
restaurants, Korean restaurants, snow crab restaurants, meat restaurants, and 
more. Popular search keywords on social media include Wanna One's '#Kang 
Daniel confirmed restaurant' and '#Lee Young-ja confirmed restaurant', both of 
which are considered emerging powerhouses in the food industry, as well as 
'#ChoijaRoad', which went viral on Instagram. If you want to try delicious food, 
let's follow the keyword combination of 'mukbang star + confirmed restaurant'. 
The success rate in terms of taste and atmosphere will be '99%'.

20
53
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Choi Champan's house,
filming location in the K-drama <Toji>
66-7, Pyeongsari-gil, Akyang-myeon, Hadong-gun, Gyeongsangnam-do

Starway Hadong
3358-110, Seomjingangdae-ro, Akyang-myeon, 
Hadong-gun, Gyeongsangnam-do

20min

13km

5min

1.4km



Be Unusual

5, Seolleung-ro 108-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul
www.beunusual.co.kr

Geumdwaeji Sikdang (Golden Pig)

149, Dasan-ro, Jung-gu, Seoul

TONGUE PLANET

Seongsu Branch   I  2F, 82 Seongsui-ro, Seongdong-gu, Seoul                          
Shinsa Branch   I   4F, 31, Dosan-daero 11-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul

Dosimdawon
A tea garden where you can enjoy the green tea fields privately while snapping your ‘all-time best 
propic’. This place is well known for Girls' Generation's Yoona falling in love with it in the tvN variety 
show <House on Wheels>. The pavilion, located on a rock in the middle of a green tea field, is the 
perfect place where you can drink tea while enjoying the view of the green tea field that heals you just 
by looking at it. If you rent a tea basket set with green tea, tea cup, snacks, and picnic mats in, you can 
enjoy a picnic in the outdoor pavilion for about an hour.

525 Jeonggeum-ri, Hwagae-myeon, Hadong-gun, Gyeongsangnam-do
www.instagram.com/dosimdawon_official

10 Corso Como Seoul & Café Cheongdamdong Branch

416, Apgujeong-ro, Gangnam-gu, Seoul
www.instagram.com/10corsocomoseoul

Daughter wealthy bulbaek Shinsa Branch
This bulbaek restaurant is recommended by the actor Ji-seok Kim, B1A4, and rapper Sleepy. It’s a 
hangout for idol singers since they were trainees, due to its low-cost but flavorful menu. Their 
signature menu is Daughter Bulbaekjeongsik. Gochujang-based bulbaek is thinly sliced pork ribs 
stir-fried over high heat and served in a nickel-silver lunch box (rice) with soybean paste stew, 
steamed egg, fried egg, and fried kimchi. There are 7 stores in addition to the Shinsa branch.

A restaurant/cafe inside the select shop 10 Corso Como. It became a popular place after BLACKPINK 
Jennie uploaded a picture on Instagram. The colorful ceiling decoration and trendy interior stand out, 
and the handmade wall decorations are definitely photo zone-worthy. The signature menus are ‘
Tagliatelle with Truffle Cream Sauce and Oyster Mushrooms’, which has a nice strong mushroom 
flavor, and ‘Spaghettini with Sardegna’s Bottarga, cuttlefish, and Capers’. This place is also a popular 
hotspot for Cheongdam-dong fashionistas.

A one-of-a-kind tongue-themed cafe in Seongsu-dong Cafe Street. The massive tongue-shaped 
entrance sculpture is a popular photo zone. The interior full of vividly colored furniture and self-made 
objects makes this place more unique. Actress Ahn So-hee introduced this place on her YouTube 
channel after her visit. The signature menus are the ‘emoji cake,’ which is a square cake served on a 
tongue-shaped plate with an emoji drawn on top and tongue-shaped cookies.

21, Gangnam-daero 158-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul

Star
Recommended

Cafes

54

https://bulbaek.com/

Star
Recommended

Restaurant

www.instagram.com/gold_pig1982

        070-7771-2524
www.tongueplanet.com

010-8214-7799

02-547-3010

02-3444-3295

010-4484-8750

02-508-1085

The first 3D projection mapping restaurant in Korea. It was introduced in <Sixth Sense 2>, the 
program Mijoo from Lovelyz is on. 3D mapping, where light is poured over the entire room, including 
tables, is a technology that projects images on the surface of objects such as exterior walls of 
buildings and interior spaces. The gorgeous visuals and sound effects are a masterpiece. The food 
served in 6 courses, including truffle mushroom soup + brisket steak, is also excellent. With 3 private 
rooms, it is a restraint you can go on a special day.

The restaurant that BTS eats at this eatery on a regular basis even with the hellish waiting time. It is 
famous as the pork belly restaurant that Jungkook went to for 3 months in a row on the YouTube 
channel ‘Angu Jeonghwa TV’. The signature menu is ‘Bone Samgyeopsal,’ which is a 1+ grade pork 
belly with bones aged at a low temperature for a full month and then grilled over a briquette fire. 
Jungkook's favorite, 'grilled oyster mushroom', is also popular for its chewy texture. This restaurant 
has been selected by the <Michelin Guide> Bib Gourmand for three consecutive years since 2019. Bib 
Gourmand refers to restaurants that offer great food at a reasonable price.

02-498-1113

2min

295m

40min
3

Dosimdawon
525 Jeonggeum-ri, Hwagae-myeon, 
Hadong-gun, Gyeongsangnam-do

4
Ssanggyesa
9, Ssanggyesa-gil, Hwagae-myeon, 
Hadong-gun, Gyeongsangnam-do

5min

1.8km
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I will become the main character!
A trip across K-Drama filming locations

Visit Global K-Drama Filming Locations

21
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'K-DRAMA = global drama' is becoming an official concept as K-Dramas 
spread around the world via over-the-top media service (OTT) platforms. The 
dialogue of the drama became the 'Korean textbook', the OSTs combined 
with orchestra makes it become a 'dramatic classic', and the filming location 
infinitely stimulates the audience’s desire to travel there. Let's visit the 
temple in <My Name>, which is built on a cliff overlooking the ocean with 
waves crashing under your feet. Not only would you want to visit the wonder-
ful scenery in <Vincenzo>, where it’s impossible to distinguish whether you’re 
in Italy or Korea, but the alley convenience store where they talked over soju 
and raw ramen also appears to be a worth visit. Ssangmun-dong, the setting 
for <Squid Game>, has as fascinating backstory as it is where Director Hwang 
Dong-hyuk was born and raised. When you stand in that place in a drama 
where you remember the sweet, sad, or despairing moments, the emotions 
you feel will be beyond your imagination.

490m490m1 2
Donuimoon Museum Village
14-3, Songwol-gil, Jongno-gu, Seoul

Daehak-ro Dalgona
17, Daehak-ro 10-gil, Jongno-gu, Seoul

17min

5.5km

1min

76m



Baekwoon Market & Paldo Dried Fish
In <Squid Game>, Sung Ki-hoon (Lee Jung-jae) visited Sang-woo's mother's fish shop, which sells 
dried fish, fresh fish, and seafood, was actually 'Paldo Dried Fish' in the Baegun Market. They 
temporarily replaced the sign with ‘Sangwoo’s Fish’ during filming. The grilled fish that Sung Ki-hoon 
bought in the drama is now available for purchase. There are signs all over the market indicating the 
filming locations. Let's enjoy some shopping and market snacks at the traditional market while 
looking around the Baegun Market.

36, Samyang-ro 154-gil, Dobong-gu, Seoul

CU Ssangmun Uicheon Branch
The convenience store in <Squid Game> where Sung Ki-hoon and Yoo-nam (Oh Young-soo) reunited 
and drank soju over raw ramen noodles. The scene where they reunited, saying, 'Looks like this is our 
destiny~' was filmed for 4 days. Many people buy soju and raw ramen, place them on the plastic table 
and green chair to take a photo of it.

11, Uicheon-ro 39-gil, Dobong-gu, Seoul                                 

Italian Village Pinocchio & Da Vinci
A space that unravels Italian culture under the theme of Leonardo da Vinci, a figure of the Renaissance 
period. <Vincenzo>’s main character is an Italian mafia lawyer, Vincenzo (Song Joong-ki) who came to 
Korea due to the betrayal of the organization. It has a mixture of sequences shot in Italy and some 
scenes filmed in this location. The Italian village has been recreated to the extent where it is hard to 
distinguish the difference unless someone tells you. The 10m statue of Pinocchio standing at the 
entrance is a great photo spot.

619-1, Goseong-ri, Cheongpyeong-myeon, Gapyeong-gun, Gyeonggi-do                                     
www.instagram.com/pino_vinci_korea/

Seo Kyeong University
The filming location of Cheong-A Arts High School, where the Hera Kids, who lives in Hera Palace, 
attend. The antique main building, the Literature Hall, fountain, and waterfall are the main filming 
locations, and the spiral staircase that appears frequently in the drama is the staircase in front of 
Eunjoo Building 1. About 40 students from Seokyeong University appeared in supporting roles in the 
K-Drama.

124, Seogyeong-ro, Seongbuk-gu, Seoul                                              
www.skuniv.ac.kr

Haedong Yonggungsa Temple
In the 4th episode of <My Name>, Choi Mu-jin (Park Hee-soon) visits the temple to hold ancestral rites 
for the dead members of the gang. This filming location was situated to symbolize the concept that ‘
revenge is an endless cycle’. Built in 1376 during the reign of King U of Goryeo, this temple is located 
on a rock at the edge of the sea, offering a wonderful view. They say that one wish comes true in this 
temple, so make sure to make a wish.

86, Yonggung-gil, Gijang-eup, Gijang-gun, Busan
www.yongkungsa.or.kr

Ganghwa-gun Kyodong Elementary School
The filming location where the main characters played squid games with their childhood friends. At 
the Daeryong Market near Gyodong Elementary School is a retro-style market that retains the 
appearance of the 1960s and 1970s, where you can make dalgona, play marbles, and ddakji-chigi. 
There are many unique murals and sculptures, and the coffee served in a perilla oil bottle is popular. 
There are more visitors on weekends than weekdays.

29, Daeryongan-gil, Gyodong-myeon, Ganghwa-gun, Incheon                              

NETFLIX
<Squid Game>

NETFLIX
<My Name>

58

NETFLIX
<Vincenzo>

SBS
<Penthouse>

ⒸCourtesy of Busan Tourism Organization

02-999-8448

02-906-0337

032-932-4021

051-722-7744

031-5175-8929

02-940-7114

2min

295m

40min
3

Daehakro TOM
85, Daehak-ro 8ga-gil, Jongno-gu, Seoul

5
CU Ssangmun Uicheon Branch
(Squid Game Filming Location)

4
Baekwoon Market & Paldo Dried Fish
(Squid Game Filming Location)
36, Samyang-ro 154-gil, Dobong-gu, Seoul 11, Uicheon-ro 39-gil, Dobong-gu, Seoul

35min

10km

5min

878m



Recreate famous romance scenes
at K-Drama filming locations

Heart-Fluttering K-Drama Filming Locations Tour
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The K-Content that led the Hallyu (Korean Wave) in the early and mid 
2000s were K-Dramas. Among them, the melodrama genre was the most 
popular. Following the COVID-19 outbreak, Korean-style melodramas 
such as <Hometown Cha-Cha-Cha> and <The King’s Affection> were 
released on over-the-top media (OTT) platforms and began to draw 
attention again. If you're a fan of K-Melodrama, let’s recreate famous 
romance scenes from K-Dramas. From the sweet eye contact in <Crash 
Landing on You>, the umbrella scene in <Love in the Moonlight>, the 
moonlit night piggyback in <Hometown Cha-Cha-Cha>, and the 'Ocean 
View Meal' in <Now, We Are Breaking Up>, you can recreate these scenes 
at the actual filming location. You can become the main character of the 
love story in the drama, and you can also experience the ‘Korean-style 
love’ that comes with Korean storylines and emotions.

490m490m1 2
Homigot
Daebori, Homigot-myeon, Nam-gu, 
Pohang-si, Gyeongsangbuk-do

Pohang Seokbyung1-ri
881-2, Seokbyeong-ri, Guryongpo-eup, 
Nam-gu, Pohang-si, Gyeongsangbuk-do

9min

8.4km

45min

31km



Pocheon Hantan River Sky Bridge
The location from the drama <Crash Landing on You>, when the two main characters were talking 
about their ‘first encounter on a Swiss Bridge’. It is a swinging bridge built at a height of 50m above 
the water surface of the Hantangang River and 200m in length. You can take pictures doing the Lee 
Jeong-hyeok (Hyun Bin) and Yoon Se-ri (Son Ye-jin) pose with a panoramic view of the canyon. The 
thrill of staring down the Hantangang River from the skywalk in the middle of the bridge is a bonus. It 
is connected to Bidulginang Falls, which was used as the filming location for the drama <Kingdom>, 
and a hiking trail course (about 1km).

The filming location of the drama <Hometown Cha-Cha-Cha>. In the drama, this is where the house 
of Yoon Hye-jin, Hong Banjang (Hong Doo-shik), Yoo Cho-hee, and Grandma Gamlee was. A scene 
where Hong Banjang (Kim Seon-ho) was walking at night carrying drunk Yoon Hye-jin (Shin Min-ah) 
and the wedding shot of the main couple were filmed here. Chung Ha Market, the actual place of 
Gongjin Market, is also a major filming location. The market is open on days when the last digit is 1 or 
6, and the sets of Cheongho Hardware, Gongjin Banjeom, Bora Supermarket, Squid Tower, and 
Ohyun Café are still present along with many photo zones, making it a fantastic place to take photos.

207, Bidulginang-gil, Yeongbuk-myeon, Pocheon-si, Gyeonggi-do                                
www.pcs21.net/ktour/viewTnTursmResrceWeb.do?key=9880&resrceNo=1062

Namsan Baekbeom Square
Filming location of the drama <Itaewon Class>. The location of a scene which Park Sae-ro-yi (Park 
Seo-joon) and Jo Yi-seo (Kim Da-mi) kissed while walking hand in hand. The exact location is the 
Hanyangdoseong Fortress Wall between the entrance of Namsan Park (in the direction of 
Sungnyemun) and Baekbeom Square. The N Seoul Tower can be reached on foot to find the ‘autumn 
leaves attraction & night view restaurant attraction’, which is located at the skirt of Namsan 
Mountain.

100-115, Hoehyeon-dong 1-ga, Jung-gu, Seoul
https://parks.seoul.go.kr/template/sub/namsan.do

Capital City
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Seokbyung 1-ri & Chung Ha Market

21, Ilchul-ro 204beon-gil, & 207, Ilchul-ro, Guryongpo-eup, Nam-gu, Pohang-si, Gyeongsangbuk-do

Munheon Seowon
The filming location of the dramas <The King’s Affection>, <The Red Sleeve> and more. The famous 
scene in <Love in the Moonlight> was also filmed here, where Crown Prince Lee Young (Park Bo-Gum) 
became the umbrella for Hong Ra-On (Kim Yoo-Jeong) on a rainy day. As a place that served Mogeun 
Yi Saek, a Confucian scholar at the end of the Goryeo Dynasty, this memorial hall has so many 
barberry trees so most of the filming takes place during the summer, when the barberry blossoms are 
in full bloom. The hotel located at the entrance of seowon is a famous traditional hotel. This location 
is a popular venue for events such as meetings and seminars.

The Grill & Pasta Restaurant is located on the 99th floor of BUSAN X the SKY, the second tallest 
building in Korea. This is the place where the dining scene of the two main characters in the drama 
<Now, We Are Breaking Up> was filmed. You can dine while looking at the ocean city view. Let's fully 
enjoy the night view of Haeundae, the landmark of 'Busan, a world-class night view city’ that the two 
main characters enjoyed.

The actual title of the ‘OK Psychiatric Hospital’ where Moon Kang-tae (Kim Soo-hyun) worked in the 
K-Drama <It’s Okay to Not Be Okay>. Most of the ‘OK Psychiatric Hospital’ scenes were filmed in the 
cafe on the 3rd floor. The romantic spot is the hill overlooking Ayajin Beach. Kang-tae, who was 
suspended without pay, reached out to Go Moon-young (Seo Ye-ji) and said, "Let's go on a trip" in this 
spot. It’s also famous for its bread and coffee.

66, Seowon-ro 172beon-gil, Gisan-myeon, Seocheon-gun, Chungcheongnam-do

Secret Blue Bakery Café

31-6, Ayajinbuk-gil, Toseong-myeon, Goseong-gun, Gangwon-do
www.instagram.com/secretblue_ayajin_

BUSAN X the SKY SKY99 GRILL & PASTA

30, Dalmaji-gil, Haeundae-gu, Busan

Other Cities

054-270-2248 (Pohang Tourism Industry Division)

www.munheon.org

www.busanxthesky.com

ⒸCourtesy of Munheonseowon

ⒸPhoto Courtesy of @ttae.look

ⒸCourtesy of Busan X the SKY

ⒸCourtesy of Bumsoo Lee - Korea Tourism Organization

ⒸCourtesy of Gangwon Branch - Korea Tourism Organization 

031-538-3030

041-953-5895

051-731-0098

033-637-2061

02-3783-5900

2min

295m

40min
3

Hwanho Park Space Walk
8, Duho-dong, Buk-gu, Pohang-si, 
Gyeongsangbuk-do

5
Iga-ri Anchor Lookout

4
Chung Ha Market
6, Cheongha-ro 200beon-gil, Cheongha-myeon, 
Buk-gu, Pohang-si, Gyeongsangbuk-do

San 67-3, Igari, Cheongha-myeon, 
Buk-gu, Gyeongsangbuk-do

28min

17km

10min

5.2km



Time-slip into a K-drama the second
you set foot on the set

Drama Filming Set Tour
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Rewind, stop, and repeat. 'Time travel' is a classic in dramas and movies. 
You go back and forth between the past and the present and even 
transcend space itself. In <Hotel Del Luna>, Goo Chan-seong (Yeo 
Jin-goo) goes back 200 years and meets Jang Man-wol (IU), and in <Mr. 
Queen>, Jang Bong-hwan (Choi Jin-hyuk) goes through a time-slip, 
changes her gender, becoming a jungjeon in the Joseon Dynasty. Let's 
time-slip to a 'time and space beyond reality' like the main character in 
a drama. If you come across a set that recreates various eras in Korea, 
you may become Isan and Seongdeok-im during the Joseon Dynasty, or 
even Ko Shin-ae and Yujin-choi in the Korean Empire era at the moment 
you step in. Time travel and space travel are intertwined. The tour of the 
film set, where you can go into prison or port at the same time as the trip 
starts, is even more interesting because it is a story in a different time 
and space.

490m490m1 2
Munheon Seowon
66, Seowon-ro 172beon-gil, Gisan-myeon, 
Seocheon-gun, Chungcheongnam-do

Seodongyo Theme Park
616, Chungsin-ro, Chunghwa-myeon, 
Buyeo-gun, Chungcheongnam-do

18min

15km

27min

25km



Yongin DaeJangGeum Park

330, Yongcheon-ro, Baekam-myeon, Cheoin-gu, Yongin-si, Gyeonggi-do

Seodongyo Theme Park
An open set where dramas like <Love in the Moonlight> and <Moon Lovers: Scarlet Heart Ryeo> were 
filmed. It has 49 buildings including the Baekje Royal Palace and Silla Royal Palace which provide 
various photo zones. The scenery is spectacular as it is located on the side of Deokyong Reservoir. The 
Dulle-gil and reservoir with the suspension bridge (175m) built across is a popular attraction. Also, a 
youth training center is available, which is equipped with 12 types of adventure facilities like ziplines 
and complex challenges.

A set of the Three Kingdoms era, where spring flowers such as plum blossoms, cornflowers, and 
cherry blossoms are in full bloom. They filmed the dramas <Royal Secret Inspector & Joy>, 
<Moonshine>, <Bossam ‒ Steal the Fate>, <Lovers of the Red Sky>, and <Kingdom>, etc. in this 
location. It is located in ‘Mungyeong Eco Rala’, an experiential theme park, so it will be convenient to 
visit the Eco Town, Giant Forest, and Coal Museum.

Set in the 1920s and 1980s, this is where 200 movies, dramas, and commercials were filmed, including 
<Mr. Sunshine> and <Stranger>. It consists of Sogong-dong Street during the Japanese colonial 
period and Jongno Street in the 1970s. The outfit experience during the blooming season and the “
Nom Nom Nom” performance held every weekend are popular. If you take the monorail, you can see 
the Cheongwadae (The Blue House) set and the Hanok Experience Center. Let's take pictures as if you 
became president in the presidential office at the Cheongwadae set.

Walls painted with old ads, alleyways with old slate roofs… A set with the setting of an urban 
landscape of the 1960s and 1980s, such as the shanty town of Daldongne. Down there, they’ve been 
decorated to look like the streets of Suncheon’s township in the 1950s. The set for dramas such as 
<Bread, Love and Dreams> and <Gangnam Blues>.

A mecca for filming in the Joseon Dynasty setting. Filming locations for dramas <The King’s Affection>, 
<Kingdom>, < Royal Secret Inspector Joy >, <The King of Tears, Lee Bangwon>, and <Hotel Del Luna>. 
Located in Mungyeong Saejae, which was recognized as the ‘Star of Korea Tourism’ in 2014, the scenery 
is magnificent and there are many things to see, such as fortress walls and castle gates. Although it is a 
set, it’s amazing that the natural environment is quaint as if you have actually time slipped into the 
Joseon Dynasty. The throne experience and tea ceremony have been temporarily suspended due to 
COVID-19. Punishment experiences such as Gonjang and Juri are still available.

616, Chungsin-ro, Chunghwa-myeon, Buyeo-gun, Chungcheongnam-do

Hapcheon Movie Theme Park

757, Hapcheonhosu-ro, Yongju-myeon, Hapcheon-gun, Gyeongsangnam-do
www.hc.go.kr/06572/06699.web

Suncheon Drama Filming Set

24, Biryegol-gil, Suncheon-si, Jeollanam-do
www.livemap.co.kr/upsoview_tour.asp?touridx=20

Mungyeongsaejae Open Set

1039, Saejae-ro, Mungyeong-eup, Mungyeong-si, Gyeongsangbuk-do                                                
www.mgtpcr.or.kr/web/page.do?menuIdx=395

Gaeun Open Set

112, Wangneung-gil, Gaeun-eup, Mungyeong-si, Gyeongsangbuk-do

Before the
Joseon

Dynasty

Modern Era

62

031-337-3241

www.buyeofmc.or.kr

http://ecorala.com/

http://djgpark.imbc.com

ⒸCourtesy of Bumsoo Lee - Korea Tourism Organization

ⒸCourtesy of Bumsoo Lee - Korea Tourism Organization

ⒸCourtesy of Mungyeongsaejae Open Set

054-572-6854

041-832-9913

ⒸCourtesy of Hapcheon Movie Theme Park
055-930-3743

061-749-4003

Filming location of the dramas <The King’s Affection>, <The Red Sleeve> and more. It is also well 
known for being the filming location for BTS Suga’s MV for 'Daechwita', which was released under the 
name of Agust D. They reproduced the streets and houses from the Three Kingdoms period to the 
Joseon Dynasty. Not only is it used for historical dramas, but also modern dramas, movies, and 
commercials. It is an open set that both local and foreign visitors can visit, and the activity where you 
can try on royal outfits is very popular.

054-572-1150

2min

295m

40min
3

Gudrenaru Hwangpo Sailboat
72, Naruteo-ro, Buyeo-eup, 
Buyeo-gun, Chungcheongnam-do

5
Lotte Resort
Buyeo Aqua Garden

4
Buyeo Hot Air Balloo
Gugyo-ri, Buyeo-eup, Buyeo-gun, 
Chungcheongnam-do 400, Baekjemun-ro, Gyuam-myeon, 

Buyeo-gun, Chungcheongnam-do

12min

7.1km

1min



Learn about directors, actors, the sound system,
props, and production process through
the Korea Cinema Tour

Know Your Korean Movies

Parasite, the film that received 4 awards at the 92nd Academy, and Yoon 
Yeo-jeong, the 93rd Academy Award winner for Best Supporting Actress 
<Minari>, focused the world's attention on Korean films. Korean movie screen-
ings have increased, and Korean actors are being re-evaluated as actors like 
Park Seo-joon and Ma Dong-seok join Hollywood. There are people who have 
devoted their lives to making sounds in movies for 40 years, and there are 
places where Korean cinema materials have been archived for the past 100 
years. In the Korean Federation of Film Archives, if you are a Bonghive (a 
fandom supporting director Bong Joon-ho), you will be enthralled in front of 
the costumes and props of <Parasite>. Let's go to Busan and learn Korean film 
shooting techniques. When you lay your palms against a Korean movie star’s 
handprint as you walk down the streets of Haeundae Cinema Street, you can 
see the power and charm of Korean cinema.
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ⒸCourtesy of Design Geulggol Busan-Ulsan Branch - Korea Tourism Organization

490m490m1 2
Busan Museum of Movies
12, Daecheong-ro 126beon-gil, Jung-gu, Busan

BIFF Street
80, Gudeok-ro, Jung-gu, Busan

3
Busan Cinema
120 Suyeonggangbyeon-dae-
ro, Haeundae-gu, Busan

20min

16km
7min

827m



Korean Federation of Film Archives
A public institution dedicated for collecting and conserving Korean cinema materials. It has 
everything about Korean films, including movies, scenarios, thesis, and periodicals. Reservation is 
required for the video library, a cutting-edge multimedia library. The Korean Film Museum, which is 
in the same location, exhibits the costumes and props worn by the actors in <Parasite>, making it a 
popular spot for Bonghive and <Parasite> fanatics. 

A library specializing in movies with over 10,000 movie-related books. A front screen, bookshelves on 
both sides and the rear, and also a reading area are all present. It houses original films, film books, 
screenplays, and books related to art, photography, architecture, design, and literature that inspired 
the creation of films. They run a film + book school, and this space serves as a space for 
communication between filmmakers and fans.

400, World Cupbuk-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul

CGV Myeongdong Station Cinelibrary

123, Toegye-ro, Jung-gu, Seoul

Busan Museum of Movies

12, Daecheong-ro 126beon-gil, Jung-gu, Busan
https://busanbom.modoo.at

Haeundae Cinema Street
Haeundae Beach overlooks the Gwangan Bridge, where you can enjoy movie posters and movie 
statues set in Busan. There are handprints of the actors Ahn Seong-ki, Hwang Jung-min, Lee 
Byung-hun, Kim Hye-soo, Seol Kyung-gu, and director Kang Je-gu and Kim Cheong-gi, and more. It 
consists of themes such as a movie zone with movies that had over 10 million audiences, an 
animation zone, and a movie zone with Haeundae as the setting. 

1447 U-dong, Haeundae-gu, Busan

Busan Cinema Center

120 Suyeonggangbyeon-daero, Haeundae-gu, Busan              
www.dureraum.org

Lee Gyeong-soon Sound Museum
A museum where you can see the history of sound equipment and the recording of Korean films at a 
glance. It contains the respect and history of Lee Kyung-sun, who recorded over 3,000 Korean films 
over 40 years (1950-1990). Film recording equipment, such as a 1/4-inch simultaneous on-site 
recorder, sound effect equipment, scripts, etc. are on display. The participants' quarters for <Squid 
Game>, the game scene of 'The Flower of Mugunghwa Has Bloomed (Green Light, Red Light)', and the 
scene of CEO Park's residence and Jessica Song in <Parasite> were all filmed in the DIMA studio where 
the museum is located.

The ‘Busan International Film Festival’, which draws the attention of people from all over the world, 
is hosted as a video cultural complex every October. Various events such as commercial and 
independent film screenings, film-related exhibitions, and meetings with filmmakers are held at 
theaters of various sizes, such as Cinematheque and Haneul Theater. The nickname 'Dureraum' is a 
compound word of Durera + Raum, meaning 'to enjoy the fun together'. 

An interactive exhibition facility with movie themes that makes you feel as if you’re in the middle of a 
cinematic adventure. You can watch the mission video on the three-sided screen, and you can 
experience a virtual reality (VR) movie that looks around Busan from the sky. There are facilities like 
the Video Hall, VR Zone, Trick Eye Museum, Cinema Studio, Movie History Street, and Masterpiece 
Plaza.

47, Donga Yedae-gil, Samjuk-myeon, Anseong-si, Gyeonggi-do

Seoul

Busan

64

02-3153-2001

https://m.cgv.co.kr/WebAPP/TheaterV4/TheaterDetail.aspx?tc=0105

www.dimastudio.net

www.koreafilm.or.kr

ⒸCourtesy of Design Geulggol Busan-Ulsan Branch - Korea Tourism Organization

ⒸCourtesy of Busan Tourism Organization

051-715-4200

031-670-6502

1544-1122

051-780-6000

2min

295m

40min
6

Haeundae
Pojangmacha Alley

4
Haeundae Cinema Street
1447 U-dong, Haeundae-gu, Busan

7min

3km

236, Haeundaehaebyeon-ro, 
Haeundae-gu, Busan

20min

7.6km 5
Haeundae Blue Line Park
Cheongsapo Station 116, 
Cheongsapo-ro, Haeundae-gu, Busan

8min

3.9km



Find farming hoes, aluminum pots,
stone pots and more at Korean markets

Shop for K-Items from K-Dramas
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ⒸCourtesy of Live Studio-Korea Tourism Organization

‘Gats’ are currently a global hot topic. This is because of the influence of 
the Netflix K-Drama <Kingdom>. John Jacobs, who produced <Ted>, was 
also curious about the many hats that appeared in <Kingdom>. The 
number of gats sold has increased since then, as has the number of 
foreigners who have enquired about where to buy the gats. The 
aluminum lunch box from <Squid Game> and the ‘Son Ye-jin Mompe 
Pants’ from <Crash Landing on You> are also on the rise in popularity. 
Let's go shopping for K-Items that have become Hallyu products through 
dramas (samgyeopsal grills, sackcloth, etc.). The traditional Korean 
market is a place where you can buy a variety of daily items and taste food 
made with local special ingredients such as 'sundubu waffles' and 'red 
banded lobster sashimi'. Become the main character in a drama with the 
K-Items, and at the same time, make everyday life easier and more 
enjoyable.

490m490m1 2
Healing Forest
(<Crash Landing On You> Filming Location)
2271, Sanroknam-ro, Seogwipo-si, Jeju-do

Saryeoni Forest Path (<Kingdom>  <The Legend of
Blue Sea> <Secret Garden> Filming Location)
San 137-1, Gyorae-ri, Jocheon-eup, Jeju-si, Jeju-do

30min

24km

21min

16km



Seoul Bangsan Market
The location of Tama Candle from the drama <My ID is Gangnam Beauty>. They also filmed Do 
Kyung-seok’s (Cha Eun-woo) 'boyfriend look' pictorial for the main character poster of the drama 
here. It is a market specializing in printing and packaging and sells all kinds of vinyl and cloth items 
and is also famous as a bakery alley where there are many confectionery-related product vendors. 
Low-cost DIY materials, interior decorations, aromatherapy, and handmade cosmetics are available. 
Gwangjang Market and Jungbu Market from the mukbang tour courses are also nearby.

Suwon Paldalmun Traditional Market
This market was built by King Jeongjo, the 22nd king of the Joseon Dynasty, and is just a short walk 
from Hwaseong Haenggung. It is also a filming location of the drama <Love in the Moonlight>. As one 
of the “traditional marketplaces ideal for foreigners” (selected by the Korea Tourism Organization in 
2015), it is a market where you may taste Suwon’s signature dish, “Old-style Chicken” (Suwon Chicken 
Street). There are 8 more major and small markets around Paldalmun Market, where you can easily 
find and buy low-cost items from K-dramas, such as aluminum pots, Mompei pants, and farming hoes.

Gangneung's representative market where you can taste famous snacks such as chicken gangjeong, 
cream cheese garlic bread, green onion Guo Bao Rou, and soft tofu waffles. As the largest and oldest 
market in the Yeongdong area, you can also shop for fresh seasonal agricultural and fishery products. 
A filming location of the K-drama <Guardian: The Lonely and Great God>.

776-2, Jeongjo-ro, Paldal-gu, Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do                                    

Daegu Seomun Market, Night Market
The place where Lee Young-jun (Park Seo-joon) and Secretary Kim (Park Min-young) enjoyed a hot 
date in the drama <What's Wrong with Secretary Kim>. The vitality this night market has is especially 
remarkable. You can purchase various daily necessities, and you can taste everything from the 
chicken feet that Young-jun Lee and Secretary Kim ate to gopchang and tteokbokki. They plan to 
introduce an online order delivery system through a delivery app. The night market is open from 7 pm 
to 10 pm.

 50, Dalseong-ro, Jung-gu, Daegu                                                     

Jeju Dongmun Traditional Market, Night Market

20, Gwandeok-ro 14-gil, Jeju-si, Jeju-do
http://jejudongmun.modoo.at

Busan Gukje Market & Busan Kkangtong Market
A market formed mainly by refugees during the Korean War. The streets where you can buy K-items 
that are categorized based on the type of products. A filming site for the movie <Ode to My Father> 
with the market having the same name as in the movie. The flower shop, which features the main 
stage of the movie, is now a cafe displaying movie posters, etc. Bupyeong Kkangtong Market and 
Jagalchi Market, famous for their night markets and heaven for food, are also located within 1 km.

The market that represents Jeju, where you can buy special local products such as Hallabong and 
tangerines at moderate cost. In the market, there is a youth mall (food court) that sells red-banded 
lobster sashimi, cup wine, and pasta, and Dolkorom Market, which sells three types of ale in airtight 
containers that can be carried on the plane. There is also a select shop ‘Chalang’, which sells various 
design stationery and accessories. The night market is open from 6 pm to midnight. The set location 
for ‘Max Changmin’ episode of MBC's <Home Alone> and episode 1 of Netflix's travel variety show, 
<The Hungry and Hairy>.

4-ga, Sinchang-dong, Jung-gu, Busan                                                    
http://gukjemarket.co.kr

Gangneung Jungang Market

21, Geumseong-ro, Gangneung-si, Gangwon-do                                                         

Traditional
Market

Traditional
Markets

with
Night Markets
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ⒸCourtesy of Jiho Kim - Korea Tourism Organization

18-1, Eulji-ro 33-gil, Jung-gu, Seoul www.bangsanmarket.net

ⒸCourtesy of Jiho Kim - Korea Tourism Organization

ⒸCourtesy of Bumsoo Lee - Korea Tourism Organization

ⒸCourtesy of Bumsoo Lee - Korea Tourism Organization
064-752-3001

031-251-5153

033-648-4477

051-245-7389

053-256-6341

2min

295m

40min
3

Snoopy Garden
930, Geumbaekjo-ro, Gujwa-eup, Jeju-si, 
Jeju-do

5
Jeju Dongmun
Traditional Market

4
Maze Museum
(<Running Man> <Dance with the Wind>
Filming Location)
2134-47, Bijarim-ro, Gujwa-eup, Jeju-si, Jeju-do

20, Gwandeok-ro 14-gil, Jeju-si, 
Jeju-do

50min

32km

9min

6.8km



Snacks from K-Dramas that taste better
when watching TV

Make My Own K-Snacks from Dramas

As Korean dramas & movies such as <Squid Game> and <Parasite> are 
gaining global popularity, people’s interest in K-Food is also growing. A 
variety of foods and snacks have risen to global stardom, from 
'chimaek', where you eat Korean chicken with beer, to sweet and spicy 
tteokbokki, stuffed dumplings, kimbap, bibimbap, and bulgogi. Let's 
make K-Food you've seen in dramas & movies, especially snacks that 
definitely taste much better when you eat it in front of the TV. Making 
tea from the drama <The King’s Affection> in a luxury hanok and 
making fish cakes from the drama <Hotel Del Luna> at the Fish Cake 
History Museum-History Hall are both extraordinary experiences. You 
can learn how to make the chicken from <Crash Landing On You> and 
have an even more delicious experience than Son Ye-jin. If you are a fan 
of spicy & sweet & chewy tastes, try making tteokbokki, chocolate pie, 
and injeolmi.
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490m490m1 2
Daegu International Airport
221, Gonghang-ro, Dong-gu, Daegu

Chicken Experience
Theme Park Ttang Ttang Land
220-2, Palgong-ro, Dong-gu, Daegu

3
Dongseong-ro Shopping
25, Dongseong-ro, Daegu

19min

6.8km

23min

13km

6min

5.4km



Gwangju Cultural Foundation Traditional Culture Center

222, Uijae-ro, Dong-gu, Gwangju

Naepo Bobusang Village

55, Oncheondanji 1-ro, Deoksan-myeon, Yesan-gun, Chungcheongnam-do

Samjin Fish Cake History Museum
This is a place where you can make and taste the fish cakes that Jang Man-wol (IU) showcased in the 
‘mukbang under the rain’ in <Hotel Del Luna>. From molded fish cakes, your own custom-shaped fish 
cakes, to pizza fish cakes and grilled fish cakes, you can experience many different types of fish cakes. 
What’s interesting is that they teach you the basics, such as how to knead and how to hold a knife. It 
is managed by Samjin Fish Cake, the oldest fish cake manufacturer in Busan. 

Choco Pie is the snack that appeared in the Netflix drama <DP>, where it was eaten by Corporal 
Ho-Yeol Han (played by Gwa-Kwan Koo), as well as in the movies <The Scam> and <JSA, Joint Security 
Area> and the drama <My Lovely Sam Soon>. Jeonju Choco Pie Experience Center is a place where 
you can make and taste Choco Pie with fresh cream and strawberry jam, unlike commercially 
available Choco Pies which only contain marshmallows. The proportions of whipped cream and 
strawberry jam can be varied. Cheese, pizza, and bibimbap are also available.

36, Taejong-ro 99beon-gil, Yeongdo-gu, Busan
www.samjinstory.com

Jeonju Choco Pie Experience Center

3F, 1 Gannap-ro, Wansan-gu, Jeonju-si, Jeollabuk-do

Chicken Experience Theme Park, Ttang Ttang Land
A chicken experience theme park where you can make chicken, the representative snack of Korea. It 
is run by Ttang Ttang Chicken, a chicken franchise in the Daegu and Gyeongbuk regions. Coat the 
chicken prepared according to the golden recipe for delicious chicken, add various sauces, make your 
own chicken, and put it in the box you decorated. There is a children's course (watch the cooking 
process) and a chicken & burger experience course where you can even make hamburgers.

220-2, Palgong-ro, Dong-gu, Daegu
www.ttland.co.kr

Sinjeon Museum
The complex cultural experience center for the spicy tteokbokki franchise brand, Sinjeon tteokbokki, 
is located in Daegu. You can see the secret sauce creation process and the production process of red 
pepper powder, the main ingredient, and taste the tteokbokki. A popular program is where you make 
your own tteokbokki in a cup and take it back home. The cup tteokbokki you make is packaged and 
delivered by a robot. Miltto Family, which sells tteokbokki related merch, and New Beginnings, an 
exhibition space for renewal stores, are also great places to visit.

43, Gwaneum-ro, Buk-gu, Daegu                                                    

Classic Snacks

New Snacks
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062-670-8550

www.yesan.go.kr/bobusang.do

www.sinjeon-museum.com

www.gtcc.or.kr

063-287-1575
www.jcjc.co.kr

041-337-8830

053-321-6339

053-721-7599

ⒸCourtesy of Samjin Fish Cake
051-412-5468

A beautiful place where the hanok exists in harmony with the mountains. You can make the dasik you 
saw in the drama <The King’s Affection>. The dasik is a wonderful companion for green tea. If you eat 
it during the tea ceremony, it enhances the taste of the tea. There are other programs, such as ‘
Hangawi Songpyeon Making’ and you can make royal tteokbokki, rice cakes, and samgyetang. The 
maximum capacity is 50 people. The 16 traditional games and ‘Making Fans with Hanbok Cloth’ 
programs are also popular. The exciting traditional Korean music performances is also a must-see 
program.

Injeolmi that was shown as a mukbang in the drama <When the Camellia Blooms>, by the ‘
Ongvengers’. Injeolmi, made from freshly steamed glutinous rice striked by a rice cake stick, is one of 
the various rice cakes in Korea. Naepo Bobusang Village is a peddler-themed traditional culture 
experience theme park where you can make injeolmi by striking rice cakes and then rolling them in 
soybean powder (activity limited to weekends and holidays). You can also make diffusers and 
experience woodworking.

ⒸCourtesy of Daegu

2min

295m

40min
6

Seomun Night Market

4
Momyeongjae
Korean Traditional Culture Experience Center
13-5, Dalgubeol-daero 527-gil, Suseong-gu, Daegu

50, Dalseong-ro, Jung-gu, Daegu

20min

7.6km 5
BTS V Mural Street
Daeseong Elementary School, 426 
Gukchaebosang-ro, Seo-gu, Daegu

7min

428m



Occupation and status distinguished
by clothes, a complete conquest of Korean couture

Try On Different Hanbok Styles by Class from K-Dramas 
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At first, people made Disney princesses wear hanbok, and now posters of 
the movie <The Eternals> where the characters are wearing hanbok and 
eating grilled pork belly are being retweeted. Wearing a pretty hanbok and 
taking a photograph in a beautiful location from a drama is a must-do 
when traveling in Korea. When you go to Gyeongbokgung Palace, wear an 
ikseongwan over a gonryongpo and take a picture in front of Geunjeong-
jeon Hall as a king. In Jeonju, you can experience a wedding where you 
become a bride wearing a hwarot. The title of the drama <The Red Sleeve> 
describes the ‘Gungnyeo’, explaining that the hanbok varied depending on 
the occupation, status, and situation of the person. If color and design 
were the criteria for selecting hanbok thus far, now it's time to select the 
proper clothing for the profession and position you look up to. Wearing 
hanbok is a ‘Magic Hour’ experience where you will be able to understand 
the culture ‘Korean People’ have lived for the last 5 millennia.
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490m490m1 2
Bulguksa Temple
385, Bulgok-ro, Gyeongju-si, Gyeongsangbuk-do

Seokguram
873-243, Bulguk-ro, Gyeongju-si, Gyeongsangbuk-do

38min

22.7km

10min

7.3km



Byulgungteo Hanbok
A hanbok rental shop run by a hanbok master for 35 years. In the Gwangjang Market, there is also a 
wholesale and retail store for hanbok, where there are many nice and modern hanbok. There is a 
variety of hanbok such as costume for the King, Prince, police chief, and guard. Jeogori and other 
items that come into contact with the body are washed and ironed daily to keep them in good 
condition. If you make a reservation in advance, you can extend the rental time by 30 minutes. English 
and Japanese communication are possible. Gyeongbokgung Palace, Changdeokgung Palace, 
Insa-dong, and Bukchon Hanok Village are 10 minutes away.

2F, Byeolgung Site, 10 Yunboseon-gil, Jongno-gu, Seoul             
www.byulgungteo.com

Hanboknam Gyeongbokgung Branch
The place where BTOB rented hanbok worn in Pikicast and YouTube. A hanbok sponsorship store for 
celebrities and influencers such as Super Junior Shindong and Wassup Man Park Junhyung. In 
addition to the unique hanbok such as King, Eoudong, Satto, and Seonbi from the dramas, there are 
also various props such as gats and hairpins. There is a user guide video on the website. The store 
overlooks Gyeongbokgung Palace, Cheongwadae, and Bukchon Hanok Village. 

A traditional house over 50 years old is the store location. The wide yard, as well as the well-preserved 
hanok itself, are used as a photo zone. Reservations are required if you want to leave a professional 
picture of you wearing hanbok. Professional photographers take pictures as if you are a celebrity. 
During the night time opening period of the palace, the opening hour is extended. Gyeongbokgung 
Palace is 5 minutes by car and Bukchon Hanok Village is 8 minutes by car. It takes about 10 to 15 
minutes on foot. 

The filming location for palaces of historical dramas, such as the drama <The Red Sleeve>. It is a 
Joseon Dynasty Garden composed of Gwanghallu Pavilion, a pond, and Ojakgyo Bridge, all of which 
are perfect for taking hanbok photographs. The best photo spots are in front of Gwanghallu Pavilion 
and Ojakgyo Bridge, which is made of four red arches. At Gwanghallu, Namwon, the love story of 
Doryung and Chunhyang in <Chunhyangjeon> is told, and the Chunhyang Festival is held on Chopail 
(April 8th in the lunar calendar) as Chunhyang's birthday.

The filming location of the dramas <The King’s Affection>, <The Red Sleeve>, etc. It is a hanok village 
located in Gyo-dong and Pungnam-dong in Jeonju. Gyeonggijeon, Omokdae, and Jeondong Church 
are all popular places for hanbok photography. The bamboo forest inside Gyeonggijeon is a great 
photo zone in particular, and when you go up to Omokdae, you can see the entire Jeonju Hanok 
Village in the background. There are various themes of hanbok, from traditional hanbok to daily 
hanbok, and even modern clothes and school uniforms. 

133-5, Sajik-ro, Jongno-gu, Seoul                                          

Jeonju Hanok Village + Gyeonggijeon Shrine

99, Kirin-daero, Wansan-gu, Jeonju-si, Jeollabuk-do                                    

Gyeongju Hwangnidan-gil
A hot tourist attraction location, as it is a filming location for Korean TV shows, Thai dramas, and 
Indonesian TV shows. The buildings from the 1960s and 1970s have been preserved and the 
atmosphere of the past is still intact, and it is close to famous tourist spots such as Cheomseongdae 
and Daereungwon. As Gyeongju was the capital of the Silla Dynasty, they specialize in clothes of the 
kings and queens, galleries, nobles, and generals of the Silla dynasty. 

1080, Poseok-ro, Gyeongju-si, Gyeongsangbuk-do

Gwanghanruwon Garden

1447 Yocheon-ro, Namwon-si, Jeollabuk-do
www.gwanghallu.or.kr

Drama Filming
Locations
Perfect for

Hanbok Pictures

70

www.hanbokthatday.co.kr

Hanbok Rental
Shops

Near Seoul’s
5 Major Palaces

www.hanboknam.com

http://hanok.jeonju.go.kr

ⒸCourtesy of Yonghee Park - Korea Tourism Organization
063-625-4861

02-730-7890

010-6485-8507

Hanbok That Day

36, Yulgok-ro 1-gil, Jongno-gu, Seoul 02-2088-0995

ⒸCourtesy of IR Studio - Korea Tourism Organization
063-282-1330

2min

295m

40min
3

Gyeongju Hwangnidan-gil +
Silla Hanbok
1080, Poseok-ro, Gyeongju-si, Gyeongsangbuk-do

4
Donggung Palace
and Wolji Pond Night View
102, Wonhwa-ro, Gyeongju-si, Gyeongsangbuk-do

7min

3.4km



Zombie Make-up, Zombie Festival,
Zombie Photo Spots,
The Full Korean Zombie Package

Meet K-Zombies

Zombies, which used to be exclusive to Western movies, were reborn as 
K-Zombies in Korea, and people around the world are going crazy over it. The 
movement of the zombies in <The Wailing> was inspired by Korean dance, 
Contemporary dance in <#Alive>, bone-breaking dance in <Peninsula>, and 
a poppin dancer as a zombie in <Kingdom>, making grotesque Korean style 
zombies. Unlike the monster-type Western zombies that must be defeated, 
these are human-like zombies that can be powerless, socially underprivi-
leged, unfair neighbors, or even yourself. Let's all become zombies and 
participate in the zombie festival without confronting them. Enjoy the 
zombie sword dance, go to a zombie costume contest, and drink a cocktail 
made by zombies. You can see K-Zombies appear not only in palaces, 
prisons, and Jeju forests, but also in apartments (drama <Happiness>), 
schools (drama <All of us are Dead>), and gas stations (movie <The Odd 
Family: Zombie On Sale>). Let's be friends with the K-Zombies.
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490m490m1
Changdeokgung
99, Yulgok-ro, Jongno-gu, Seoul

9min

3.2km



Lotte World Horror Halloween : THE ESCAPE
A festival held during the Halloween season at Lotte World. After entering, you can dress up as a 
zombie in the dressing room and you are ready to enjoy. You can rent clothes such as bloody hospital 
clothes and Harley Quinn. The entire Lotte World is decorated for Halloween and ‘Zombie Prison’ is 
the hottest zombie get-together place. The zombie crew spreads throughout Lotte World beginning 
with the evening zombie parade, and the zombie fever heats up with the main performance. Zombie 
makeup and costumes are charged.

During Halloween, Everland is called 'Blood City' and turns into a place infested with clowns and 
zombies. More than 100 zombie and clown actors in special make-up suddenly appear from various 
places or appear at once to perform a group dance performance. You can transform into a zombie 
with the help of an expert in the ‘Zombie Makeup Salon’. Feel the thrill of taking pictures while looking 
for giant zombies over 3m tall, such as clowns, monsters, and humans.

Daegu's largest Halloween costume festival held at E-World during Halloween. After transforming 
into a Halloween monster in the ‘Horror Dressing Room’, participating in the ‘Costume Awards’, a 
costume contest, is very popular. You can also enjoy ‘Monster Race’, where you battle against the 
strongest monsters, and ‘Zombie Bartender’, a non-alcoholic cocktail event prepared by handsome 
zombies at Pumpkin House.

The filming location of the drama <Kingdom> as well as the location at the start of the opening video. The 
Changdeokgung Palace was used to film the scene where Grand Inspector Jo Hak-joo (Ryu Seung-ryong) 
and his daughter (Kim Hye-joon), who is the queen, stands at the pavilion and shows that there are 
numerous corpses in the pond. The pond that appears to store corpses bitten by zombies is shaped like a 
ring, and Gwanllamjeong, the only fan-shaped pavilion in Korea, stands in it. Changdeokgung Palace is the 
only place among the five palaces of Joseon that is registered as a UNESCO World Heritage Site. It is the 
Korean palace most in harmony with nature. Reservations are required for Changdeokgung Secret Garden 
(Huwon), which has the Bandoji Temple and Gwanllamjeong.

The filming location of the Zombie Prison in tvN's variety show <Great Escape>. The Iksan Prison Set, 
a film and drama filming set, was transformed into a ‘Joksong Prison where zombies are locked in’ 
scenario. The episode focuses around escaping a situation where a bloody radio is found and a swarm 
of zombies is trapped in a cell. With an RC car, you can create a distraction for the zombies, then the 
infiltration of the prison guard office, and use the PDS vaccine and make a dynamic situation to film. 

240 Olympic-ro, Songpa-gu, Seoul

Everland Blood City

199, Everland-ro, Pogok-eup, Cheoin-gu, Yongin-si, Gyeonggi-do                  

Iksan Prison Set

207, Hamnang-ro, Seongdang-myeon, Iksan-si, Jeollabuk-do                                   

Meochewat Forest Trail + Sareyoni Forest Trail
The filming location of <Kingdom: Ashinjeon>, the prequel of the drama <Kingdom>. Although the 
drama is set in the northern land around the Yalu River, the place where young Asin (Kim Si-a) finds 
the resurrection plant and where the grown-up Asin (Jun Ji-hyun) first appears is the Meochwat 
Forest, a cypress forest. Meochewat Forest is located on the southeast side of Hallasan Mountain and 
connects to the south entrance of Saryeoni Forest Road, the 6th section of Hallasan Dullegil. Saryeoni 
Forest Trail is a filming spot for movies, dramas, and weddings.

755, Seoseong-ro, Namwon-eup, Seogwipo-si, Jeju-do                   

Changdeokgung

99, Yulgok-ro, Jongno-gu, Seoul                                                 
www.cdg.go.kr

E World Horror Prison: Monster Attack

200 Duryugongwon-ro, Dalseo-gu, Daegu

Zombie
Festival

Zombie
Filming

Location

72

1661-2000

www.everland.com

www.eworld.kr

https://adventure.lotteworld.com

ⒸCourtesy of Live Studio - Korea Tourism Organization

www.iksan.go.kr ⒸCourtesy of Hyeongjun Jeon - Korea Tourism Organization

ⒸCourtesy of Hyeongjun Jeon - Korea Tourism Organization

031-320-5000

053-620-0001

02-3668-2300

063-859-3836

064-805-3113

2min

295m

40min
2

Witch's Kitchen Gangnam Branch
18, Daemyeong-gil, Jongno-gu, Seoul

3
Lotte World Haunted House,
Horror Halloween Festival
240 Olympic-ro, Songpa-gu, Seoul

38min

15km



A Korean's SOUL SHOP,
the convenience store,
where anything is possible

Experience the Convenience Stores from Dramas
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One of the regular places that appear in K-Dramas is a convenience store. 
The protagonist works part-time at a convenience store or stops by on 
their way to work, showing that convenience stores have become a part of 
their life. Like <Backstreet Rookie>, even the main stage of the drama 
might be a convenience store. Convenience stores open 24 hours a day all 
over Korea, selling basic daily essentials, drinks, sweets, convenient food, 
and charging electronic devices such as mobile phones, as well as provid-
ing other services like printing and delivery. The convenience store sells 
traditional wines, wines, souvenirs, as well as branded luxury goods. They 
provide a space to relax while reading comic books or let you rent items at 
a low price. There are even futuristic smart convenience stores with no 
staff or sales stands. Convenience stores in Korea are evolving by the day.

490m490m1 2
Seoul Craft Museum
4, Yulgok-ro 3-gil, Jongno-gu, Seoul

Baskin Robbins
Samcheong Madang Branch
74-1, Yulgok-ro 3-gil, Jongno-gu, Seoul

3
Blue Bottle Samcheong Hanok
40-3 Samcheong-ro-gil 2-gil, 
Jongno-gu, Seoul

5min

322m

3min

189m

1min

60m



E-mart24 Samcheondong Branch

Convenience store concept lifestyle store of the CNP Company, which launched Our Bakery and 
DosanBunsik. It is written as Cheongyang(淸陽) in Chinese characters and 나이스웨더마켓 in Korean. 
They sell food ingredients, processed foods, daily necessities, clothing, art books, tableware, body 
care products, unique items, and trendy items. They also sell Hannam-dong’s famous dounut, the ‘
Old Ferry Donut’ and the 'Smoked Cod Roe Spread' recommended by Lee Young-ja from MBC's 
variety show <Omniscient Interfering View>.

A dignified convenience store that contains the beauty of Korea. On the second floor, there is a 
cashier-less cafe with a fixed-style interior, a sitting-type floor, and an antique dining table by the 
window that conveys Korean beauty to foreigners. On the first floor, there is a high-quality 
French-style bakery, and BTS figures and traditional Korean souvenirs such as hanbok dolls, 
Taegeukgi, and chopsticks are sold on the second floor. Located near the National Folk Museum of 
Korea and Samcheong-dong Tourist Information Center.

1-2F, 68 Samcheong-ro, Jongno-gu, Seoul

7-Eleven Sejong-daero Café Branch
The first floor is a regular convenience store, however there is a BOOK & AGIT CAFE on the second 
floor. A variety of comic books, including 20 bestsellers from Kyobo Bookstore, are provided with a 
resting place where you can enjoy food while reading books. There is also a ramen making machine.

1-2F, 76-1, Sejong-daero, Jung-gu, Seoul

GS25 Parnas Tower Branch
Although it is a convenience store, it sells luxury goods from 12 brands including Hermes, Gucci, 
Burberry, and Ferragamo. Instead of ordering from a catalog, they always sell in-store, with items 
ranging from accessories to clothing and bags. The product lineup changes once a month. It is dessert 
heaven, selling salted caramel mochi rolls and Ghirardelli brownies.

521, Teheran-ro, Gangnam-gu, Seoul

E-Mart 24 Smart COEX
An unmanned store with Shinsegae I&C's own developed technology. All processes were automated 
by applying convergence security technology. Artificial intelligence (AI), computer vision, sensor 
fusion, voice recognition, cloud point-of-sale information management system (POS), product 
information, and state-of-the-art unmanned access and payment can now be made without a clerk. 
Admission is via QR code, and Sparos, a smart voice chatbot, helps with product location guidance. 
Alcohol and tobacco purchases require adult verification.

513 Yeongdong-daero, Gangnam-gu, Seoul

CU Convenience Store, Wirye 35 Complex Branch
Convenience store with pick-and-pick rental service. About 300 products in 11 categories, including 
beauty equipment, camping equipment, and sporting goods are available for rental. The minimum 
rental duration is 3 days, allowing you to try out and buy a variety of the most up-to-date devices. 
Apply for the #pick-and-pick rental service in-app. BGF office building, Yeoksam Center, Wirye 35 
Danji branch, Macheon Park branch, and Seocho Green branch are also operating the rental service 
and they are planning to expand the service.

311, Wiryegwangjang-ro, Sujeong-gu, Seongnam-si, Gyeonggi-do

Nice Weather Market Shinsa Branch

3, Gangnam-daero 162-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul

Aesthetic
Convenience

Store

Lifestyle,
Smart

Convenience
Store

74

070-7700-2750

https://www.instagram.com/niceweather.seoul/

02-6916-1500
www.emart24.co.kr

02-547-0073

02-318-0453

02-3453-3002

2min

295m

40min
6

Gyeongbokgung

4
Baekmidang Samcheong Branch
48 Samcheong-ro, Jongno-gu, Seoul 161, Sajik-ro,

Jongno-gu, Seoul

5
E-mart24 Samcheong Branch
68 Samcheong-ro, Jongno-gu, Seoul

6min

312m

3min

226m



Global K-Game experience
where you can learn the true meanings
of ‘Kkakdugi’ and ‘Kanbu’

Enjoy the Traditional Korean Game Culture
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As Netflix's <Squid Game> became a global mega-hit, the games in the 
drama are pouring out into the online platform, causing a global meme 
phenomenon. Among them, the replication and parody of ‘The Mugungh-
wa Flower Has Bloomed (Red Light Green Light)’ and ‘Dalgona’ was a hit 
to netizens all over the world. Let's try out traditional Korean games such 
as squid game, marbles, and takji-chigi, as well as bi-seok-chigi, jegi-cha-
gi, and yut-nori. You can upload dalgona photos and take a video of 
takji-chigi at activity centers throughout Korea, such as Seoul, Yangpyeo-
ng, Yongin, and Gyeongju. You might get hundreds of thousands of ‘likes’ 
if you introduce traditional Korean games such as 'Gonu,' which is similar 
to a Western board game, and ‘Ssangryuk,' which is similar to a chess 
game. When you become addicted to K-Games, you will naturally feel the 
importance of mind games and collaboration. 

490m490m1 2
Korean Folk Village
90, Minsokchon-ro, Giheung-gu, 
Yongin-si, Gyeonggi-do

Missleecafe Insadong Branch
2F, 59 Insadong-gil, Jongno-gu, Seoul

8min

2.9km

55min

43km



Youth Memories of Retro Museum
A retro museum with the slogan ‘Back to the 7080s’. You can experience school uniforms from the 
1970s and play games related to the drama <Squid Game>, such as takji-chigi and dalgona game. The 
alley, which is a perfect replica of the 1970s, looks like a drama set, makes a nice photo shoot. 

620, Yongmunsan-ro, Yongmun-myeon, Yangpyeong-gun, Gyeonggi-do                                    
www.retromuseum.co.kr

Herb Island
Herb-themed herbal botanical garden and museum. There are activities related to herbs (making 
herbal bibimbap, foot bath, scalp massage), and there is a ‘Squid Game’ hall in ‘Memories Street’. It 
sells triangular, square, and circle masks and beads, and you can play tug-of-war, takji-chigi, and The 
Mugunghwa Flower Has Bloomed, and make dalgona.

35, Cheongsin-ro 947beon-gil, Sinbuk-myeon, Pocheon-si, Gyeonggi-do                          

Korean Folk Village
A theme park and field study center with the theme of Korean traditional culture and folklore. In the ‘
Ojeokeonori Zone’, you can play five games, takji-chigi, tuho, jegichagi, straw-ball marbles, and 
chilgyo-nori. You can participate in the craft workshops (jukgi, mokgi, onggi, fan, yugi) and a 
traditional parade is held at a set time. If you’re lucky, you might even see the filming site of a 
historical drama.

90, Minsokchon-ro, Giheung-gu, Yongin-si, Gyeonggi-do

Oeam Folk Village
A folk village formed 500 years ago that was the filming location for the movies <Chihwaseon> and 
<TaeGukGi: Brotherhood Of War>. About 60 traditional hanok houses retain the image of a town from 
the central region of the late Joseon Dynasty. The jangseung at the entrance to the village, treadmills, 
soft mills, watermills, and thatched roofs show what life was like in the Joseon Dynasty. You can enjoy 
traditional games such as nol-ttwigi and tuho, and you can also try hanji crafts, straw crafts, and rice 
cake making. Farm stay is available.

3-2, Oeamminsok-gil 9beon-gil, Songak-myeon, Asan-si, Chungcheongnam-do

Our playground Marudal

39, Eunhaeng-ro, Wansan-gu, Jeonju-si, Jeollabuk-do                                      
http://www.ktcc.or.kr/main/?menu=44

Daldongnae of Olden Times
A space that travels back in time and recreates the life and culture of the 1970s and 1980s. The 
alleyways, school streets, movie theaters, barbershops, theaters, clothing stores, etc., are expressed 
as it was at that time. The humorous expressions of antiques and dolls on display are a sight, and it’s 
a popular activity to take pictures with a heart hole in the dalgona. There is also a haunted house.

A space dedicated to traditional games in Jeonju Hanok Village. In addition to the takji-chigi shown in 
<Squid Game>, you can play bi-seokchigi, jegi-kick, hopscotch, and shoe-throwing. In addition, 
traditional Korean traditional games such as Gonu, Tuho, Gonggi Nori, and Ssangryuk are prepared. 
Opened in September 2020. Currently free of charge. It will be converted to a paid service later.

216-8, Bobul-ro, Gyeongju-si, Gyeongsangbuk-do

Traditional
Korean Games

76

www.daldongnae.co.kr

Games from
<Squid Game>

www.herbisland.co.kr

www.koreanfolk.co.kr

www.oeam.co.kr041-541-0848 ⒸCourtesy of Jiho Kim - Korea Tourism Organization

ⒸPhoto courtesy of Herb Island

054-748-5002

031-288-0000

031-775-8907

031-535-6494

063-231-1501

2min

295m

40min
3

Donuimun Museum Village
14-3, Songwol-gil, Jongno-gu, Seoul

4
President House Jongno Branch
20, Samil-daero 19-gil, Jongno-gu, Seoul

11min

2.7km



Enjoy according to taste and circumstances,
luxury hotels in Korea from K-Dramas

Enjoy a Luxury Hotel Vacation like K-Drama Main Characters
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A luxurious penthouse is the ‘mansion in the sky’ that everyone dreams 
of. A higher location opens the view and makes it more private. The 
fantastic ocean view that Cheon Seo-jin and Joo Dan-tae saw on their trip 
to commemorate their engagement in the drama <Penthouse> is the 
symbol of Seamark Hotel’s view. As a place that claims to be a Luxtige 
hotel, the luxurious and prestigious interior has also drawn attention. 
Logan Lee's luxury accommodation with the city's splendid skyline under 
his feet is the top floor room of the 'Fairmont Ambassador Seoul'. He had 
a meeting, exercised, and ate a meal in a room where he could move 
about privately with even a dedicated elevator. If you want to experience 
a luxurious and private space like Logan Lee and Cheon Seo-jin, let's go on 
a staycation to hotels seen in dramas. A combination of ‘great sleep + 
delicious breakfast + fantastic view' is guaranteed.

13min

5.9km490m490m1 2
Gucci Gaok
223, Itaewon-ro, Yongsan-gu, Seoul

Glowe Gongbang
Room 202, Daewoo Deoville, 115, 
Hangang-daero, Yongsan-gu, Seoul

3
Fairmont Ambassador Seoul 
Spectrum Restaurant
108, Yeoui-daero, Yeongdeungpo-gu, Seoul

13min

5.9km

9min

3.5km

4min

274m



Fairmont Ambassador Seoul

Conrad Seoul
The place that won the ‘2021 Korea’s Best MICE Hotel’ at the 2nd ‘World MICE Awards’. The penthouse 
suite located on the 36th floor appeared as a background in the drama <Itaewon Class> and the 
entertainment show <You Quiz on the Block> in ‘The World of Jobs’ episode. The attractive 
penthouse with a view of the Seoul skyline guarantees a luxurious vacation by dividing the space into 
6 spaces for each type of lifestyle. Enjoy private check-in and various dining options at the Executive 
Lounge located on the 37th floor.

An art-tainment resort including a hotel and various entertainment spaces in Yeongjong-do, Incheon. 
It is a filming location for the dramas <The King: Eternal Monarch> and <Hotel Del Luna> which aims 
to be a sleepcation(sleep+vacation) resort where you can sleep at ease. All rooms are equipped with 
self-made goose feather bedding and Beautyrest Primo, Simmons' top-of-the-line model. There is a 
four-season heated pool spa in the resort, so you can also enjoy a wellcation (wellness + vacation).

10, Gukjegeumyung-ro, Yeongdeungpo-gu, Seoul

Lotte Resort Sokcho

186, Daepohang-gil, Sokcho-si, Gangwon-do

Jeju Shinhwa World

38, Shinhwasayeok-ro 304beon-gil, Andeok-myeon, Seogwipo-si, Jeju-do
www.shinhwaworld.com

SEAMARQ Hotel
This is the hotel where Cheon Seo-jin (Kim So-yeon) and Joo Dan-tae (Um Ki-joon) went on a trip to 
commemorate their engagement in the drama <Penthouse>. The Presidential Suite, where the two 
main characters spent a romantic time in the drama, was where world-famous figures such as Alibaba 
Group Chairman Jack Ma stayed. Most of the hotel rooms have ocean views. The hotel’s signature 
space is the outdoor deck on the 5th floor with a panoramic sea view and the infinity swimming pool 
that seems to be connected to the sea. All guests can use it for free.

Gangwon-do's leading luxury resort. It is located on Oeongchi Beach, surrounded on three sides by 
the sea, so you can enjoy the ocean view from all rooms. The actual location of Sokcho Donghwa Hotel 
run by Cha Soo-hyeon (Song Hye-kyo) in the drama <Encounter>, and the location of the scene where 
the two main characters met as a company representative and new employee go on a business trip. 
R.9PUP (condo 9th floor), a rooftop pub where you can enjoy a water park with the East Sea 
background and hot brewery beer all in one place, is also a place you must visit.

A complex resort equipped with four premium hotel brands, including Marriott, Somerset, Shinhwa, 
and Landing, as well as a theme park, water park, and foreigner-only casino. The hotel area appeared 
as Nam Ji-seon (Kim Ji-soo)'s hotel in the drama <High Class> where the parents of GukJae Academy 
students gathered. The Presidential Suite is the office, and M Lounge & Le Chinoir are the banquet 
halls. If you are dreaming of a luxury + lovely + classic vacation like the main characters in the drama, 
Jeju is the perfect place.

2, Haean-ro 406beon-gil, Gangneung-si, Gangwon-do
www.seamarqhotel.com

Incheon Paradise City

186, Yeongjonghaeannam-ro 321beon-gil, Jung-gu, Incheon

Capital Area
Hotels

Province Area
Hotels

78

108, Yeoui-daero, Yeongdeungpo-gu, Seoul
https://fairmont-seoul.com

02-3395-6000

www.conradseoul.co.kr

www.p-city.com

www.lotteresort.com

1670-8800

033-634-1000

033-650-7000

1833-8855

02-6137-7000

The presidential suite on the top floor of the hotel was a luxury penthouse for Logan Lee (Park 
Eun-seok) in the drama <Penthouse I>. He had his own elevator, and there is a large round bathtub 
and a private fitness area in the room, so you can have meetings, exercise, dine-in, relax and do 
everything in the room. The hotel has 326 rooms on 31 floors, 6 restaurants & bars, and 3 meeting & 
event rooms with different styles. The Fairmont Hotel is a luxury brand of Accor, a global hotel chain 
in France.

50min

32km

4min

274m

2min

295m

40min
6

Incheon Paradise City

4
The Hyundai Seoul
108, Yeoui-daero, Yeongdeungpo-gu, Seoul 186, Yeongjonghaeannam-ro 

321beon-gil, Jung-gu, Incheon

50min

41km 5
Songdo Central Park
(Moonboat)
160 Convensia-daero, Yeonsu-gu, Incheon

31min

29km



Locations that are even more beautiful
at night, night views from K-Dramas

'Best Night Views' from Dramas
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The nights in Korea have become beautiful. Support for nighttime 
tourism resources has increased significantly, and night tour programs 
such as 'Cultural Heritage Night Trip' and 'Dalmajung' have increased 
noticeably. Dramas continuously capture the days and nights of Korea 
365 days a year. Thanks to this, places with a beautiful night view gain 
attention through dramas and draw viewers to the location. Night view 
spots that received attention through dramas include the ‘Tangeumho 
Rainbow Road’ in Chungju and ‘Hocheon Culture Village’ in Busan. In 
particular, the night view of Sanbok Road in Hocheon Culture Village was 
popular because the lights heaped up on the beach slope resembled the 
twinkling lifestyles and youth of the main characters in the drama <Fight 
for My Way>. Let's meet the sparkling night scenery of Korea from 
K-Dramas.

ⒸCourtesy of Heon Heo - Korea Tourism Organization

13min

5.9km490m490m1 2
Mancheonha Skywalk
10, Otbawi-gil, Jeokseong-myeon, 
Danyang-gun, Chungcheongbuk-do

Cheongpung Cablecar
166, Munhwajae-gil, Cheongpung-myeon, 
Jecheon-si, Chungcheongbuk-do

3
Silhewon Restaurant
1461-1 Jodong-ri, Dongryang-myeon, 
Chungju-si, Chungcheongbuk-do

47min

46km

35min

25km

20min

18km



Banpo Hangang Park

Seoullo 7017

432, Cheongpa-ro, Jung-gu, Seoul                                           02-313-7017

Tangeumho Rainbow Road

6, Tapjeongan-gil, Jungangtap-myeon, Chungju-si, Chungcheongbuk-do                                

Woljeonggyo Bridge

274, Gyo-dong, Gyeongju-si, Gyeongsangbuk-do                                                       

Hocheon Culture Platform

491, Eomgwang-ro, Busanjin-gu, Busan                            010-8689-0419

The Bay 101
A night view spot from the drama <Now, We Are Breaking Up>. The place where Ha Young-eun (Song 
Hye-kyo) was desperately looking for Yoon Jae-guk (Jang Ki-yong). The best place to enjoy the night 
view of Haeundae Marine City and a great spot for social media posts. Lowering your body as much as 
possible and placing the camera on the floor is a tip for taking “projected photos” of high-rise 
buildings. It is a multiplex where yacht tours, dining, and shopping are possible in one space, so you 
can enjoy the night view while drinking beer or eating.

A place where you can see the night view of Busan Port and Sanbok Road at a glance. As the filming 
location for the drama <Fight for My Way>, the ‘Namilba (Rooftop)’ from the drama is recreated on 
the Hocheon cultural platform that displays and sells handicrafts of local artists. The ‘Art Bench of 
Love’ where you can hear the beating of the heart and the drama motif photo zone is famous. Events 
such as ‘Hanging Wish Soju Bottles’ are also in progress. You can enjoy the night view of Busan that 
shines like the ‘ocean of stars’ from the rooftop of the Hocheon Culture Platform.

As the gateway connecting the Silla Palace to the south, it is one of the top night view spots in 
Gyeongju. The beauty of the wooden bridge (restored in April 2018) shining softly above Muncheon 
(Namcheon) is dazzling. It is a bridge that members of the imperial family such as Jo Young (Woo 
Do-Hwan) and Noh Ok-nam (Kim Young-Ok) used to walk on as the filming location for the drama 
<The King: Eternal Monarch>. The middle of the stepping stone in front of Woljeongyo Bridge is a 
photo spot.

The filming location of the drama <Crash Landing on You>. Dan Seo (Ji-Hye Seo) and Seung-Jun Koo 
(Jung-Hyeon Kim) shared their first kiss with the rainbow road in the background. The clear blue 
Tangeumho Lake and colorful lighting combine to create a night view spot, a must-see course for 
dates in Chungju. It is also great that you can enjoy the ‘moon photo zone’ as the road is located in the 
Jungang Tap Historic Park, which has a 7-story stone pagoda and a sculpture park in Tappyeong-ri, 
Chungju. The ‘moon-shaped sculpture’ in front of the tower is popular as a photo point for its dreamy 
silhouette.

52, Dongbaek-ro, Haeundae-gu, Busan                                051-726-8888

City Night View

Natural Scenery
Night View

80

40, Sinbanpo-ro 11-gil, Seocho-gu, Seoul 02-591-5943

http://seoullo7017.co.kr

www.thebay101.com

Ⓒ@Simbakoong

Ⓒ@Sunmi_hada

Ⓒ@ccmkar

ⒸCourtesy of IR Studio - Korea Tourism Organization

ⒸCourtesy of Design Geulggol Busan-Ulsan Branch - Korea Tourism Organization

Seoul's representative night view spot. The highlight is the Moonlight Rainbow Fountain (1140m), the 
world's longest bridge fountain, and the night view of Sebit Island floating on the water. The scene in 
<Hotel Del Luna>where Chan-sung Koo's father (Oh Ji-ho) meets young Chan-seong Goo (Kim 
Kang-hoon) and Mago-shin (Seo Yi-sook) was filmed here. The popular one is ‘Tubester’ tour, which 
allows you to enjoy ‘chimaek’ while floating down the Han River in a tube. It is also famous for the 
'Pizza & Chicken Mukbang' of the BTS members and the 'Ramen Mukbang' course of Mamamoo 
Hwasa.

The night street that Vincenzo (Song Joong-ki) walked in the drama <Vincenzo>, and the road the BTS 
members walked along saying, “When you want to take a walk, walk in the sky.” It is a floating garden 
that was upcycled from a ‘vehicle’s road’ to a ‘pedestrian’s road’ on the old Seoul Station overpass. 
The walking path decorated with various plants is the highlight of the night view. High-rise buildings, 
old Seoul Station (Culture Station Seoul 284), and the night view of Sungnyemun is added to the 
skyscraper lights like the blue milky way, making it a spectacular sight.

043-842-0532

054-777-1330

50min

32km

4min

274m

2min

295m

40min
6

Suanbo Park Hotel

4
Tangeumho Electric Cruise Ship
146-18, Tappyeong-ri, Jungangtap-myeon, 
Chungju-si, Chungcheongbuk-do

36, Tapgol 1-gil, Suanbo-myeon, 
Chungju-si, Chungcheongbuk-do

2min

873m 5
Jungang Tower Historic Park
(Tangeumho Rainbow Road)
6, Tapjeongan-gil, Chungju-si, 
Chungcheongbuk-do

26min

29km
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Learn & make K-Cosmetics that are right
for you through personal consulting

K-Beauty: Custom Cosmetic Know-hows
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When you see a Hallyu star with clear and shiny skin and make-up you 
can’t even tell is there, they receive envy and admiration. Let's find our 
own custom cosmetics like a Hallyu star through consulting, testing, and 
experimenting. Start by figuring out your skin tone and personal color! If 
you use a tester and get a consultation, you might find out that you are 
not warm toned. A scientific approach is also possible through a genetic 
analysis kit. You can receive a private service or try hundreds of cosmetics 
at will without anyone's interference. You can make your own lipsticks, 
glitters, and blushes or have cosmetics prepared by a robot as well. 
K-Beauty, where you can find your own cosmetics, is diverse and interest-
ing.

490m490m1 2
LANEIGE Myeongdong Showroom
8, Myeongdong 8-gil, Jung-gu, Seoul

Vic's Lab Korea
4F, 248-2, Donggyo-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul

20min

7.2km

13min

800m



LANEIGE Myeongdong Showroom

8, Myeongdong 8-gil, Jung-gu, Seoul

IOPE LAB
A space for future skin research. Through the gene analysis kit, 13 types of skin genes and 13 types of 
health care genes are analyzed from various angles, and effective skincare treatments are recommended
based on skin issues. You can purchase a serum that suits your skin type and a 3D mask that suits your 
face shape.

A store visited by 'Red Velvet Joy'. You can try Powder&Play, where you choose 3 out of 30 shades and 
create a shadow powder of your choice. At the Gangnam branch, you can make and purchase your 
own glitter, blush, and cushion by consultation.

100, Hangang-daero, Yongsan-gu, Seoul

Vic's Lab Korea
There are classes to make skincare products and lipsticks that are suitable for your skin. Lipstick is 
made from 2 of the 20 colors that match your tone and is guaranteed to be safe and made with natural 
oil ingredients. Classes are held daily. Website reservation is available. Classes are in English. Time is 
adjustable.

4F, 248-2, Donggyo-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul
www.vicslab.kr

Petit Brillant
There are three programs: lightness and saturation, a personal color check that uses various devices 
to evaluate skin tone and color, and foundation and lipstick creation that suits the tone and shape of 
the face. It is conducted as a one-day class, and individual classes or package classes are available. 

83, Deulan-ro 28-gil, Suseong-gu, Daegu
www.instagram.com/petitbrillant_daegu

AMORE Seongsu
A beauty lounge where you can receive mentoring and touching services. You can try and learn 
makeup sense with the help of a professional makeup artist in the beauty library with over 3000 
products from over 30 brands. This is a dream space where you can try your favorite products without 
any burden. After entering your skin tone and base type, you can also get recommendations for 
cosmetics. Website reservation is available.

7, Achasan-ro 11-gil, Seongdong-gu, Seoul
www.amore-seongsu.com

Make
Skin Care
Products

Make
Makeup

Products
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www.iope.com

02-754-1970
www.instagram.com/showroom_laneige

Espoir Gangnam Branch, Hongdae Makeup Pub Branch

www.espoir.com

Hongdae Makeup Pub ㅣ 10, Hongik-ro 6-gil, Mapo-gu, Seoul 02-336-1178
Gangnam Branch  ㅣ Daedong Building, 415 Gangnam-daero, Seocho-gu, Seoul 02-3477-0428

 080-023-5454

02-469-8600

02-6455-2010

010-4481-0815

Decorated with the Laneige’s room concept, you can try out and purchase Laneige products on the 
1st floor. In the BESPOKE CREAM SKIN space on the 2nd floor, you can consult with a customized 
cosmetic formulation manager and create cosmetics that are suitable for you considering moisturizing
, elasticity, whitening, and dead skincare. The second floor requires reservations.

2min

295m

40min
3

Hongdae Street
Roadshop Shopping
135, Eullimmadang-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul

5
Hongdae TIRTIR
Showroom & Café

4
Espoir Hongdae
Makeup Pub Branch
10, Hongik-ro 6-gil, Mapo-gu, Seoul 5, Zandari-ro 3-an-gil, Mapo-gu, Seoul

4min

280m

10min

730m



Create a hip style at the hair, makeup,
and nail salons that stars go to

Styling like a Celebrity

34
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One of the top interests of the drama <Itaewon Class> was the hairstyle of 
actor Park Seo-joon. As the 'two-block crop cut', so-called chestnut hair, 
became popular, social media was flooded with photographs with the 
hashtag '#Park Sae-Ro-yi's hair'. The rate that hashtags such as ‘#celebri-
ty makeup’ and ‘#celebrity nails’ spread was also impressive. Stars and 
styling combine to create synergy. The rise of K-Beauty that followed 
K-Stars was almost a natural step. The world's attention is now spreading 
to shops that were in charge of styling Hallyu stars. Experience the 
K-Styling that makes stars shine at various salons in Korea. The core of 
K-Styling is to complement the flaws and boost confidence while adding 
a stylish hip feeling to the star. Let's get some styling tips that are right for 
you at the hair, makeup, and nail salons celebrities are a regular at.
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#HamKyungSik
24, Dosan-daero 68-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul

UNISTELLA
45, Seolleung-ro 146-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul

2min

140m

18min

1km



Bit&Boot

49, Dosan-daero 81-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul
www.instagram.com/bit.boot

#HamKyungSik
A Cheongdam-dong hair & makeup salon with a unique atmosphere. It is a shop run by Director Ham 
Kyung-sik, who has actively worked in a variety of fields, such as being in charge of makeup at the 
Cannes Awards for the movie <Parasite>, Mnet's <UHSN : Ticket to K-POP> hair & makeup manager, 
and MBC music <Gini Stage> hair & makeup manager. Recommended for those who want to receive 
personal styling that reflects their individuality.

24, Dosan-daero 68-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul                                 

UNISTELLA
Famous for nail art with bold and unique designs. It is run by Director Park Eun-kyung, who first 
developed glass nail polish and created a global craze. Diamond fragment nails and gold wire nails 
with bent wire were also started here. Blackpink's Rosé, aespa, BTOB's Peniel, Sunmi, Jeon So-mi, 
and actress Na-young Lee are regulars, and the shop also participated in pictorials including famous 
fashion magazines and music videos.

45, Seolleung-ro 146-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul

Concept Nail
A private nail salon frequented by many celebrities and influencers including Itzy's Lia, Momoland's 
Nayun and JooE, (G)I-DLE, and actress Yoon So-hee. This nail salon specializes in unique nail art and 
gel extensions. You can also decorate your eyelashes along with your nails. It is located on the main 
road of Garosu-gil, but you can still get your nails done peacefully in a private atmosphere. The 
director of the nail salon is a K-Beauty expert who appeared with aespa’s Karina in a promotional 
shoot in Seoul.

4F, Soho Building, 35 Garosu-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul

Shinggomggom

5F, 23-3, Seolleung-ro 155-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul                        
www.instagram.com/shinggomggom

AbyBOM
A hair & makeup salon located in Cheongdam-dong, also known as the ‘actress shop'. It is known as 
the place frequented by celebrities such as Chungha, Wheein of Mamamoo, Momoland, Han Ye-ri 
from the movie <Minari>, and Lee Seon-bin. It has a modern + luxury + planterier cafe atmosphere, 
and even the ballet waiting room on the first basement level is a photo zone. Bome Cheongdam, a 
popular restaurant where you can enjoy a meal in a gallery-like atmosphere, is on the first floor, so 
you can visit both places together.

A nail salon that runs on a one-person reservation system. From Red Velvet's Wendy to Fromis 9, Ben, 
and Jeong Seon-ah, it is a popular destination for celebrities. Wendy's water drop-like nails from her 
first solo album drew a lot of attention. They specialize in stone character art and drill dry care using 
Swarovski stones. It is the place to go when you want a different style of nail art. The signs 
commemorating the visit of celebrities are also worth seeing.

3F, 40, Seolleung-ro 152-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul

Nail Salons
Frequented

By Celebrities
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http://abybom.com

Celebrity's
Favorite

Hair & Makeup
Salon

www.instagram.com/hamkyungsik_crew

www.instagram.com/unistella_kr

02-3446-0720

www.instagram.com/concept_j.sol

02-514-1239

02-516-8765

02-517-5884

A place where many idols, such as EXO, NCT, Monsta X, Twice, BTS, and Suzy, get their hair care and 
makeup. It is famous as a 'celebrity hair salon' so it has many customers. If you are lucky, you can even 
witness celebrities in person. It is run by Park Nae-joo, known as the ‘artists’ hair designer’ with 
sensual styling that leads to trends.

02-542-2727

02-548-1722

2min

295m

40min
3

Gentle Monster House Dosan
2-3F, Floor M, 50 Apgujeong-ro 46-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul

4
Photomatic 
36, Dosan-daero 17-gil, 
Gangnam-gu, Seoul

15min

2.2km



K-Style Fashion,
complete with virtual fitting and
custom-made clothing

Order Custom Clothes like Celebrities

If you've ever been into a K-Star who wears custom clothes on TV, 
try wearing 'clothes that fit me', like that star. With virtual fitting, 
you can find clothes that fit you or clothes stars wore that you 
liked. With just a click, witness the magic where ‘your style’ is 
found by matching fashion items from various brands and design-
ers. Like K-Star's airport fashion, you can be fully equipped with 
customized items from head to toe, or you can make a T-shirt with 
a picture you drew, or just enjoy some custom shoes. Make what 
you want at a fast pace in K-Fashion.
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490m490m1 2
ROUNZ Gangnam
1F, 109 Yeoksam-ro, Gangnam-gu, Seoul

Seongsu Handmade Shoes Street
15, Yeonmujang 7-gil, Seongdong-gu, Seoul

5min

380m

35min

10km



WITHIN24+ALLSTUDIOS

Starfield Hanam Branch, 750 Misa-daero, Hanam-si, Gyeonggi-do
https://allstudios.co.kr

Laughing child
The virtual reality (VR) fitting zone for children's clothing brand Laughing Child is located in Starfield 
Hanam. After creating an avatar through gesture recognition technology, it is possible to see virtual 
fits without changing clothes. Clothing information is provided at the bottom of the virtual fitting 
screen for children to enjoy like a game, and by scanning a QR code for a VR service photo, it can be 
saved to a mobile phone.

3F, Starfield Hanam, 750 Misa-daero, Hanam-si, Gyeonggi-do

Custom Factory

7F, Lotte department store, 772, Gaya-daero, Busanjin-gu, Busan

Seongsu Handmade Shoes Street

15, Yeonmujang 7-gil, Seongdong-gu, Seoul

ROUNZ Pangyo, Gangnam Flagship Store

Doota M.I.X DOOTA Select Shop
A store where celebrities and fashion people are regulars. M.I Company is a trendy select shop created 
in 2010 by the collaboration between luxury select shop 'MM Company' and individual designer 
brands 'Saw Classic' and 'The Madness'. The Madness is a brand that many celebrities, including Girls' 
Generation's Sunny, singer Jessie, and Brown Eyed Girls' Jea, wear for airport fashion. They have 
countless customized Vans shoes, and there are many other rare items. You can create and purchase 
custom items such as your own Vans, Nike, and hoodies that no one else has.

A custom maker select shop located at the Lotte Department Store in Busan. You can make T-shirts, 
shoes, bags, hats, etc. into your own custom items using custom pens, paints, and heat transfer 
stickers. Printing is available from small quantities to group tees, and custom t-shirts and shoes are 
popular. Keyrings and mugs are also available.

A street formed by handmade shoe manufacturers starting from the 1970s. There are about 350 
handmade shoe manufacturers and about 100 processing and material companies. A cost-effective 
space where people who have flat feet or pair feet, who are uncomfortable with ready-made shoes, 
can fit handmade shoes at an affordable price. With its vintage streets and unique cafes, it is emerging 
as a date spot and a great place to take photos.

A place where you can experience the unique artificial intelligence (AI) technology of Rounz, a real-time 
virtual fitting glasses shopping mall. If you put on one of the many glasses and sunglasses in the store in 
front of the Rounz mirror, you will be informed in real time of the information, price and details of the 
product you are wearing. And with just a click, you can get recommendations for various glasses provided 
in the store. At the Rounds flagship store, a professional optician with 10 years of experience assists you 
from prescription lenses to individual fittings tailored to the customer's face shape. 

B1, 275, Jangchungdan-ro, Jung-gu, Seoul

Custom
Fashion

Item Shop

88

www.instagram.com/m.i_official/

Custom
Clothing Shop

www.instagram.com/laughing.child/

www.instagram.com/customfactory_official

http://seongsushoes.modoo.at

www.rounz.com

Pangyo Branch ㅣ 1F, 12, Pangyoyeok-ro 192beon-gil, Bundang-gu, Seongnam-si, Gyeonggi-do

Gangnam Flagship Store ㅣ 1F, Gangnam Branch, 109 Yeoksam-ro, Gangnam-gu, Seoul
031-8061-0782

02-3454-1006

051-810-4796

02-3398-4014

031-8072-8459

031-8072-8789

Within 24 + All Studios is leading the trend of the global fashion market through the digitization of the 
fashion market which was done by converging the latest information and communication technology 
(ICT) and fashion in Korea. Consumers who visit the store can try on virtual clothes through a kiosk 
(smart lookbook) and choose the one they like. They are developing a service so that in the future, 
artificial intelligence (AI) can recommend store clothes that match the clothes the consumer has 
purchased and complete your style via the store's kiosk.

2min

295m

40min
3

Ader Space 2.0 Flagship Store
82, Seongsui-ro, Seongdong-gu, Seoul

4
Doota M.I.X DOOTA Select Shop
B1, Doosan Tower Building, 275, 
Jangchungdan-ro, Jung-gu, Seoul

30min

6km



A crossover between tradition and
modernization, become a fashion leader
with trendy hanbok

Try On ‘Fashion Hanbok’ Celebrities Wore

36
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The 'Blackpink Hanbok' worn by Blackpink in the music video 'How you 
like that' gained a lot of attention. A modern interpretation of traditional 
hanbok was done by styling a short black cheolrik on the gungjung 
bonghwamun jeogori and wearing the norigae like a strap and the top 
like a crop top. Let's try on a fashion hanbok like Blackpink. BTS’s 
Dalmajung Hanbok, Daechwita Hanbok, Coldplay’s Modified Hanbok are 
also some examples, and Yoo Jae Suk's green mosi Hanbok Suit and 
Saekdong shirt or Leeseul X Spao's Hanbok pajamas are also recommend-
ed. In the Metaverse, a space for Generation MZ to express their individu-
ality, you can see some characters wearing K-fashion hanbok. Fashion 
hanbok, which reflects trends and personal tastes, has become a 
must-have item for fashion leaders.

13min

5.9km490m490m1 2
Danha
39-7, Palpan-gil, Jongno-gu, Seoul

Garden for Tea
26, Bukchon-ro 11na-gil, Jongno-gu, Seoul

3
Seoul Craft Museum
4, Yulgok-ro 3-gil, Jongno-gu, Seoul

7min

400m

10min

700m

13min

820m



Danha
The place where Blackpink's 'Blackpink Hanbok' was made and created the global 'Hanbok Holic’. 
The hanbok that was unveiled on <Jimmy Fallon's Tonight Show> (USA) is also Danha's work. It is an 
eco-friendly fashion brand that redesigns Korean tradition using eco-friendly materials. They even 
made Blackpink’s clothes from ‘recycled cotton’. Hanbok fashion and artwork products are displayed 
and sold at the showroom in Yongdap-dong, Seoul. 

A brand that pursues traditional Korean clothes and trendy designs. The hanbok fabric is used to 
make suits. Many celebrities, including BTS, Zico, and Han Hyun-min, wore outfits designed by Kim 
Ri-eul. BTS Jimin's hanbok is on display at the Raviebel Golf Course under the name of 'Gyeongju'.

Rieul

818, Seolleung-ro, Gangnam-gu, Seoul

TETEROT SALON
Sponsored the hanbok worn by Hwang Jung-eum on JTBC’s <Ssangappocha>. They aim for a ‘salon’ 
form that combines Korean history’s attire with modern loungewear and pursuing make hanbok 
dailywear. The jumpsuit-style daily hanbok and one-piece-tone hanbok designs like cheolik are 
popular. 

21-12, Supyo-ro 28-gil, Jongno-gu, Seoul

Leesle Hanbok
The brand that sponsored the hanbok worn in the 2022 season greeting pictorial for Chungha. 
Selected as an excellent cultural product by the Ministry of Culture, Sports, and Tourism for 7 
consecutive years. It unveils Korean hanok’s beauty in vivid colors as a unique fashion item, and Lisle 
x Spao's pajama being one of the most popular items. The main branch is in Jeonju and there is a 
branch in Hongdae, Seoul.

GUIROE
The sponsor of the formal hanbok worn by Jang Dae-hee (Yoo Jae-myung) in the drama <Itaewon 
Class> and Minhyuk of MONSTA X on SBS <Inkigayo>. In MBC's <Hangout With Yoo>, Yoo Jae-suk wore 
a saekdong shirt and green mosi suit. 'Guiroe' means 'standing at a crossroads' and refers to a 
crossover between Korean traditional clothing and Western fashion. The collar shirt made with a 
Korean V-neck collar shirt, and the Kor Slip-on, which grafted the traditional shoes Heukhye onto 
slip-on, are very unique. Merchandise sale and rental available.

88, Donhwamun-ro, Jongno-gu, Seoul

Eco-friendly
 Fashion Hanbok

Premium
Dressy

Hanbok

Modern Daily
Hanbok

90

39-7, Palpan-gil, Jongno-gu, Seoul 02-6952-8383

www.rieul.kim

www.guiroe.com

www.danhaseoul.com

Cheonuimubong
A brand that aims to create the 21st century modern living hanbok, and they sponsored hanbok of 
the six-member boy group ONEUS. ONEUS showed impressive hanbok outfits on Mnet's <Road to 
Kingdom> and the Tiger Special Stage of <2021 MBC Gayo Daejejeon>. They also sell modern design 
products that can be worn on a daily basis.

7, Bongeunsa-ro 67-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul
www.daehanbok.modoo.at

www.teterot.kr

http://leesle.com

Jeonju Home Office ㅣ 687, Dongbu-daero, Deokjin-gu, Jeonju-si, Jeollabuk-do
070-4218-2293
Hongdae Branch  ㅣ 136-11, Eoulmadang-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul  070-8793-2293

02-704-1369

02-542-7598

02-525-7782

010-3418-2310

50min

32km

4min

274m

2min

295m

40min
6

TETEROT SALON

4
GUIROE
88, Donhwamun-ro, Jongno-gu, Seoul 21-12, Supyo-ro 28-gil, 

Jongno-gu, Seoul

5
Ikseondong Alley Tour
21-17, Supyo-ro 28-gil, Jongno-gu, Seoul

7min

520m

1min

40m



Create your own one-of-a-kind ring,
bracelet, perfume, and more

Make Your Own K-Star Fashion Items

The first priority of fans is 'meeting my star' and the second 
priority is 'imitating my star'. If you have ever fallen in love with 
the uniqueness of the various fashion items made by the stars, 
create your 'one and only own fashion item in the world,’ just like 
a star. You can create the flashy phone cases made by stars, shiny 
silver rings, fashionable leather bracelets, and refreshing and 
subtle perfumes in the same way at the star experience venues. It 
is also essential to engrave your own lettering. If you want a 
fashion item that ‘only my star has’ like the custom mics that BTS 
has, try going to a custom workshop. Become closer to your star 
in unique ways.

37
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Jeonju Zoo
68, Sori-ro, Deokjin-gu, Jeonju-si, Jeollabuk-do

Jeonju Hanok Village Somcdang
165-5, Gyeonggijeon-gil, Wansan-gu, Jeonju-si, Jeollabuk-do

10min

5.6km

6min

338m



Jeonju Hanok Village Somcdang

165-5, Gyeonggijeon-gil, Wansan-gu, Jeonju-si, Jeollabuk-do

Sonnolrim Gongbang

19-1, Naksanseonggwakseo 1-gil, Jongno-gu, Seoul

Naemamdaero Phone Case Hongdae Branch

3F, Big Mama Building, 21 Wausan-ro 19-gil, Mapo-gu, Seoul
www.instagram.com/hongdae__slimecafe

Glowe Gongbang

Room 202, Daewoo Deoville, 115, Hangang-daero, Yongsan-gu, Seoul                     
www.glowe.co.kr

Ring Campus Café

112-6, Eulmadang-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul
www.instagram.com/banjikaempeoseukape

Fashion Item
Making

Activities
Done

by Stars

Make Star
‘Fangirl’

Fashion Items

92

070-5022-4413
www.somcdang.co.kr

Hyanggieok

www.instagram.com/hyanggieok_official
23, Seolleung-ro 157-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul 010-4565-9070

02-6012-4704

02-324-3350

02-322-6682

The place where Mamamoo's Hwasa and Wheein visited and made a friendship ring on the MBC 
entertainment show <I Live Alone>. It is a workshop where you can make metal & knot crafts. If you 
want to get your own unique accessories (rings, bracelets, necklaces) in a hanok style store, let’s go to 
Jeonju. They also provide a lettering service where you can submit any phrase you want. The activity 
takes about 1 hour. On-the-job training is also provided.

The leather workshop from the final episode of the drama <Encounter>, when Cha Soo-hyeon (Song 
Hye-kyo) and Kim Jin-hyuk (Park Bo-gum) reconciled. The 'Initial Bracelet', which Wanna One's Kim 
Jae-hwan personally made and presented to the cast in tvN's <Wednesday Music Playlist>, was also 
made here. This place is run by Kim Young-ae, a leather craft artist, and has been known to have many 
cute accessories. You can make your own leather knotted bracelets and rings. The artist's cats, Ash 
and Lilling, are also popular.

A fragrance workshop where you can create your own personalized perfume, the only one in the 
world. The place was visited by many famous celebrities such as Momoland's JooE and Chungha, 
which was also introduced on KBS <Life Info Show>. They provide perfume, diffusers, and candles 
one-day classes as well as hobby and entrepreneurship classes. In addition to perfume, you can 
purchase a variety of scented products such as fabric perfume and pet deodorant.

A unique theme cafe where you can make accessories such as rings, bracelets, and necklaces with 
99.9% pure silver. The first thing to do is to choose a ring with a design you like. After that, if you go 
through the process of adjusting the size with a hammer, smoothing the surface with a handpiece, 
and polishing, then your own custom ring is completed. You can also engrave your own phrases on 
the accessories you make yourself. It is also famous as a store that Oh My Girl’s Arin is a regular in.

A custom workshop for custom mics and in-ears with cubics. BTS RM, J-Hope, and Jin's custom 
microphones and NU'EST's Ren and JR's custom in-ears can be made with sparkling cubic stones. 
The activity where you make rings by decorating the cubic stones that are the same color and shape 
as the stones of the BTS members' custom microphones is popular among ARMYs. You can also make 
resin art accessories (rings, earrings, bracelets) using colorful mother-of-pearl. You can take a photo 
wearing the accessories in the workshop photo zone.

A place where you can make your own unique phone case & slime. Blackpink's Jennie and Jisoo 
visited here and made a phone case. Choose various decoration materials such as cubic, tassel, parts, 
and cream, and use your imagination to design! If you want to make your own unique and flashy 
phone case, go to Hongdae. Before visiting, it is necessary to check the model of your phone on the 
official blog.

 02-713-2002

2min

295m

40min
3

HANBOKNAM
54-1, Eunhaeng-ro, Wansan-gu, Jeonju-si, Jeollabuk-do

5
Park Geum-sook
Dak Paper Doll Lab

4
Jeonju Geyonggijeon
44, Taejo-ro, Wansan-gu, Jeonju-si, Jeollabuk-do

12-7, Taejo-ro, Wansan-gu, 
Jeonju-si, Jeollabuk-do

4min

270m

6min

377m



Catch up with girl group beauty trends
with K-Beauty classes

K-Beauty Class & Consulting

Celebrities look for consulting experts to deliver the image and color they 
want. Let's try receiving professional beauty & makeup consulting like 
them. At the dressing table that every woman would have dreamed of at 
least once, cosmetics that have been seen on TV and in magazines are 
prepared by the expert who diagnoses and recommends cosmetics that 
match your tone. There is also a class where you learn how to draw 
eyebrows, how to touch up the cheeks, how to polish your face, etc., and 
then you can try yourself after they teach you in detail how to apply 
makeup to the other half of your face. It is possible to record a video and 
review it over and over again. The process of finding a hair color that suits 
you and receiving a body type diagnosis is a fun beauty game. It's not just 
about becoming pretty, it's time to find and nurture 'me'. Now is the era in 
which beauty is not a ‘luxury’ but a ‘value’.

38
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13min
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Color Society
215, Donggyo-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul

Hongdae Fashion Street
135, Eulmadang-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul

7min

410m

4min

233m



L-Creer

Color Society
Provides a personal color + image-making program. The basic process is carried out in 16 methods, 
from the principle of finding a personal color and expected effects to find your own tone. The 
Semi-Premium program includes checking the makeup products you have and recommending 
products tailored to your tone. Satisfaction with the result sheet provided after diagnosis and 
consulting is high. Also provides 1:1 classes such as premium programs. One-day class. English and 
Chinese available.

A place where you can get a complete styling make-over from the judges of makeup contests. They 
will diagnose personal colors with over 400 different colored diagnostic clothes and tell you how to 
use them. Find your own hair color with a variety of hairpieces and check styling such as presence of 
bangs, parting direction, length, and design. They also find matching accessory tones. You can review 
the consulting process in detail by filming a video, and a file containing the consulting results and 
how to use it is sent to you. Full of natural light and an aesthetic atmosphere.

A comfortable makeup consulting shop with a clean and bright design interior. After writing up a 
checklist in advance, they make a diagnosis based on hair color, skin color, and eye color. There are 
beauty styling(makeup, hair) and consulting (personal color, makeup, eyebrow) courses. Half of the 
face is done by the teacher and the other half is done by yourself. There is a 1:1 private class, a 2:1 
recommended combination class, and a 3:1 class with friends. Video shooting is recommended. They 
have a makeup brush sterilizer. Reservation system.

The makeup platform managed by a makeup artist with 27 years of experience, who was in charge of 
makeup for Han Ye-seul, IU, etc. The general public can easily receive beauty consulting that 
celebrities get at an affordable price. You can receive consulting on makeup methods and purchase 
products that you have used during consulting. The first floor is a makeup space and the second floor 
is a cafe where you can enjoy a cup of tea. A great makeup platform to go to with friends.

215, Donggyo-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul

Colozart
Personal consulting that consults personal colors and personal fits. The Personal Fit course informs 
you of which one of the 7 types of body types you are after diagnosis and provides a solution through 
consulting. They help you create a makeup look and style that compensates for your weaknesses and 
takes advantage of your strengths. Colrzart Academy has 1 DAY special classes, introductory courses, 
expert courses, and practical training courses.

Open-style K-Beauty experience center. In the Beauty Content Experience Zone, you receive a 
personal color diagnostic, makeup, and hair recommendations, and meet and experience cosmetics 
from other small and medium-sized businesses every month in the ‘Top Beauty Play Brand of the 
Month Zone’. There is a machine that diagnoses personal color in 10 seconds, and there is a live studio 
(reservation required) where you can film and live broadcast. They invite famous makeup artists to 
lecture on celebrity makeup methods. The popular program is ‘Beauty TalkTalk’, a beauty talkshow 
with beauty experts and celebrities. 

3F, Sarang Building, 52 Nonhyeon-ro 149-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul               02-1800-6355

Beauty Play Myeongdong

WONDEREL

Room 202, 101-6 Zandari-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul                          070-7797-0710

Beauty
Consulting

Personal Color&
Image

Consulting

Open Style
K-Beauty

Experience
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47, Gangnam-daero 156-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul 02-547-3485

www.instagram.com/color.society/

www.wonderel.co.kr

www.instagram.com/lcreer2017/

Beauty Palette

Room 205, 156-13 Donggyo-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul                     010-4526-5100
www.instagram.com/beauti_palette/

www.colozart.com

www.beautyplay.kr
3F, 73 Myeongdong-gil, Jung-gu, Seoul 070-4070-9675

010-4964-5841

50min

32km

4min

274m

2min

295m

40min

Hanbok That Day

3
HOTEN
35, Hongik-ro 2-gil, Mapo-gu, Seoul 36, Yulgok-ro 1-gil, 

Jongno-gu, Seoul

5
Beauty Play Myeongdong
3F, 73 Myeongdong-gil, Jung-gu, Seoul

10min

2.4km

30min

6.5km
4



Shop for your own items at fashion shops
where celebrities are regulars

Become a Fashionista: K-Star Fashion Shopping Trip

The clothes and accessories that Song Hye-kyo wore in <Now, We're 
Breaking Up> were sold out every day, making it a hot issue. The office 
look presented by Song Hye-kyo can be flashy, elegant, and even active, 
depending on the TPP (time, place, purpose). If you want to dress like 
Song Hye-kyo in the drama, find a fashion shop that stars love and 
complete your own style. If you go to the shops that ‘stars who dress well’ 
go to, such as G-Dragon and Baekhyun (EXO), you can see the items they 
held and wore at a glance, and you can try on and purchase them. It is full 
of unique and hip items as well. Experience the magical time of becoming 
stylish like a star in a Korean fashion shop where clubbing looks, office 
looks, boyfriend/girlfriend looks are all possible.

39
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HAN Collection
Gwanghamun Building Branch
149, Sejong-ro, Jongno-gu, Seoul

Supy
71, Seongsui-ro, Seongdong-gu, Seoul

3
Gentle Monster
Sinsa Flagship Store
23 Apgujeong-ro 10-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul

4min

315m
26min

13km

14min

6.5km



HAN Collection

WONDER PLACE Starfield Hanam Branch
‘No. 1 offline’ select shop targeting young people in their teens and 20s. It is full with trendy clothes, 
hats, bags, and accessories. A place where brands such as VARZAR worn by NCT's Jeno and BTS' 
Jungkook and NYbH snapback worn by EXO's Baekhyun are available. It also has its own brands such 
as Gola and OUTDOOR PRODUCTS. Operating more than 60 stores nationwide, including the capital 
area.

A select shop that displays and sells various domestic and foreign street brand products. There are a 
variety of snapbacks with patterns and designs that fit the trend. Mack Barry, known as “celebrity 
hat” that BTS, SHINee, and Seventeen have, are also available for purchase. Anyone who dreams of 
becoming a fashionista should visit and try the clubbing looks that thrive on Friday nights. G-Dragon, 
Hyuna, and Park Bo-gum, who are representative fashionistas in the entertainment industry, are also 
customers here.

The flagship store of Gentle Monster, a Korean eyewear brand loved by countless stars such as BTS 
Jimin, Blackpink Jennie, and Jun Ji-hyun. It is popular for its creative interior and Instagrammable 
atmosphere. The new design theme renewed in April 2020 is ‘Time Slip’. Each item is displayed as if it 
were a design element. In collaboration with actress Gong Hyo-jin, who is famous to be a fashionista, 
she presents eyewear full of aesthetic feeling.

750 Misa-daero, Hanam-si, Gyeonggi-do                                                  

InstantFunk Apgujeong Flagship Store
The flagship store of the vintage and contemporary brand InstantFunk. It consists of three clothing 
lines which are the main collection, casual line, and cosmetics with item/goods line for 
beauty/lifestyle. Their signature item is the long mustang, which became a hot topic when worn by 
celebrities such as BTS Jin, Lee Joo-yeon, and Cha Jung-won. The first floor, with its stunning mint 
interior, serves as a product tryout space, while the second floor serves as a space for collaboration 
with other brands.

A headwear select shop visited by Oh My Girl's Seunghee and Arin in the 2nd episode of FashionN's life 
variety show <Follow Me 11>. Its nickname is 'Hat Heaven' since you can find so many hats that you 
can't see the end from the entrance. With an affordable price from 10,000 to 20,000 won and various 
types of hats such as snapbacks, ball caps, and floppy hats, it is a popular destination for fashionistas. 
They also offer custom-made services. If you are dreaming of making your own unique hat, visit them.

12, Dosan-daero 51-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul                                  070-7720-9093

HOTEN

The Bounce

1-2F, 92, Dokmak-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul

Select Shops

Flagship
Stores
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www.wonderplace.co.kr

www.thebounce.co.kr

Gentle Monster Sinsa Flagship Store

23, Apgujeong-ro 10-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul                  070-5080-0196
www.gentlemonster.com

http://instantfunk.kr/

www.hoten.co.kr
070-4459-550735, Hongik-ro 2-gil, Mapo-gu, Seoul

www.instagram.com/hancollection

Gwanghwamun Building Branch  ㅣ B1-1F, 149, Sejong-ro, Jongno-gu, Seoul
Jeju Dream Tower Branch ㅣ 3-4F, 12 Noyeon-ro, Jeju-si, Jeju-do 064-795-0000

A shopping mall specializing in K-Fashion where you can see the essential fashion items of over 200 famous 
domestic designers, including Ji-Hoon Baek (J Baek Couture), who designed the BTS Grammy Award 
costumes, and Chun-Ho Yoon (YCH), who became a hot topic for his stage outfits of Blackpink and Red 
Velvet. J-Cheong, Lang & Lou, and Holy Number Seven are among the celebrities' favorite brands that have 
also entered the store. Music video and awards ceremony outfits of K-Pop stars such as Blackpink and BTS 
are also available for purchase. The Jeju Dream Tower Branch and Gwanghwamun Building Branch are 
both open for business.

031-8072-8024

02-322-2296

50min

32km

4min

274m

2min

295m

40min
6

BLANC & ECLARE

4
ADER Space 3.0
Flagship Store
31, Dosan-daero 11-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul

11 Apgujeong-ro 60-gil, 
Gangnam-gu, Seoul

5
InstantFunk
Apgujeong Flagship Store
12, Dosan-daero 51-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul

10min

3km

12min

619m
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A special experience with
K-Characters from Seoul to Jeju

Kidult Character Tour
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The emoticon characters of mobile messengers are loved globally, 
not only online, but also offline. Let's go to Gangnam, which is 
leading millennial culture and lifestyle trends. The Kakao Friends 
and Line Friends flagship stores face each other across a road. 
Surprise yourself with the character's global network beyond just a 
small screen and get immersed in the digital experience spaces. 
K-Characters, which currently include BT21, are used to collaborate 
with various products and services, such as games, stationery, 
clothing, fashion items, accessories, home interiors, toys, 
animations, and more. Let's check out the K-Characters that attack 
the hearts of kidults while being friendly in gift shops, cafes, and 
theme parks.

40
99

490m490m1 2
Snoopy Garden
930, Geumbaekjo-ro, Gujwa-eup, Jeju-si, Jeju-do

Pororo & Tayo Theme Park Jeju
269, Byeongak-ro, Andeok-myeon, Seogwipo-si, Jeju-do

57min

62km

8min

5.2km



Line Friends Gangnam Flagship Store
A must-see location for ARMYs as it is a place that sells BTS and Line Friends characters’ merch. The 
2nd floor ‘Friends Select Zone’ is a photo spot where you can meet world-famous characters such as 
Snoopy and the Minions. Find BLACKPINK's Jisoo's autograph on the back of the head of Sally the 
chick! It is a heaven for merch shopping as they have goods like BT21 characters wearing hanbok.

On the first floor of the store, there are various interactive spaces such as a media wall, augmented 
reality (AR) photo booth, and Chunsik's room. The activities and pickup are offline, and purchases are 
made through the QR code payment system. On the 3rd floor, Cafe Knotted, famous for its sweet 
donuts and cakes, is opened and operated in collaboration with Kakao Friends. They sell stuffed 
Knotted Bear and Sugar Lion merch.

437 Gangnam-daero, Seocho-gu, Seoul                              02-536-3232
https://smartstore.naver.com/linefriends

Kakao Friends Gangnam Flagship Store &
Cafe Knotted Gangnam Kakao

429, Gangnam-daero, Seocho-gu, Seoul

Pororo & Tayo Theme Park Jeju
The best character theme park for kids. A Pororo Viking, Ferris wheel, maze, and Tayo can be found 
outside, and a photo zone, Patty's ball pool zone, Poby's jungle gym and slide, and Tayo's mini track 
rider can be found indoor. Pororo's house, where you can find a stand-up figure of Eddie from the 
cartoon, the animal farm where you feed animals, and the sing-along show (4 performances a day) 
are popular locations. There are 16 branches nationwide.

An experiential kids cafe that embodies the animation background of ‘Miniforce X’. Various miniforce 
content and technology ais implemented in the largest theme park in Korea, with an area of more 
than 3,300 square meters. ‘Miniforce World’, which was the first released from the Miniforce series, 
received 1 million downloads within 6 weeks of its global release, and there are 6 mini commando 
theme parks in Korea and 2 overseas.

269, Byeongak-ro, Andeok-myeon, Seogwipo-si, Jeju-do                      064-742-8555

Miniforce Theme Park Songdo Branch

81, Convensia-daero, Yeonsu-gu, Incheon

Busan Lotte World Magic Forest Theme Park
A character theme park that shares the fairy tale world of Lotty and Lorry, the symbolic characters of 
Lotte World, a land of adventure and mystery. In June 2021, they opened a pop-up store called 
'Lotty's Studio', which expresses the daily life of Generation MZ. Busan Lotte World is planning to 
open during the first half of 2022. It boasts the largest scale in Korea and is three or four times the size 
of Lotte World in Seoul. The Skyline Luge, shopping malls, hotels, and sports parks will open as well.

348-67, Sirang-ri, Gijang-eup, Gijang-gun, Busan                                     1661-2000
https://adventure.lotteworld.com

Kakao Friends Jeonju Hanok Village Branch
Located in front of Jeondong Cathedral in Jeonju Hanok Village. Neo and Frodo holding 
cheongsachorongs welcome you to the place. You can meet Jeonju Yusaeng Friends, a specialty 
product of Jeonju Hanok Village, and Ryan Choco Pie, a collaboration between Kakao Friends and 
Poongnyeon Confectionery. Taking a picture with the 'God Ryan’ that is wearing a hanbok and hat is 
essential!

126, Paldal-ro, Wansan-gu, Jeonju-si, Jeollabuk-do                                    063-285-1230

Character
Theme Park

100

Character
Merch Shops

https://store.kakaofriends.com/index/today

www.pororopark.com/index.php

032-710-9117
http://cubestudio.co.kr

02-6494-1100

2min

295m

40min
3

Hello Kitty Island
340, Hanchang-ro, Andeok-myeon, 
Seogwipo-si, Jeju-do

4
Teddy Valley Golf & Resort
365, Hanchang-ro, Andeok-myeon, 
Seogwipo-si, Jeju-do

1min

697km



An invitation to the places from TV
where you can be surrounded by books

Visit Bookstores & Libraries from K-Dramas
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Uijeongbu Music Art Library 
248, Millak-ro, Uijeongbu-si, Gyeonggi-do

Paju Forest of Wisdom
Asia Publication Culture Information Center, 145 
Hoedong-gil, Paju-si, Gyeonggi-do

40min

56km

55min

37km

In the drama <Record of Youth>, Park Bo-gum goes to a bookstore to find 
medical books. In addition to K-Dramas, you can find and purchase 
K-Pop-related photo books and K-Star photo books at bookstores and 
libraries that you have seen on K-Shows. If you’re a K-Cinema fan, you 
will even be able to buy the <Parasite Script Book & Storyboard Book 
Set> prepared by director Bong Joon-ho for the production of the film 
and then you can compare it with the movie scenes one by one. There is 
also a picture book that is about the games from the drama <Squid 
Game>. In bookstores and libraries, they hold book concerts, meetings 
with writers, and small performances. These spaces where you can meet 
books are the places you can enjoy various cultures, a readingtainment 
(Reading+Entertainment) spot.



COEX Starfield Library

Starfield COEX Mall B1, 513 Yeongdong-daero, Gangnam-gu, Seoul
https://m.starfield.co.kr/coexmall/tenant/starfieldLibrary

Paju Forest of Wisdom
It was the filming location of the scene in the drama <The World of the Married> where Ji Seon-woo 
(Kim Hee-ae) and Yeo Da-kyung (Han So-hee) met and greeted each other and also the place visited 
by the Turkish friends in < Welcome, First Time in Korea?>. The library is made of books donated by 
scholars, intellectuals, and experts, and a total of 130,000 books are displayed in the 8m high and 
3.1km wide library.

The place where Moon Sang-tae (Oh Jung-se) talked about picture books with Moon Kang-tae (Kim 
Soo-hyun) and Ko Go-young (Seo Ye-ji) in episode 13 of the tvN drama < It's Okay to Not Be Okay>. It 
is also the filming location of the Gukjae Academy in the drama <High Class>. It is the first art library 
in the country that combines an art gallery and a library, and the natural light coming through the 
windows from the 1st to 3rd floors is fantastic. Let's take a closer look at David Hockney's <Hockney 
Big Book>, the 3068th book among the limited edition where only 9000 copies exist worldwide.

Asia Publication Culture Information Center, 145 Hoedong-gil, Paju-si, Gyeonggi-do

Incheon Bookstore

1F, Incheon Art Platform Building H, 3 Jemulryang-ro 218beon-gil, Jung-gu, Incheon                         

Seoul Book Bogo
The place in the drama <Hotel Del Luna> where the old woman was studying in the library to relieve 
her lingering want for studying. It is the largest public second-hand bookstore in the country, created 
by the Seoul Metropolitan Government by collecting books from second-hand bookstores, donated 
books, and independent publications. The round dome-shaped structure is a point to look at. It is a 
culture complex that combines a used bookstore, library, and culture program.

1, Ogeum-ro, Songpa-gu, Seoul

Bluesquare Book Park
A book cafe introduced in the TV show <Hangout With Yoo>. The 75,000 books on a long, high 
bookshelf that penetrates five floors is a visual masterpiece. There is a book curator and is a unique 
cultural complex consisting of a bookstore, cafe, gallery, and art fancy store. Requires paid admission 
(9900 won, coffee provided). With their book park concept, this location is ideal to stop by after 
watching the Interpark Theater performance.

The filming location of the drama <Guardian: The Lonely and Great GodGoblin> and the movie 
<Beauty Inside>. A quiet and cozy book cafe located in Incheon Art Platform, a historical symbol of 
Incheon. Incheon Art Platform has a unique atmosphere as a cultural and artistic space created by 
remodeling a building from the harbor-opening period. The window seat on the second floor is 
popular because of the light from the ceiling made of books and large glass windows.

294, Itaewon-ro, Yongsan-gu, Seoul
www.instagram.com/bookparklounge_official

Uijeongbu Music Art Library

248, Millak-ro, Uijeongbu-si, Gyeonggi-do

Book Stores &
Book Cafes

from Dramas

102

Libraries
from Dramas

http://forestofwisdom.or.kr

www.instagram.com/book_incheon

02-6951-4979
www.seoulbookbogo.kr

www.uilib.go.kr/art

ⒸCourtesy of Bumsoo Lee - Korea Tourism Organization

02-6002-3031

031-955-0082

 031-828-8870

070-7770-0539

2min

295m

40min
3

Cheongun Literature Library
40, Jahamun-ro 36-gil, Jongno-gu, Seoul

4
Bluesquare Book Park
294, Itaewon-ro, Yongsan-gu, Seoul

20min

8.8km

Filming location for the drama <Record of Youth>. It has a collection of 70,000 books on 13m-high 
bookshelves and is composed of a soft and comfortable study concept. In particular, the 
magazine-specialized corner with 600 books is very popular. Various cultural events such as writers' 
talk shows, poetry readings, and book concerts are held. It consists of two floors in the center of 
Central Plaza.

070-8880-8203



Watch live matches and take pictures
with professional gamers

Korean E-Sports Stadium Tour
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If you are a game fanatic, you will want to watch in real-life games that 
you have only seen on platforms such as Afreeca TV. Korea is the home of 
e-sports! Visit e-sports stadiums scattered across Seoul and other cities 
and feel the passion. Let's cheer for the LoL Champions and ASL matches, 
and keep an eye on the pro gamers’ facial expressions and body 
movements that we couldn't see outside of the computer screen. Getting 
an autograph and a chance to take a picture with the players after the 
game is also a special benefit for the live audience. Depending on the 
stadium, you can enjoy a beer and light snacks while watching the game, 
and there are places where single-person broadcast equipment is set up. 
In 2022, Valorant Challengers Korea (https://valesports.co.kr) will open 
from February to July, so let's double the thrill by going to an e-sports 
stadium in real life.

42
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E-Sports Hall of Fame
11F, S-Plex Center Synergyum, 31 
Maebongsan-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul

LoL PARK
3F, Gran Seoul Tower, 33 Jongno, Jongno-gu, Seoul

20min

10km

30min

14.6km



E-Sports Hall of Fame
As the ‘world’s first e-sports hall of fame’, you can meet 199 Heroes kiosks, e-sports history, 
championship trophies, uniforms, and handprints. Visitors can experience the player’s point of view 
in virtual reality (VR), and there is the 'Challenger's Arena' and 'Event Zone'. Reservations are required 
for groups of 10 or more.

11F, S-Plex Center Synergyum, 31 Maebongsan-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul
www.esportshistory.kr

070-4225-0975

LoL PARK
A stadium dedicated to the world's most popular game, League of Legends (LoL) built directly in Gran 
Seoul by Riot Games. Figures, uniforms, and posters of LOL champions are on display. You can watch 
matches in real-time, and after the games, fan meetings are held. The motif of the design was inspired 
by the Roman Colosseum which has a capacity of 450 seat. Closed from April 30, 2021. Riot PC Cafe is 
in operation.

An e-sports arena established by Gom TV and owned by Afreeca TV. Also the official broadcasting 
studio of Afreeca TV. There is an e-sports arena with a screen measuring 14m in width and 3.5m in 
height with 200 seats. 30% of the global StarCraft 2 League (GSL) visitors are foreign visitors. It has a 
variety of content production systems such as BJ cultural performances.

It has a total of 400 seats and has the main stadium, auxiliary stadium, waiting room, and cafeteria. 
The ‘Blue Space’ is a space suitable for preliminary matches and training, while the ‘Yellow Space’ is 
an open stage for e-sports games in addition to fan meetings and seminars. There are also rest areas, 
cafes, and MD shops. Online application for group tours is available.

3F, Gran Seoul Tower, 33 Jongno, Jongno-gu, Seoul

Busan E-Sports Arena, Brena

15~16F, Samjeong Tower, 672, Jungang-daero, Busanjin-gu, Busan

Gwangju E-sports, Arena
Opened on December 20, 2020, the main stadium with 1005 seats is the largest e-sports stadium in 
Korea where major events can be held. Preliminary rounds and tournaments are opened here, and 
there are waiting rooms, dressing rooms, studios, control rooms, observer rooms, and commentary 
boxes, so games can be broadcast live. There is a stadium tour program where you can visit the 
waiting room for players and the one-person media room and experience what e-sports players do.

309, Pilmun-daero, Dong-gu, Gwangju

Daejeon E-Sports Arena, Dream Arena
A 500-seat amphitheater where games can be viewed from any angle through 4 large LED screens. It 
is a culture complex equipped with an auxiliary stadium, player waiting room, control room, training 
ground, VR/AR experience zone, and 100-seat PC room.

480, Daedeok-daero, Yuseong-gu, Daejeon
https://dje.dicia.or.kr/

Afreeca FreecUP Studio

2F, Medytox Building, 626, Teheran-ro, Gangnam-gu, Seoul

Province
Locations

104

Capital City
Locations

www.leagueoflegends.com

https://brena.or.kr/brena/index.do

062-610-2200
https://www.gicon.or.kr/esports/

https://freecup.afreecatv.com

02-6098-1829

031-622-8193

042-867-9640

051-805-5330

2min

295m

40min
3

Afreeca FreecUP Studio
2F, Medytox Building, 626, Teheran-ro, 
Gangnam-gu, Seoul

4
NC Soft Headquarters
Pangyo Cafe NC CAFE
12, Daewangpangyo-ro 644beon-gil, 
Bundang-gu, Seongnam-si, Gyeonggi-do

30min

17.8km



Try out E-Sports, where you play
and shop like a pro gamer

Popular E-Sports Activities Course
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Isense League PC Cafe
Gangnam-gu Branch
B1, 641, Seolleung-ro, Gangnam-gu, Seoul

T1 HQ SHOP
627, Seolleung-ro, Gangnam-gu, Seoul

10min

4km

2min

153m

If you like games, you will want to play in a professional environment 
and with equipment like a pro gamer. In Korea, which has a high e-sports 
status and a large fan base of pro gamers, there are many places you can 
enjoy games with the latest high-end equipment like pro gamers. In 
particular, the brand-specialized PC cafes itself is an effective advertis-
ing board and a publicity channel that increases awareness, so you can 
fully experience the gaming gear of high-end brands, which you normal-
ly couldn't even dare to think of because of the prices. After enjoying the 
game, buy your favorite gaming gear, limited-edition goods, and 
uniforms of your favorite pro gamers. Make the best play of your life, 
where you will feel the thrill through your whole body, by becoming a 
K-pro gamer who gets advertisements put at subway and bus stops both 
home and abroad on their birthday.



Riot PC Café

3F, Gran Seoul Tower, 33 Jong-ro, Jongno-gu, Seoul

Gen.G PC Café
A collaboration PC cafe between Gen.G, a global e-sports comprehensive brand, and Geekstar, a 
Korean PC room brand. The entire store has a Gen.G feel, and there are 150 seats equipped with 
Geekstar's high-performance gaming gear. There is a booth to watch e-sports competitions, and the 
Gen.G Goods Shop sells clothing such as hoodies, bags, figures, and peripherals.

B1, 127, Sinchon-ro, Seodaemun-gu, Seoul

XENICS Premium Store AK Plaza Bundang Branch
A premium store directly managed by Xenix, a brand of gaming chairs, keyboard, mouse, and 
earphones. You can try out and purchase high-performance products such as gaming desks and 
gaming gears distributed and sold by Xenix.

1F, 42, Hwangsaeul-ro 360beon-gil, Bundang-gu, Seongnam-si, Gyeonggi-do
www.xenics.co.kr

Starfield Hanam Electro Mart
A gaming shop where you can try out gaming gear by actually playing games. The home PC room 
using a bunker bed is impressive, and you can play games directly in the one-person media 
broadcasting booth or purchase gaming equipment after doing a keyboard typing test.

B2, Starfield Hanam, 750 Misa-daero, Hanam-si, Gyeonggi-do                                           031-8069-4030
www.starfield.co.kr/hanam/anchorTenant/electroMart.do

SUPERPLAY Gangnam Branch
A SUPERPLAY store, the largest lifestyle gamer brand in Korea. It sells officially licensed merch for 
Korea's Big 3 online games, various gaming gear, and console products such as Nintendo and 
PlayStation. There are a total of 5 stores (Gangnam branch, AK & Hongdae branch, Lotte Department 
Store Nowon and Dongtan branch, and Lotte Premium Outlet Time Villas Uiwang branch). 

B1, 406 Gangnam-daero, Gangnam-gu, Seoul
https://thesuperplay.com

K-PC Cafes

E-Sports
Shops
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02-2158-6951

070-4788-0100

T1 HQ SHOP
A merch shop for T1 fans who enjoy e-sports. A life-sized figure and a figure of professional gamer 
Faker are at the entrance, and the winning trophies from past LoL-related competitions are on 
display. It is a place where you can enjoy T1 even closer by engraving your name on the same uniform 
as the players.

https://shop.t1.gg
627, Seolleung-ro, Gangnam-gu, Seoul 02-6009-2503

02-566-3272

 031-8023-2131

2min

295m

40min
3

SUPERPLAY Gangnam Branch
B1, 406 Gangnam-daero,
Gangnam-gu, Seoul

5
Starfield Hanam Electro Mart

4
XENICS Premium Store
1F, 42, Hwangsaeul-ro 360beon-gil, 
Bundang-gu, Seongnam-si, Gyeonggi-do

B2, Starfield Hanam, 750 Misa-daero, 
Hanam-si, Gyeonggi-do

30min

18.4km

35min

27.9km

It is an official PC cafe sponsored by Riot Games located in LoL PARK, a space made with a kind of 
'symbolism' rather than a commercial one. With 101 seats, the facility is nice and sells goods, drinks, 
and snacks. Even during your own game, you can see the real-time situation of the LoL PARK match 
through the hallway wall monitor.



From cut comics to digital drawings,
experience and enjoy everything
about webtoons

Learn Everything About K-Webtoons

The Netflix drama <Hellbound>, the movies <Along with the Gods> and 
<Space Sweepers>, the dramas <Itaewon Class>, <True Beauty> and <Yumi's 
Cells> are all based on K-Webtoons. Let's immerse ourselves in the world of 
K-Webtoon, which is ranked number one in over 100 countries. You can drink 
coffee while watching the webtoons, take a picture with the <True Beauty> 
webtoon character, or go into the actual webtoon like the drama <W> at the 
2D drawing cafe. You can use a webtoon tablet for free to draw, then edit, so 
you can experience K-Webtoon with your whole body. Webtoons, which 
began as smart mobile technology applied to the unique content of 
cartoons, have evolved into global content, with Korean webtoons now 
reaching the peak of the Hallyu Wave.
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ab Café Gangnam Branch
32, Gangnam-daero 102-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul

#DCC
42, Toegye-ro 20-gil, Jung-gu, Seoul

5min

3.6km

20min

8.9km



Kang Full Cartoon Street
A cartoon alley created in Gangdong-gu, the background of the work of artist Kang Full, the 
originator of K-Webtoon. It is full of cartoon murals with themes from <SoonjungManhwa>, <Babo>, 
<Every Moment of Yours>, and <I Love You>. Seungryong's, where you can view 1600 cartoons for 
free, consists of a cafe on the 1st floor, a cartoon room on the 2nd floor, and a young artist's studio on 
the 3rd floor.

65-29, Cheonho-daero 168ga-gil, Gangdong-gu, Seoul

Busan Webtoon Ibagu Street
A webtoon street in Seongbuk Traditional Market in Busan, created with the participation of famous 
local and foreign artists. The market walls and signboards are designed with webtoon characters, 
and you can strive for your dreams by drawing at the Dong-gu Manhwa Experience Center. On one 
side of the exhibition hall, the history of the evolution of Korean comics is displayed.

1430-6, Beomil-dong, Dong-gu, Busan

Greem Café
A unique webtoon cafe that makes you feel like you’ve been sucked into a webtoon. The furniture 
and interior look like they were made by drawing borders on white and thick paper and are a popular 
spot on social media called a 2D painting cafe. This is a space where colored people appear to be 
moving in a black and white webtoon. Picture Cafe, which started in Yeonnam-dong, Seoul, is 
expanding to Incheon, Gangneung, Jeju, Qatar, Kuwait, and Russia. 

161-10, Seongmisan-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul                                   
https://www.facebook.com/greem.cafe/

ab Café
The Wacom Lounge is a space where anyone can use the ‘Wacom One’ installed there, which is 
optimized for creating webtoon. digital drawing, editing, and proofreading, all possible with the 
Wacom One tablet. As the first Wacom lounge in Korea, you can experience all products at ab Cafe 
Gangnam and Ansan.

32, Gangnam-daero 102-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul
http://abcafe.co.kr

Korean Manhwa Museum
A place that collects and stores Korean cartoons and related materials, which are the base to the 
birth of K-Webtoons. It consists of the Korea Manhwa History Hall, Manhwa Experience Hall, Manhwa 
Library, Manhwa Video Theater, etc. There is an academy where you can take classes and write a 
storyline and complete your own artwork.

1 Gilju-ro, Ojeong-gu, Bucheon-si, Gyeonggi-do                                             
www.komacon.kr/comicsmuseum

Manhwa Alley
Tour

Webtoon Artist
Experience

Center

Webtoon Café
and

Exhibition
Center
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02-3425-5252

#DCC(Shop DCC)
A webtoon & character cafe operated by Dream Communication (DCC), a webtoon production 
company. The first floor is a cafe and photo zone featuring popular characters from the popular 
webtoons <They Say I was Born a King’s Daughter> and <Adonis>. The first basement floor is a figure 
exhibition hall and an official merchandise store. It provides a space for cosplay clubs and hosts talk 
shows, exhibitions, and events with webtoon writers.

www.instagram.com/shop_dcc
42, Toegye-ro 20-gil, Jung-gu, Seoul 02-777-2784

2min

295m

40min
3

Webtoon Drama <Itaewon Class>
Filming Location Noksapyeong Overpass
177, Itaewon-ro, Yongsan-gu, Seoul

5
Greem Café

4
Manhwa Café Beetoon
Hongdae Headquarters
63, Dokmak-ro 7-gil, Mapo-gu, Seoul

161-10, Seongmisan-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul                                   

20min

10.5km

7min

2.1km

032-310-3090

010-2612-8103

02-566-2052



Learn about the know-hows of
global animation in Korea

Become a K-Animator for a Day

<Pororo>, which was born in 2003, is aired all over the world, and <Pink Fong>, 
<Baby Shark>, <Sinbi Apartment>, and <Tobot> are also popular. <My Beautiful 
Girl, Mari> and <The Shaman Sorceress> were highly praised at the Annecy 
International Animation Film Festival, "the Cannes of the animation world." 
From children's animations to adult animations, Korean animation is a genre 
attracting global attention. There are many different production methods for 
animation, and at the Seoul Animation Center, you can choose a character and 
experience animation production using the stop motion method. After making 
the animations one by one, it will be easy to understand the guidelines on 
production techniques at the Chuncheon Animation Museum. In ‘For Fun 
Road’, which leads to Myeong-dong, there are places related to anime content 
large and small, so you might find yourself stopping every couple of steps. 
When you meet K-Animation while buying animation goods, you will dream of 
becoming a K-Animator.
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Chuncheon Animation Museum
854, Baksa-ro, Seo-myeon, Chuncheon-si, Gangwon-do

Toy Robot Hall
854, Baksa-ro, Seo-myeon, Chuncheon-si, Gangwon-do

15min

11km

1min

17m



Chuncheon Animation Museum

854, Baksa-ro, Seo-myeon, Chuncheon-si, Gangwon-do

Seoul Dooly Museum
A Dooly-themed museum located in Ssangmun-dong, Dobong-gu, Seoul, the setting for the Baby 
Dinosaur Dooly, the representative character of Korea. You can interact with Dooly while playing 
simple games on the first floor, and you can see the creation process of Dooly on the second and third 
floors. The photo zone where you can take pictures with Dooly is popular.

6, Sirubong-ro 1-gil, Dobong-gu, Seoul

Toy Robot Hall

854, Baksa-ro, Seo-myeon, Chuncheon-si, Gangwon-do                                             
www.gica.or.kr/Toy/index

Café Dongsim
An exhibition hall and commemorative shop commemorating director Kim Cheong-gi, master of 
Korean robot animation. <Robot Taekwon V>, <Space Gundam V>, <Golden Wings 123>, <Ureme> 
and other works were directed by Director Kim Cheong-gi. Figures are on display on the 4th floor. 
The 5th floor is a rooftop cafe in Myeongdong famous for its nice view. The signature menu of Cafe 
Dongshim is ‘Namsan Latte’. Admission to the exhibition is free.

24, Toegye-ro 20-gil, Jung-gu, Seoul                                            
www.instagram.com/cafe_dongsim/

SBA Seoul Animation Center
Seoul's representative cultural experience space. The first floor is a ‘manhwa house’ where you can 
watch materials from 1990s cartoons to the latest animations for free, and the second floor is a place 
to meet popular cartoon characters. It is a mecca of animation experiences where you can try digital 
drawing, stop motion animation, and virtual reality (VR) games.

48 Sogong-ro Jung-gu, Seoul                                                     
www.ani.seoul.kr

Museum Typ
 Locations

Exhibition &
Activity Center
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033-245-6470

Zaemiro & Re-draw Project
‘For Fun Road’ is a street specializing in animation content from Myeong-dong Station to the Seoul 
Animation Center. The 'Re-draw Project' is a pop art project that captures the scenery of a day on the 
road leading to Namsan Mountain by the exhibition specialty print bakery and artist Graplex. You can 
see a piece of animation when you look at the 12 artworks drawn using the building as canvas, with 
the theme of 'fun city trip'.

Experience center for various robots from animations. There are many fascinating sections such as 
spider robots, mission robots, robot avatars, robot dances, and drone flying. There is a cafe where you 
can take a break while admiring Lake Uiam, and a souvenir shop selling anime characters and toys. 
The outdoor lawn where anime characters are displayed is a certified photo spot. You can also stop by 
the animation museum right next door.

15-27, Namsan-dong 2-ga, Jung-gu, Seoul

www.animationmuseum.com

02-990-2200
www.doolymuseum.or.kr

An animation museum located on the shores of Chuncheon Lake. You can see the creation and types 
of animation, production techniques, and the history of the development of related equipment, and 
you can also understand the trends of animation around the world, such as the North Korean pavilion 
and the US pavilion.

2min

295m

40min
3

Todam Dak
662, Sinsaembat-ro, Sinbuk-eup, 
Chuncheon-si, Gangwon-do

5
Samaksan Cable Car

4
Chuncheon Joungdo Mullegil
95, Sportstown-gil 223beon-gil, 
Chuncheon-si, Gangwon-do

245, Sportstown-gil, Chuncheon-si, Gangwon-do

20min

15km

10min

714m

02-3455-8341

033-245-6460

02-774-7079



The highlight of Hallyu content,
Hangeul culture experience

Take a Deep Dive into Hangeul
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National Hangeul Museum
139, Seobinggo-ro, Yongsan-gu, Seoul

Gwanghwamun Square Statue of King Sejong +
Story of Sejong Exhibition Hall
172, Sejong-daero, Jongno-gu, Seoul

5min

1.2km

20min

8.5km

Hangeul became known through K-Pop. The perception that understand-
ing Hangeul would increase understanding of K-Dramas and K-Stars led to 
an interest in Hangeul and love for Hangeul. Make a seal with your name in 
Korean in Insa-dong, and make your own necklace and bracelet using 
Hangeul. If you are a beginner in Hangeul, start by writing your name in 
Hangeul using calligraphy. There are many programs for enjoying 
Hangeul, such as visiting the statue of King Sejong the Great at Gwanghwa-
mun Square and learning about the principles and variations of Hangeul 
at the Hangeul Museum. ARMYs also participated in writing and reading 
Hangeul on 'Hangeul Day' along with doing activities such as making 
postcards in Hangeul, activities like making postcards in Hangeul and 
giving Hangeul bread as a gift and other cultural contents using Hangeul 
spread worldwide, creating various collaboration effects.



Eorayeon Jeongak Research Institute

Room 201, 2F, 34 Insadong-gil, Jongno-gu, Seoul

Gulssiteo
This is the place where the Danish friends who appeared on the entertainment program <Welcome, 
First Time in Korea?> visited. Daily classes on Korean calligraphy, ink painting, and travel sketches are 
conducted. You can try writing your name in Hangeul with a brush and ink, and draw in ink paintings 
of Gyeongbokgung, Changdeokgung, the palaces of Korea, and pine trees. Classes are available for 
foreigners.

Room 301, Konkuk Building, 17 Insadong 4-gil, Jongno-gu, Seoul

National Hangeul Museum

139, Seobinggo-ro, Yongsan-gu, Seoul                                          
www.hangeul.go.kr

Yeoju Hangeul Market

63-5 Chang-dong, Yeoju-si, Gyeonggi-do                                                          

Lettering Jewelry Lab
The jewelry-making class using Hangeul is popular. The class started because a metal craftsman 
wanted to introduce foreigners about the charm of Hangeul. After arranging pieces of consonants 
and vowels to create words freely, they use the 'silver soldering technique' to fix the designed 
Hangeul pieces into one to make jewelry. Small group classes. English and Japanese classes are 
available.

A traditional market with the theme of Hangeul. There are sculptures in the shape of Hangeul and 
murals with the subject of King Sejong the Great. A photo point is the statue of the young Sejong and 
the statue of King Sejong holding a book with a kind expression. English signs such as No Brand and 
Baskin Robbins are also in Korean, and colorful Korean artworks are hung in the sky. It is pretty fun 
buying and eating Korean bread with consonants on it.

A Hangeul theme museum. It provides an overview of information about Hangeul from various 
angles, including explanations on the creation principle of Hunminjeongeum, old records of 
Hangeul, the Hangeul Society, and the Hangeul input method. There is a library on the first floor, 
exhibition halls on the second and third floors, and various programs such as an activity that 
combines voice recognition technology and image technology at the Hangeul playground, and 
experiences of ‘cloud font’ and ‘star font’ through a laser recognition system are possible. Programs 
are available for foreigners.

City Star Mall Saetuk4-5, 12 Eulji-ro, Jung-gu, Seoul              
https://www.instagram.com/lettering_jewelry_lab/

Make
Hangeul

Artworks

Korean Culture
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02-722-8414

Jang Gye-hyang Cultural Experience Training Center

42, Dudeulmaeul 1-gil, Seokbo-myeon, Yeongyang-gun, Gyeongsangbuk-do

www.jeongakart.com

010-9427-7147
https://gulssiteo.modoo.at

054-680-6442
www.yyg.go.kr/jghcenter

An experiential education center built to commemorate Jang Gye-hyang, who wrote the first 
cookbook written in Korean, <Eumsikdimibang>. While doing the calligraphy program, you can write 
Korean and learn traditional etiquette. You can also experience various programs (making traditional 
food, making traditional wine, and tea ceremony) while staying in a hanok.

2min

295m

40min
3

Eorayeon Jeongak
Research Institute
Room 201, 2F, 34 Insadong-gil, Jongno-gu, Seoul

5
Yeoju Tomb of King Sejong

4
Yeoju Hangeul Market
63-5 Chang-dong, Yeoju-si, Gyeonggi-do 269-10, Yeongneung-ro, Neungseo-myeon, 

Yeoju-si, Gyeonggi-do

2hrs

77.4km

5min

2.8km

By engraving a foreign name in Korean on a soft natural stone and designing and coloring the side, 
you can complete your own unique handmade seal! Postcards are made using Korean calligraphy, 
and they also make traditional fans, mugs, tumblers, and personal pouches. A place that adds artistic 
flair to the practicality of jeongak (engraving). Minimum of 5 people. Programs are available for 
foreigners.

010-3030-3101

02-2124-6200

031-885-8741



From a jjimjilbang to board game cafes,
spaces that the Gen MZ loves

Experience Korea’s ‘Bang(Room)’ Culture
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In Korea, there are many commercial spaces with the word ‘bang(room)’, 
such as jjimjilbang (dry sauna room), noraebang (karaoke), DVD-bang, 
game-bang, PC-bang(café), comic book bang, and claw machine-bang. There 
is also the ‘escape bang game’ that incorporates digital culture. In a tradition-
al Korean house, a 'bang' is an independent and comfortable living space 
where you can put down your formality and relax. Let's go to a Jjimjilbang to 
experience the Korean 'bang' culture. After changing into a comfortable 
jjimjil suit, roll up a towel and make ram horns, then enjoy the amazing 
combination of 'Maekbanseok (Stone-plate Cooked) Egg X Sikhye' and let 
your body and mind rest. In the 'bang' where you can watch cartoons and 
enjoy board games, there is a pleasant and comfortable space, as well as 
mouth-watering menus and drinks. For Generation MZ who want to have 
their own time and space, a 'bang' equipped with cleanliness, comfort, and 
personal space is responsible for Gen MZ’s self-healing'.
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Real Escape Challenge
4F, 21, Wausan-ro 27-gil, Mapo-gu, Seoul

AKSSUNUN HAMA Noraebang
8, Hongik-ro 3-gil, Mapo-gu, Seoul

5min

1km

25min

18.1km



Myunyeok Gongbang Black Branch

B1, 15, Eonju-ro 135-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul
http://myunyeokgongbang.co.kr

https://www.instagram.com/sunoraebang

Su Noraebang Luxury Hongdae Branch
The location of the scene in tvN's <Hospital Playlist> where Ahn Jung-won (Yoo Yeon-seok) sang and 
his friends sang 'Aroha' and Lee Ik-jun (Jo Jung-suk) talking with his son in front of a noraebang 
building. It is also the place where Momoland held the ‘BBoom-BBoom’ guerrilla event. A noraebang 
place with a stylish interior in a two-story structure with a front glass window.

67, Eulmadang-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul                                                         02-322-3111

Real Escape Challenge

4F, 21, Wausan-ro 27-gil, Mapo-gu, Seoul                                             02-333-3882           

Isens PC Sinchon Headquarter
It is the best franchise PC cafe brand in Korea. In PC cafes nationwide, computer specifications, store 
interiors, PC room cleanliness, keyboard, and mouse equipment, etc. are managed at the brand 
level. 

88, Sinchon-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul

Beol Toon Hongdae Headquarters
A place where you can go into a honeycomb room and watch and read cartoons. Comics are 
organized by genres, such as comic, fantasy, mystery, and suspense. Each room can have a curtain to 
ensure a private area separation. You can watch Netflix as well as books, and it operates on an hourly 
paid basis. There are many kinds of food and there is a package price.

63, Dokmak-ro 7-gil, Mapo-gu, Seoul                                                       02-3142-8880
www.beoltoon.co.kr

Red Button Hongdae Branch
There are over 90,000 board games from all over the world, including Jenga and Halligalli. 
Game-search, game description, and game recommendation are supported with a dedicated app 
provided in each room, allowing non-face-to-face interactions. There are general sofa seats and 
rooms with different concepts, such as a cabin room or a loft room, with a variety of food options. 
There are 29 branches across the country.

3F, 19 Hongik-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul                                                              02-333-3799

Manhwa Bang
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Jimjilbang

www.rec-escape.com

070-8670-1002
www.isenspc.co.kr

http://redbutton.co.kr

Noraebang

Board Game
Bang

Escape Bang
Cafe

PC Bang

The filming location of SBS <Same Bed, Different Dreams>. It is famous for the wave stone thermal 
massage that emits far-infrared rays and negative ions. It is a jjimjilbang where you can blow away 
wastes, toxins, and stress, and it is made of natural materials such as ocher bricks and cypress trees 
to provide a clean space where you can relax in privacy.

A place visited by many celebrities such as Lovelyz's Mijoo. Depending on the theme, you can enjoy 
a thrill-based game in which you have to escape from a room within a time limit. The theme is 
changed periodically, each room is marked in English and foreign guides are available. Visits with 
tourists and groups, battles, and challenges available.

02-3444-9608

2min

295m

40min
3

Garosugil Shopping
Nonhyeon-ro 175-gil area, Gangnam-gu, Seoul

4
Myunyeok Gongbang
Black Branch 
B1, 15, Eonju-ro 135-gil, Gangnam-gu, Seoul

5min

2.1km



A trip across Korea’s time and space
in less than 1 second

Use ICT Technology to go on a Smart Tour of Korea
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Wolmi Sea Train
6 Wolmi-ro, Jung-gu, Incheon

Noodle Platform
36, Sinpo-ro 27beon-gil, Jung-gu, Incheon

2min

1km

11min

474m

Gone are the days of collecting pamphlets at tourist destinations. Let's travel 
freely and smartly to the past, present, and future using advanced devices 
such as augmented reality and virtual reality (AR/VR), as well as restaurant 
and accommodation information on smartphones. Korea is an Information 
Technology (IT) powerhouse with the best communication infrastructure, 
and there is a plenty of travel-related content that utilizes Information and 
Communication Technology (ICT). At Aegibong Peace Ecological Park it is 
also possible to travel to North Korea or in VR to ‘Highland’, a high-tech 
futuristic city of 2051 at ‘T.um’. If you install the application ‘Incheon E-asy 
AR’, you can meet a ghost guide at the Incheon open port and travel back in 
time to the 19th century. Digital travel connects the visible and the invisible 
aspects of reality and allows you to enjoy both at the same time, making 
travel in Korea more interesting.



Future Technology Experience Center T.um

1F, SK T Tower, 65 Eulji-ro, Jung-gu, Seoul                                           02-6353-6665
https://tum.sktelecom.com

National Museum of Korea
You can enjoy the three-sided panoramic image of Jeong Seon's Shinmyo-nyeon Pungak Docheop 
(Jeongseon Phil Pungak Docheop, Treasure), which is 60m wide and 5m high. Visitors can visit the 
preservation science room that preserves and processes the museum’s storage and collections, 
which cannot be entered by visitors, through VR, and the 10-story stone pagoda at Gyeongcheonsa 
Temple Site in Gaeseong can be seen through AR and media façades. 

137, Seobinggo-ro, Yongsan-gu, Seoul                                                  02-2077-9000

Aegibong Peace Ecological Park
Aegibong Peak is a battleground of the Korean War, where you can see North Korea with the naked 
eye. After boarding the train bound for Kaesong, you will travel to Gaeseong Manwoldae and Seonjuk 
Bridge, which are UNESCO World Heritage Sites, by wearing a VR device. AR and media art that convey 
the importance of peace and the ecological environment are woth trying.

193-7, Gageum-ri, Haseong-myeon, Gimpo-si, Gyeonggi-do            031-989-7492

Gwangmyeong Cave
Gwangmyeong Cave is a 7.8 km long cave where gold, silver, copper, and zinc have been mined since 
1912. Mine Adventure is a program where you enjoy real and virtual tunnels along with the dynamic 
movement of an Oculus in a 12-seater train. You can also try being a miner by wearing an HMD and 
using a controller.

142, Gahak-ro 85beon-gil, Gwangmyeong-si, Gyeonggi-do

Taebaek Tong-ri Tan Tan Park
The filming location of the drama <Descendants of the Sun>. Two abandoned mines that were 
actually used as coal mines were decorated as mysterious spaces using digital art technology. You can 
enjoy various sights using lights, such as laser shows and videos, while walking through the 
abandoned mines where traces of miners remain. There is also an AR experience photo zone where 
you can meet animals from 6 continents.

116-44, Tonggol-gil, Taebaek-si, Gangwon-do                                    033-554-8853
https://blog.naver.com/taebaek_city

Incheon Open Port Smart Tour
If you download the ‘Incheon E-asy AR’ app and click on the ‘AR VR experience zone’, a 19th century 
real-time drama unfolds in Jemulpo Gurakbu, which was one of the settings of the drama <Guardian: 
The Lonely and Great God>. At the Daebul Hotel, a ghost guide in modern attire appears and leads a 
journey into the past. Foreigners can also make a reservation for mobility, and a multilingual text chat 
service can relieve inconvenience. About 60 public Wi-Fi areas are installed around the open port, so 
you can enjoy free of charge without worrying about data.

80, Sinpo-ro 27beon-gil, Jung-gu, Incheon                                          032-760-6475
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Compound Type

www.museum.go.kr

https://aegibong.or.kr

070-4277-8902
www.gm.go.kr/cv

www.incheonopenport.com

VR Travel
Locations

AR Travel
Locations

2min

295m

40min
3

Jemulpo Club
25, Jayugongwonnam-ro, Jung-gu, Incheon

4
Future Technology
Experience Center T.um
1F, SK T Tower, 65 Eulji-ro, Jung-gu, Seoul

55min

42km

T.um is an abbreviation of Technology+Museum. As a future experience space, you will travel to the 
virtual high-tech city ‘Highland’ in 2051. You can experience the space control center, artificial 
intelligence (AI) smart home, telemedicine, teleport, hologram conference, and flight shuttle by 
boarding the 1300km/h hyperloop. The field tour has been temporarily suspended due to COVID-19. 
The YouTube live tour is available by reservation. 



The world of light and sound through 
digital media art

Art Created by Light ‘Media Art’ Aesthetic Tour
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Gangneung Runningman Theme Park
Floor 2, St. John's Hotel Pine-dong, 307 
Changhae-ro, Gangneung-si, Gangwon-do

Arte Museum Gangneung
131, Nanseolheon-ro, Gangneung-si, Gangwon-do

6min

3.4km

8min

2.5km

An immersive content destination for Generation Alpha is emerging. It 
was snowing all over the place, but suddenly petals started to flutter, 
and then the world was covered with petals, and the scent of flowers 
was everywhere. The realistic content in which trees grow and fish run 
away when you reach out your hand stimulates both the senses of 
smell and touch, as well as sight. Let's enjoy realistic content that 
brings a dreamlike world for us to see and feel. The Born Digital Genera-
tion Alpha is immersed in the splendid colors and surreal atmosphere, 
interacting with, and accepting the artwork with all five senses. It is a 
travel method for Generation MZ, who enjoy digital life in their spare 
time and while traveling. Futuristic K-Art, which combines digital 
immersive technology in the field of culture and art, adds one of the 
charms of travel to Korea. 



Flowers By Naked Hongdae

4F, AK&Hongdae, 188 Yanghwa-ro, Mapo-gu, Seoul

Museum One

20, Centumseo-ro, Haeundae-gu, Busan

Yeosu NOCTEMARE

294, Manseong-ro, Yeosu-si, Jeollanam-do
https://noctemare.com

Jeju Nohyung Supermarket

89, Nohyeong-ro, Jeju-si, Jeju-do
http://nohyung-supermarket.com

DPIRANG

Nocte-Mare is a compound word of ‘Nokte’ meaning night and ‘Mare’ meaning sea, and it symbolizes 
the night sea of Yeosu. It contains the legend that an unknown world is opened when starlight 
overlaps over Hyangilam, Boriam, and Sejondo in the sea off Yeosu. The exhibition hall is composed 
of 8 themes (Sunset, Starry Night, Timeless, Voyage, Jelly, Imagine, Memory, Moonlight). It is 
characterized by being designed as a dedicated space for media art that fits the characteristics of 
Yeosu, rather than media art using existing buildings. 

It is an immersive media art exhibition hall with a story. The main story is “One day in 1981, a door 
that leads to another dimension appears in a supermarket in Nohyeong-dong, Jeju, and you open the 
door to go in and explore.” It is composed of 5 spaces including Nohyeong Supermarket Preshow, 
Belongbelong, Mungtecloud, Warangwarang, and Gobulak, with 46 projectors and 7.1-channel EAW 
speakers to give a magnificent sense of immersion.

29, Nammanggongwon-gil, Tongyeong-si, Gyeongsangnam-do
http://dpirang.com

Capital City
Locations

118

02-323-2055

Arte Museum Gangneung

131, Nanseolheon-ro, Gangneung-si, Gangwon-do

http://naturelabs.co.kr

051-731-3302
https://kunst1.co.kr/museumone

Province
Locations

1899-5008
https://artemuseum.com

064-713-1888

061-653-7100

1544-3303

2min

295m

40min
3

Gangneung Seongyojang
63, Unjeong-gil, Gangneung-si, 
Gangwon-do

5
Gangneung Jungang Market

4
Gangneung Myeongju-dong Cafe Street
35, Geumseong-ro, Gangneung-si, Gangwon-do 21, Geumseong-ro, Gangneung-si, Gangwon-do

12min

4.5km

8min

545m

Since opening in August 2019, Museum One, an immersive media contemporary art museum, has 
attracted about 600,000 visitors. The exhibition <The Art of Healing> comforts and recovers the 
modern people who are exhausted from Covid will help them start anew on March 26, 2022, along 
with the works of 21 of the best artists representing Korea. It is a representative art museum in 
Busan that breaks the prejudice that art is difficult and provides emotion and joy to people of all 
ages and genders.

A permanent exhibition hall for media art located near Hongdae, a playground for the younger 
generation. The secret flower garden lives and breathes based on natural circulation that is impleme
nted in 8 zones. It offers mysterious and beautiful areas such as the snowy big book, the golden glo
wing garden, the sweet secret garden with the sweet scent of flowers, and the cherry blossom gar
den where interactive art is at its peak.

An immersive media art exhibition hall presented by d'strict, which won the gold prize for COEX's 
'WAVE' at the 'iF Design Awards 2021', one of the world's three major design awards. Starting with 
the Jeju Pavilion, which formerly a speaker manufacturing plant, uses an area of about 4630 m2 and 

If Dongpirang and Seopirang, the mural villages of Tongyeong, are hand-painted murals,  Dpirang dra
ws a garden of light with digital art to bring the paintings to life. As the longestnighttime digital 
theme park in Korea, the 15 media art shows that combine video, light and music are fantastic. Take 
a leisurely walk, savor the view, and take some photos.

wall of up to 10 m in height to create an art world with light and sound, currently also opened in Gan
gneung and Yeosu. Each branch has different plans and exhibitions to add to the local characteristics. 



Enjoying the full moon and making
memories with a cup of tea

Tranquil Hanok Healing Trip
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490m490m1 2
Muan International Airport
970-260, Gonghang-ro, Mangun-myeon, 
Muan-gun, Jeollanam-do

Naju Park Kyung-jung's Gaok
13, Geumseong-gil, Naju-si, Jeollanam-do

33min

39km

4min

1.8km

Hanok has become a new star amongst the Hallyu Wave. Not only 
in dramas but also music videos and TV entertainment shows. The 
main character Park Sae-roi (Park Seo-joon) in <Itaewon Class> 
takes over Jangga with elegant roof tiles and eaves, and the hanok 
that appears in <The World of the Married> and <Mr. Sunshine> 
symbolizes the life of the main character in K-Dramas. As seen in 
K-Pop singers' music videos and album covers, let's enjoy some 
healing time while lying on the Daecheongmaru and admiring the 
moon. A hanok is now a healing space of infinite love as it supplies 
new energy through small performances and events such as 
reading discussions, book concerts, and author fan meetings.



Awon Museum & Hotel
The Awon Museum & Hotel in Wanju is known as BTS's '2019 Summer Package in Korea' video and 
pictorial. Awon(我園) means ‘our garden’, and the 250-year-old house in Jinju, Gyeongsangnam-do, 
and the 150-year-old house in Jeongeup, Jeollabuk-do have been moved intact. It is used as Awon 
Gallery & Museum and heritage stay. 

516-7, Songgwangsuman-ro, Daeheung-ri, Soyang-myeon, Wanju-gun, Jeollabuk-do
www.awon.kr

Illuwayu Dallboru
The filming location of Rain and Lee Hyori in <Hangout With Yoo>. Located in Eunpyeong Hanok 
Village, it is a guesthouse with a spectacular view of Bukhansan Mountain. It is a place to drink tea, 
but when the table is removed, a cypress bath (hinoki bath) appears and transforms into a hot 
spring, creating a healing atmosphere where you can enjoy a bath while sipping a glass of wine. A 
popular place for hanok concerts, lectures, tea ceremonies, exhibitions, and reading discussions.

7-9, Yeonseo-ro 50-gil, Eunpyeong-gu, Seoul

3917 Majung

42-16, Hyanggyo-gil, Naju-si, Jeollanam-do

Hanok Café Sunwoongak
The hanok where the dramas <Mr. Sunshine>, <The World of the Married>, and <Itaewon Class> were 
filmed, and the filming location of <The Red Sleeve>. It is a cafe famous for its autumn leaves at the 
foot of Bukhansan, and the last roof tiles of the Joseon Dynasty were placed on it. It is the largest 
private hanok in Seoul built by the late Chairman Ju-Young Chung and is used as a venue for various 
events, such as hanok weddings.

265-16, Ui-dong, Gangbuk-gu, Seoul

Flower Yard Café
The filming location of the dramas <True Beauty>, <Guardian: The Lonely and Great God>, <The 
Game: TOWARDS ZERO>, and <Black Knight> and is the TOP filming location of Maxim, where Won 
Bin is the model. There are lots of plants and flowers inside and outside, and lots of bouquets for 
sale.

A culture complex with guesthouses and experience zones centered on Mokseowon, the filming 
location of the webtoon-based drama <Nevertheless,>. 3917 Meijung is a name meaning ‘to face the 
modern culture of Naju in 1939 in 2017’. This is a pretty hanok cafe and lodging with a view of Naju 
Hyanggyo. It is an Instagram-worthy view spot. 

33-12, Supyo-ro 28-gil, Jongno-gu, Seoul
www.instagram.com/madangflowercafe

HAGINDANG
The filming location of the hometown of Kim Hee-seong (Byun Yo-han) in the drama <Mr. Sunshine>. 
The only old private home built in the Joseon Dynasty's construction style, which was introduced by 
the royal court.  Using wood from around the Yalu River and Mt. Odae in Gangwon-do, 4.280 
construction engineers, including first-class craftsmen and woodworkers were mobilized. It is a 
Heritage Stay attraction certified by the Korea Tourism. A 100-year-old old house on a plot of land of 
about 1,750 square meters.

47, Hyanggyo-gil, Wansan-gu, Jeonju-si, Jeollabuk-do

CAFÉ Version

120

STAY
Version

www.ilwy.kr

www.instagram.com/3917majung_official

010-4395-1105
www.instagram.com/cafe_sunwoongak

https://hagindang.modoo.at

ⒸCourtesy of Myung-Hyeok Jang, Photographer

063-241-8195

010-9988-8432

063-284-9929

02-743-0724

061-331-3917

2min

295m

40min
3

3917 Majung
42-16, Hyanggyo-gil, Naju-si, Jeollanam-do

4
Gangjin Dalbit Hanok Village
2, Dalbithanok-gil, Seongseong-myeon, 
Gangjin-gun, Jeollanam-do

35min

39km
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